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Preface

From 1990 to 1993 I directed civil rights policy for the San
Francisco Coalition on Homelessness, and during that time I witnessed
the beginning of what would become a national backlash against home-
less people. San Francisco Mayor Art Agnos had made extensive efforts
to address what appeared at first to be a short-term problem made
worse by the economic slowdown of the early 1980s and then exacer-
bated by the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake, which damaged a signifi-
cant amount of the city’s low-cost housing. Within a few years, how-
ever, the problem had become worse, with homeless people encamped
throughout the city, undermining the usability of parks, sidewalks, and
other public spaces. The mayor’s response was to begin to target home-
less people in certain high-visibility areas of the city such as Golden
Gate Park, the Civic Center, and Union Square. Through aggressive
ticketing by police and outreach efforts by social workers, he attempted
to restore order to those parts of the city. His efforts, however, were un-
successful, as he lacked both the housing and services to move people
off the streets and the willingness to fully engage the police in a pro-
gram of harassment, intimidation, and arrests.

By 1992, public frustration with Agnos’s failure to “solve” home-
lessness through either progressive or regressive means resulted in his
ouster. He was replaced by the city’s police chief, Frank Jordan, who
campaigned on a platform of removing the homeless and restoring or-
der through aggressive policing. In 1993 he initiated the “Matrix” pro-
gram, which gave the police new authority and political backing for a
concerted crackdown on public homelessness. Encampments were re-
moved from public parks and plazas; thousands of tickets were issued
for minor legal violations; and hundreds of homeless people were sent
to jail.

Despite these aggressive efforts to restore order, the number of people
without a place to live continued to increase and public order remained
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impaired, with the problem often being shifted from the central city to
outlying neighborhoods. Although Jordan’s backlash brought limited
relief to a handful of targeted areas, it also engendered misery, anger,
and hopelessness in thousands of homeless people.
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Introduction

During the 1980s and early 1990s, the quality of everyday
life in New York City underwent dramatic changes, suffering the twin
scourges of rising crime and disorder. In 1991, the city’s crime rate
peaked at its highest level ever, with more than two thousand homi-
cides, and homeless encampments, panhandlers, and drug dealers be-
came a normal part of the urban landscape. Then in a major shift, by
the year 2000, homelessness was largely erased from public view, and
crime had dropped to the lowest level in forty years. Somehow, the
quality of daily life for millions of New Yorkers had been restored.
There was, however, a darker side to this miraculous transformation. By
2004, homelessness reached its highest levels since the Great Depres-
sion, with both more than 100,000 New Yorkers relying on emergency
shelter at some point during the year and new aggressive policing tac-
tics, which resulted in the incarceration of tens of thousands of people
for a wide variety of minor offenses such as drinking or urinating in
public, blocking subway stairways, and sleeping in public parks.

This transformation in the quality of life in New York and many
other American cities was more than the creation of some new policing
tactics or the construction of a new philosophy of the socially marginal.
Rather, it was a melding of the two into a coherent new approach to-
ward social control. This “quality-of-life” paradigm emerged as a set of
concrete social control practices united by a political philosophy that
explained the nature of homelessness and disorder as one of personal
responsibility and established punitive methods for restoring social or-
der and public civility. In the process, it changed the way that cities
dealt with welfare reform, community development, and policing prac-
tices in general.

The quality-of-life paradigm is a way of reorienting the efforts of city
government away from directly improving the lives of the disenfran-
chised and toward restoring social order in the city’s public spaces. This
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paradigm blames the current crisis on permissive social policies and
calls for the implementation of a variety of punitive social control prac-
tices directed at minor incivilities as the way to restore neighborhood
stability. While the previous paradigm of urban liberalism placed a pre-
mium on social tolerance, government planning, and rehabilitation, the
new paradigm was driven by a concern with social intolerance, market-
and volunteer-driven mechanisms of social change, and punitiveness.

The quality-of-life agenda did more than just criminalize homeless
people. It helped transform the way these cities addressed a whole range
of social problems. Prostitution, graffiti, and young men hanging out on
street corners, as well as panhandlers and squeegee men, were viewed as
a source rather than a symptom of urban decline. The government’s re-
sponse was to treat these groups as a major threat to public order and
to place them at the center of new aggressive policing tactics and puni-
tive social policies. Part of the innovation of “quality of life” is how it
grouped and used punitive tactics rather than rehabilitative or structural
reforms.

Society at large usually is indifferent to the means that the police use
to maintain order on the edges of society. The police have always treated
those on the margins of society in a repressive manner. Vagrancy and
loitering laws, roundups of drunks and prostitutes, and the meting out
of street justice in the form of physical attacks and personal indignities
in a hidden late-night world of alleys, park benches, and skid-row side-
walks have been routine elements of urban life since the creation of po-
lice forces more than 150 years ago. Yet the daily lives of social outcasts
have rarely been the focus of social movements, political speeches, or
popular culture. What made the criminalization of homelessness in the
1990s new was that it transcended this popular disinterest. That is, the
public attitude toward the issue of homeless and socially marginal peo-
ple changed from passive sympathy to active antagonism. In the proc-
ess, much of the political landscape of urban America was transformed.

This book is about the rise, dynamics, and consequences of a puni-
tive approach to the urban social problems that developed in many
American cities during the 1980s and 1990s. As homelessness, crime,
and public disorder began to emerge as major social problems in the
1980s, local politicians, economic elites, and local community groups
looked for new ways of restoring stability to the urban environment. As
part of this process, a new philosophy of urban social control developed
that emphasized the centrality of maintaining order through aggressive
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zero-tolerance policing and other punitive social policy measures. These
were designed to enforce public civility through the fear of negative
sanctions rather than simply the provision of enhanced economic op-
portunities and social services. The result has been the broad criminal-
ization of homeless and other socially marginal people and the aban-
donment of the liberal ideals of reducing economic and social inequality
which guaranteed basic universal human rights, and promoted social
tolerance.

This process can be most clearly seen through the lens of the home-
lessness crisis. In response to the explosive growth in the number of
homeless people across the country in the 1980s, cities created new pol-
icies that restricted a wide variety of behaviors associated with them, in-
cluding panhandling, sleeping in parks, and sitting on sidewalks. These
policies were joined under the rubric of quality-of-life improvements to
emphasize their focus on visible forms of disorder that directly affect
the everyday lives of urban residents from all social strata. The term
quality of life has come to mean more than a set of policies, however; it
also is a new way of thinking about urban social problems that attrib-
utes neighborhood decline to the presence of visible disorder. Rather
than focusing on structural solutions to homelessness, unemployment,
and crime, the new paradigm redefines these problems as one of indi-
vidualized moral failure leading to neighborhood disorder and decline.
Mass homelessness is thus transformed from a social problem of hous-
ing and social services to a law enforcement problem of maintaining or-
der. The result has been a rejection of urban liberal politics in much of
urban America.

As homelessness dramatically expanded in the 1980s, it evoked a
variety of individual, community, and governmental responses. People
were motivated to volunteer in soup kitchens, give out clothing, stock
food pantries, and give money to panhandlers on the streets. The gov-
ernment produced a number of emergency responses, including shelters,
soup kitchens, and a variety of social services designed to get people
back on their feet. In these early days, homelessness was often viewed
through the lens of the early 1980s recession and was therefore seen as
a short-term economic problem that would improve along with the
economy. Little effort was made to invest in more substantial responses
such as housing and residential mental health and drug treatment facili-
ties or to look at the ways in which housing and labor markets were be-
ing altered by both global and local political and economic factors.
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As the recession gave way to the economic expansion of the late
1980s, the problem of homelessness became more obstinate and odious.
The number of homeless people grew, and their impact on the daily life
of the city became more problematic as subways, sidewalks, and parks
became the living rooms for tens of thousands of people. At the same
time, these people’s connection to any specific economic downturn be-
came harder to discern. Government and individual responses slowly
became more routinized and structured. Emergency shelters became
long-term shelters or transitional housing. Soup kitchens had to rely
more and more on large government budgets to hire professional staffs
rather than using volunteers.1 Although people continued to give their
time and money, only a few sought to develop long-term solutions, pre-
ferring instead to respond in some small way to the cries for help ring-
ing throughout America’s cities.

As the 1980s drew to a close and homelessness continued to pervade
the urban environment along with the intertwined scourges of drugs
and crime, a siege mentality emerged in the cities. Local residents felt
that their public spaces were becoming unusable. Residents awoke to
find people sleeping on their front stoops; merchants found encamp-
ments in their doorways and panhandlers on their sidewalks at all
hours; and the city’s subway system and parks became massive home-
less shelters for thousands of people. Physical and social disorder in the
form of the remains of cardboard beds, human waste, panhandling, and
the ghostly presence of the mentally ill wandering the streets became
omnipresent assaults on the population’s sensibilities. The focus gradu-
ally shifted from how to help homeless people to how to reduce the im-
pact of homelessness on the rest of society. As a result, society’s charita-
ble impulses turned from restoring the homeless to restoring communi-
ties. Urban residents, politicians, and business leaders began to demand
that the visible symptoms of the growing urban crisis—crime, disorder,
and homelessness—be directly and immediately resolved through puni-
tive means.

The Rise of Disorder

The city that was the most dramatically affected by demands for im-
proving the quality of daily life was New York. Whereas other cities—
such as San Francisco, Los Angeles, Seattle, Baltimore, and Chicago—
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experienced similar political upheavals in the face of growing disorder,
New York’s changes were the most pronounced. During the 1980s, New
Yorkers witnessed a continuous rise in the level of disorder in public
spaces. Tens of thousands of homeless people could be found in all parts
of the city, both above and below ground. Estimates of the number of
people living in shelters and on the streets have been difficult to gauge,
in part owing to the extent and scope of the problem, but the most reli-
able figures are the number of people relying on emergency shelters on
any given night. In October 1986, New York City’s Human Resources
Administration, which operates the shelter system, stated that 4,500
families and 9,000 single adults had entered the system, with an average
of 450 new families seeking shelter each month.2 Less than a year later,
the numbers were 9,000 single adults and more than 5,000 families.3

These numbers continued to increase throughout the late 1980s and
early 1990s. Homeless advocates estimated that an average of 50,000
people were homeless at one time during this period, and 200,000 were
living with friends and relatives or in substandard housing.4

Most of these people stayed in shelters, meaning that they were not
a visible presence at night. In many cases, however, even those staying
in the shelter system were forced out in the early morning to fend for
themselves until the early evening. A significant number of these people
spent their days working, searching for work, and navigating the social
welfare bureaucracy. Many thousands, however, left the shelter system
each morning and went into the surrounding neighborhoods looking
for opportunities to make money, engaging in substance abuse, and, in
some cases, wandering aimlessly. Even more distressing were the thou-
sands of people not using the shelter system. Each night, the subway
alone housed thousands of people in stations, tunnels, and subway cars.
Many of them set up full-time residences in out-of-the-way corners of
stations or deep in the labyrinth of tunnels and service rooms below
ground. Those above ground slept where they could, alone or in groups.
The most noticeable were the large encampments in which sometimes
dozens of people set up makeshift tents in abandoned lots, under free-
ways, or even in public parks. These camps usually were characterized
by the presence of drug use, trash, and human waste. Since the mentally
ill and hard-core substance abusers were the groups most likely to avoid
the regimented and sometimes dangerous shelters, those sleeping on the
streets were more likely to be a source of aggressive panhandling, intox-
icated or mentally ill behavior, and petty crime.
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As homelessness grew, neighborhoods throughout the five boroughs
were confronted with people living in their parks, subway stations, and
even doorways. Automated teller machines and the fronts of all-night
markets were favorite spots for round-the-clock panhandling and sleep-
ing, with occasional late-night battles over the prime spots. Many resi-
dents had to walk a daily gauntlet of homeless people at the store and
at the bank and sleeping on the sidewalk and in the subway. In addition
to the constant requests for handouts, the visible presence of so many
disheveled people and their possessions became a landscape of disorder,
despair, and, in some cases, fear.

These conditions worsened throughout the late 1980s, but 1989 was
a watershed year that both typified the period and displayed some of
its worst characteristics. The city estimated that ten thousand home-
less mentally ill people were on the streets of New York that year.5 That
spring, the shelter system housed more than eleven thousand single
adult and close to five thousand families, with advocates claiming there
were twenty thousand to thirty thousand more on the streets.6 The tran-
sit authority counted one thousand people living in its stations on a sin-
gle winter night, not including people sleeping on trains or hidden away
in the tunnels.

That year, the city was filled with quotidian indignities for both the
housed and the homeless. In particular, there were three social land-
scapes that exemplified the extent of the problem and the seeming in-
ability to do anything substantive about it. Each of these shows the cen-
tral role of homelessness in unraveling New York City’s social fabric.

West Ninety-sixth Street

A paradigmatic sign of the disorder crisis of 1989 was the arrest of
Larry Hogue on Manhattan’s West Ninety-sixth Street for vandalizing a
church on that block. A homeless veteran with serious psychiatric and
substance abuse problems, Hogue had been a fixture on that street since
the mid-1980s, using his monthly disability check to buy alcohol, crack,
and other drugs. At his best, he slept and wandered the streets as a
ghostlike presence. When high on crack or other drugs, however, he
was often a raging menace, threatening passersby, vandalizing cars and
buildings, and occasionally assaulting local residents. He was arrested
in 1989 after he caused $10,000 to $20,000 in damage by throwing
bricks through the stained-glass windows at the First Church of Christ,
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Scientist, at 1 West Ninety-sixth Street. After being psychologically eval-
uated, he was deemed mentally incompetent to be held accountable for
his actions, and after being medically stabilized and treated for his drug
use, he was judged to be stable enough to take care of himself without
harming himself or others and was discharged back onto the streets.

This was not the first or last time this would happen. Hogue was ar-
rested nine times in the twenty years from 1972 to 1992, and he was
sentenced to prison six times, with sentences ranging from five days to a
year. During that same period, he was hospitalized more than twenty
times in city facilities and several more times at VA hospitals. The most
serious incident involving Hogue occurred in 1988 when he assaulted a
sixteen-year-old girl and pushed her in front of a moving truck, leading
to another temporary involuntary hospital commitment. In 1994 he was
arrested again for throwing slabs of concrete through the windshield of
an occupied car.

During this period, residents around West Ninety-sixth Street were
continually threatened by Hogue’s presence in the neighborhood, often
feeling that it was not safe to walk down their own block when he was
around, for fear of his constant verbal and even physical harassment.
They felt incapable of doing anything about this, because each time
Hogue was arrested or committed, he was soon released and allowed to
return to the same street. Mental health officials pointed out that with
the loss of almost half the city and state’s mental health beds since the
1960s, there was nowhere to put people with minor psychological prob-
lems exacerbated by regular substance abuse. According to psychiatrist
Gregory A. Miller, who frequently treated Hogue, “The system is so
overburdened that even the mentally ill addicts that beg for treatment
do not get it, much less those that resist treatment. What it boils down
to is that we as a society have decided to ignore the problem and then
get mad when someone is out on the street.”7

Tompkins Square Park

One of the most contentious and notorious signs of the declining
quality of public life in 1989 could be seen in Tompkins Square Park on
the Lower East Side of Manhattan. Beginning the previous summer, a
mixture of young street kids, homeless men, and drug dealers and users
had taken over the park. Local residents complained that they could not
use the park and that the noise from the people congregated there kept
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them up at night despite an existing midnight curfew. The situation be-
came worse as people living in the park set up makeshift tents, lit fires
in trash barrels, and accumulated large amounts of possessions in boxes
and shopping carts. Noise, trash, discarded drug paraphernalia, and
even human waste came to overpower the park and its surroundings.
Residents formed new neighborhood groups designed to pressure the
city to take action, which it did on August 6, 1988. That night, police
evicted people in the park after midnight, sparking a riot as park dwell-
ers, along with many community supporters, resisted the eviction and
police attacked them in large numbers. Dozens of police, rioters, and
passersby were injured in the confrontation that lasted until the early
hours of the morning.

The neighborhood was deeply divided by the eviction. Mayor Ed-
ward Koch rescinded the curfew in the face of organized community
opposition to it because of the absence of an adequate alternative place
for the people to go to. But by the summer of 1989 the park was again
besieged by the overlapping populations of homeless people, drug deal-
ers, and street kids. Another round of community organizing resulted in
the police’s restricting the use of tents or other structures by the hun-
dreds of people living there. This low-level harassment of the park
dwellers satisfied neither side of the divided community. It failed to pro-
vide real alternatives for the people there, and it failed to remove them
from the park. This halfhearted approach further polarized the commu-
nity and highlighted the city’s inability to develop real services for single
homeless adults with mental health and substance abuse problems. By
the summer of 1991, even many supporters of the homeless, who had
preferred an expansion of services instead of evictions, were ready to
support the closure and renovation of the park as a way of displacing
the problem from their midst. On June 2, Mayor David Dinkins did just
that, closing the park for more than a year in order for it to be rehabili-
tated. Since then, the park has been closed each night at midnight, and
no sleeping materials or tents are allowed during the day.

Subways

Conditions in the city’s subway system also were at a low point in
1989. The New York Transit Authority (TA) estimated that more than
two thousand people were living in the system’s stations and trains, but
advocates maintained that the number was several times larger. Indeed,
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conditions were so bad in some areas that the TA believed that it was
at least partially responsible for the first fall in ridership levels since the
fiscal crisis of the mid-1970s. Riders complained about the usability of
cars occupied by sleeping people who had not bathed or had soiled
themselves. Entry areas were populated by people disabling the turn-
stiles in hopes of obtaining errant tokens for resale. Benches throughout
the system were turned into beds, especially on cold winter nights. Pan-
handling was endemic as well, especially during heavily traveled day-
time hours. And more than two dozen homeless people died in the sys-
tem that year after being hit by trains or electrocuted by the third rail
while looking for shelter in tunnels.

The situation became so bad that in October the TA announced the
creation of new rules for the system that prohibited blocking stairs or
platforms, sleeping while lying down, trespassing in the tunnels, and
panhandling, as well as the stricter enforcement of existing rules pro-
hibiting public drinking and intoxication, vandalism, smoking, and lit-
tering. Operation Enforcement, as it was called, was designed to restore
order to the subway by strict “zero-tolerance” enforcement of minor vi-
olations. The hope was that this would give officers the tools to root
out those who were making the subway less usable and, in the process,
set a tone of law and order that would draw back the riding public.
This initial effort, however, was unsuccessful due to the lack of support
by New York’s governor, Mario Cuomo, and many police officers, as
well as resistance from homeless advocates who brought a number of
lawsuits against the effort. As a result, thousands of people continued to
live in the subway system.

The Quality-of-Life Response

By the early 1990s, the unabated increase of public disorder caused a
dramatic shift in social policies and urban politics that ushered in an ur-
ban political backlash in New York and many other American cities.
This is not to say that before 1990 all homeless policies were therapeu-
tic and that after 1990 all were punitive. Nonetheless, during the early
1990s, there was a radical change in emphasis toward punitiveness
that could be seen all across the country. The National Law Center on
Homelessness and Poverty identified forty-two cities that developed new
antihomeless measures in 1994, compared with only nine cities in 1991.
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The report indicated that the adoption of punitive measures was wide-
spread and occurred in both historically liberal cities such as San Fran-
cisco, Santa Cruz, and Seattle, and conservative cities such as San
Diego, Houston, and Denver. It also showed that these actions were of-
ten taken with broad grassroots support, as evidenced by the success
of ballot measures and political candidates who championed the new
punitiveness.8

In 1991, the Miami police regularly arrested homeless people for
sleeping, eating, and urinating in public. In 1994, they used bulldozers
to demolish a homeless shantytown in downtown Bicentennial Park.
Later that year, they also passed new laws restricting “aggressive solici-
tation” and “pedestrian interference.” In fact, these attacks became so
intense that a federal court in Pottinger v. City of Miami (1991) ruled
that the city’s intent was to criminalize the essential acts of homeless
people who had no alternative, given the almost complete lack of a
homeless shelter system, and that the city must establish safe zones
where the police would be prevented from harassing people living out-
doors.

In 1993, the city of Seattle created a new ordinance making it illegal
to sit or lie down on the sidewalk in many public places, including the
central business district. Police, working closely with area merchants,
also began rigorously enforcing obstruction, begging, and trespassing
laws. The result was hundreds of arrests and numerous large “sweeps”
of public places in the central city.

In 1993, a number of local groups in Santa Monica, California, pro-
posed a local ordinance banning both camping in any public place and
abusive solicitation. After a broad mobilization in support of the ordi-
nance, the city council passed it in 1994, as well as tough restrictions on
the public distribution of free food. The effect of these measures was to
criminalize the basic social and bodily acts of homeless people, forcing
them to choose among jail, an overcrowded shelter system, or moving
to another town, with similar consequences.

One of the clearest examples of the new backlash was the creation
of the Matrix Program in San Francisco in 1993. Matrix relied on a
wide variety of enforcement tools against public disorder, including the
zero-tolerance enforcement of existing nuisance laws, the resurrection
of nineteenth-century municipal statutes, and reinterpretations of ex-
isting state laws, local ordinances, health codes, and park regulations.
Matrix resulted in the arrests of hundreds of people for sleeping in
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parks, panhandling, loitering, urinating outdoors, and serving free food
in public. More significantly, it generated thousands of citations that
quickly became arrest warrants when people failed to make their court
appearances or to pay their sometimes sizable fines. In an effort to in-
crease the tools available to the police, the mayor (and former police
chief), Frank Jordan, supported a local initiative to criminalize “aggres-
sive panhandling,” which the voters passed in 1994 and the police used
to sweep central commercial areas.

New York City, which like San Francisco represented the pinnacle
of liberal approaches to social problems, stepped up its punitive meas-
ures against the homeless in 1990 with the ejection of large numbers
of homeless people from the state-run subway system. This effort was
led by William Bratton, the chief of the New York City Transit Police.
In 1991, Mayor David Dinkins, a liberal Democrat, expanded this ap-
proach with the sweeping of Tompkins Square Park and numerous
other public encampments. In 1993, Mayor Dinkins also initiated a po-
lice enforcement effort targeting “squeegee men,” who wash car win-
dows at intersections for spare change. The move toward punitiveness
did not begin in earnest, however, until Rudolph Giuliani took over as
mayor in 1994. Giuliani immediately brought in William Bratton to be
commissioner of the New York Police Department (NYPD), and to-
gether they developed a number of new tactics to drive the homeless
from public space.

Giuliani reformulated the homeless problem as a disorder problem
by framing the issue in terms of “quality of life,” which allowed him to
treat homelessness as a criminal justice issue and not a social services
one. He switched the focus of urban social policy from improving hous-
ing, employment, social services, and fighting poverty, to using the po-
lice to control public disorder. Rather than expanding access to afford-
able housing or social services or improving labor market opportunities
for those with limited skills, Giuliani dramatically expanded the size
and role of the police department. The NYPD became the agency of
first resort for complaints about the declining quality of community life,
including homelessness. This approach concentrated on the impact of
homelessness and other low-level disorders on residents and neighbor-
hoods rather than focusing on the plight of the people who were the
source of this disorder. The police department’s primary new directive
on homelessness, “Police Strategy No. 5: Reclaiming the Public Spaces
of New York,” addressed the policing of specific behaviors such as
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street peddling, panhandling, and squeegee cleaning, rather than explic-
itly targeting the status of being homeless: “Over the years, enjoyment
of public space has been curtailed. Aggressive panhandling, squeegee
cleaners, street prostitution, ‘boombox cars,’ public drunkenness, reck-
less bicyclists, and graffiti have added to the sense that the entire public
environment is a threatening place.”9 These behaviors were mainly but
not exclusively associated with people living on the streets. As a result,
these behaviors became code words for the presence of homeless people,
and in the process, rather than focusing on homeless people as such,
this directive and its enactment established a new way of thinking about
homeless people as causes of disorder, thereby facilitating the criminal-
ization of a whole range of socially marginal people.

Explaining the Rise of Quality-of-Life Policing

These punitive measures were a significant departure from earlier ap-
proaches to homelessness, which relied largely on short-term emergency
responses and therapeutic strategies. In the early years of Mayor David
Dinkins’s administration, New York City focused on maintaining the
city’s mammoth emergency shelter system and creating permanent and
transitional housing, as well as a network of social services. Rhetori-
cally, Dinkins emphasized the plight of homeless families and children
in an attempt to portray them as the deserving poor. But two years into
Dinkins’s term of office, he began to move away from his liberal policies
of housing development and social services and to experiment with
more punitive measures. He failed, however, to embrace this new puni-
tive effort completely, enacting it only sporadically. Perhaps more im-
portant, he failed to fashion it into a public ideology. Consequently,
Rudolph Giuliani was able to unseat him as mayor by clearly articulat-
ing a vision of restoring order and bringing prosperity to the city, its
neighborhoods, and its public spaces through aggressive zero-tolerance
policing. Giuliani was politically successful because he managed to har-
ness the widespread concern of business leaders and neighborhood res-
idents about the declining quality of life in the city by promising to
quickly and effectively address visible disorderly behavior. He argued
that by reversing the visible symptoms of social and physical disorder,
urban spaces would be economically revitalized. This contention ap-
pealed to residents who similarly viewed the problems of disorder as
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symptomatic of a city out of control: economically in the form of rising
rents and declining wages, socially in the form of growing crime and
disorder, and physically in the form of increased filth and decaying pub-
lic infrastructures.

When Giuliani took office in 1994, he turned Dinkins’s policing ex-
periments into major citywide operations. He evicted dozens of home-
less encampments, displaced squeegee men, and ordered the police to
harass homeless people through the zero-tolerance enforcement of mi-
nor infractions. In the shelter system he attempted to transform the
rules of accountability for homeless people by charging them for staying
in shelters and threatening them with eviction from the shelter system,
loss of benefits, and even separation from their families for failing to
abide by work requirements calling for people to work twenty hours a
week. “Tough love” replaced housing and services as a new strategy for
addressing homelessness and restoring order.

“Quality of Life” as a New Paradigm of Social Control

This book tries to answer one central question: What social forces lead
to the rise of this new quality-of-life paradigm of urban social control?
To answer this question, I describe the economic development strate-
gies, policing practices, and social welfare policies that constituted ur-
ban liberalism in the 1970s and 1980s in relation to the problem of
homelessness and other forms of disorder. The quality-of-life paradigm
represents a general shift in social policies away from the prior para-
digm of urban liberalism, along three axes. The first axis is a transition
from socially inclusive, rehabilitation-oriented policies to socially exclu-
sive, punitive ones. The second is a rejection of government-centered
approaches to social problems in favor of market- and community-
based efforts, and the third is a move away from the social tolerance of
individual and group differences and toward a communitarian outlook
that privileges majoritarian views of appropriate public behavior at the
expense of the socially marginalized.

To explain why this transformation occurred in the late 1980s and
early 1990s, I use New York City as a case study through which to ex-
amine the economic, political, and social factors contributing to the
breakdown of urban liberalism and the rise of the new quality-of-life
paradigm. Although New York is not representative of all American
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cities, it is the premier example of a process that happened to a lesser
degree in many other major liberal cities, including San Francisco, Seat-
tle, Los Angeles, and Chicago. Like New York, these cities share a long-
term investment in the political paradigm of urban liberalism, with its
commitment to corporate-focused entrepreneurial economic develop-
ment strategies, a social services orientation to social problems, a reli-
ance on expert-driven centralized planning of land use and social ser-
vices coordination, and a legacy of social tolerance.

I look at a number of different neighborhoods within New York City
to see how the transformation from urban liberalism to “quality of life”
was carried out. The new paradigm was able to garner support from a
wide range of social actors from different races and classes. Business
groups were motivated to increase retail and tourist business by rees-
tablishing public order. Middle-class community activists—many with
roots in the social movements of the 1960s and 1970s—mobilized to
defend their neighborhoods from disorder. Minority neighborhoods
were supportive of new policing strategies that would fight crime and
involve community residents in the process. All these constituencies
were frustrated by the inability of urban liberal politicians to reduce vis-
ible homelessness and restore civility to public spaces.
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Conceptualizing the 
Paradigm Shift

How can we understand this shift in the social regulation
of marginal populations in New York in the 1990s? Two discourses
have emerged in the last twenty years to explain this process. In one,
criminologists ask whether this transformation is part of a process of
growing criminalization and punitiveness toward those who violate the
law and community norms or is merely a more effective form of polic-
ing and criminal justice administration developed in response to popu-
lar calls for enhanced security. In the other discourse, urbanists debate
whether or not quality-of-life politics developed as a response to a de-
cline in public civility or gentrification and disorder emerging as a result
of growing inequality. These two fields of study are a logical starting
point for a framework to interpret the complex social, political, and
economic changes associated with the rise of quality-of-life politics.

Criminology

Criminologists are concerned with why, over the last thirty years, the
orientation of American society has become more punitive toward crime
and disorder. More people are in jail for longer periods; more police are
patrolling the streets; and support for the death penalty remains wide-
spread. Currently, a staggering two million people are incarcerated in
the United States, and another four million are on probation or parole.
Since the 1980s, numerous states have imposed heavier penalties for a
variety of violent and nonviolent crimes and increased their use of the
death penalty. This is in marked contrast to the predictions of classical
sociological and criminological theorists, who argue that the natural so-
cial progression is to find more integrative methods of dealing with de-
viance and to move away from more punitive methods. These theorists
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generally contend that as society became more complex, educated, and
wealthy, criminal justice policies would become more restitutive and re-
integrative rather than punitive and exclusionary. What can explain this
seeming contradiction?

The story of urban policing is similar. While there has been an overall
reduction in police violence since the social unrest of the 1960s and
1970s, the 1990s turned away from community policing and refocused
on maintaining order, including the utilization of zero-tolerance strat-
egies, aggressive stop-and-frisk operations, and large-scale sweeps of
minor offenders. In addition, SWAT and other paramilitary units have
grown in prominence, and the overall size and scope of urban police
departments have increased even before new terrorism concerns arose.
Why have the police taken a more punitive posture in the last decade,
and how is this tied to broader criminological trends?

Advocates of more restrictive policing methods argue that they are in
direct response to the growth of crime and disorder. In their book Fix-
ing Broken Windows, George Kelling and Catherine Coles lay much of
the blame on the social tolerance of unregulated individualism follow-
ing the social upheavals of the 1960s.1 Building on Amita Etzioni’s new
communitarianism,2 they contend that this dangerous move in favor of
individual rights came at the expense of the communities’ needs and
that the privileging of the individual has contributed to the breakdown
of community stability. According to Kelling and Coles, the rise of new
policing methods is in direct response to the recent

emphasis on individual needs and rights, and the belief that such rights
were absolute; a rejection, or at least a serious questioning, of middle-
class morality; the notion that stigmatizing individuals as criminals or
deviants turned them into criminals or deviants; and the positing of so-
lutions such as mental hospitals, therapies, and other interventions as
more invidious than the problems they were designed to address. In the
judicial arena, the courts developed a corresponding body of legal prec-
edent in which constitutional protections for the fundamental rights
and liberties of individuals were expanded and elevated to a position of
far greater significance than either the responsibilities of individuals, or
community interests.3

For Kelling and Coles, the rise of unregulated individualism is at the
root of the quality-of-life crisis, and the water that has given life to
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those roots is liberal permissiveness. This is similar to Fred Siegel’s and
Jim Sleeper’s arguments that the origin of urban disorder and decline
was the rise of liberal permissiveness toward extreme social movements
and minority groups.4 All these theorists consistently point to liberal
judicial rulings that, they maintain, have unleashed anomic incivilities
by failing to regulate the human potential for antisocial and destructive
behaviors.

They see this criminalization of homelessness and the rise of quality-
of-life policing as a necessary counteraction to the growth of unregu-
lated social behaviors that threaten to destabilize local neighborhoods
and entire cities. Quality of life comes to stand for the middle-class
desires for order that have been ignored by liberal legal, political, and
cultural actors. According to Kelling and Coles, Siegel, and Sleeper, the
middle class chose the police as the tool to restore these values, by di-
rectly confronting these unregulated incivilities. In essence, this is a re-
turn to a social control theory of social regulation in which the police
become the primary labelers of appropriate behaviors and provide the
necessary negative sanctions to reinforce them.

But is the emergence of this new individualism really the result of the
judicial actions taken by liberal elites engaged in social engineering? An-
other way of understanding the anticommunal individualism of this pe-
riod is to look at the economic forces driving individualism and social
deregulation. David Garland pursued this approach in his analysis of
social changes over the last thirty years that describes the new punitive-
ness.5 These changes include the decline of the rehabilitative ideal, the
reemergence of punitive sanctions, a focus on victims, an aversion to
risk, the expansion of the criminal justice system, and the commercial-
ization of crime control. Some of these changes predate many aspects of
the new quality-of-life movement and therefore represent a national pu-
nitive context for the changes in urban areas.

Garland argues that the origin of the new anomic individualism is
not the rise of a liberal regime of expanding formal rights. Instead, it is
tied to the economics of “late modernism,” which Garland character-
izes as more flexible production and distribution, the increase in two-
wage families, the suburbanization of work and living, the rise of elec-
tronic mass media, and the democratization of social and cultural life.
These changes have been combined with a political realignment favor-
ing economic liberalism and social austerity. The result is a new social
condition of an increasing sense of risk as people’s social and economic
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lives become less stable. Not surprisingly, the cultural response to this
condition is, on the one hand, a desire for greater individual freedom of
expression, consumption, and lifestyle and, on the other hand, a desire
for risk aversion in the form of increasing demands for security, orderli-
ness, and control.

This reconceptualization of liberalism is more than just a series of so-
cial movements and court decisions granting additional individual and
minority-group rights. It defines postwar liberalism as an expression of
a larger economic shift away from a mass society of undifferentiated
consumers and workers toward a society made up of individuals maxi-
mizing both their productivity and their formation of identity through
flexible specialization. The effect of this process on geographic commu-
nities is disintegrative. British criminologist Jock Young describes it as a
shift from social inclusiveness to social exclusion, whereas the old ap-
proach was characterized by a growing social tolerance of difference:

The post-war years came to fruition in the permissive 1960s. Just as cit-
izenship in the legal and political sense became extended by class, by
age, by race and by gender, so the limits of normality, permissible be-
havior within the social contract, were pushed forward. More and more
areas of behavior which were once seen as offences, by definition out-
side the social contract, became embraced by it. (emphasis in original)6

For Young, this was a paternal liberalism that treated the socially mar-
ginal as needing individual assistance to help them become better inte-
grated into the society, rather than addressing the structural roots of in-
equality.

According to Young, modern society has become more tolerant of di-
versity but less tolerant of difficulty. As the new paradigm developed,
therefore, it focused less on destroying diversity than on consuming it,
and at the same time, it threw out those parts that it found difficult.
The superficial trappings of diversity were embraced as long as they did
not produce any major inconvenience. The result is a kind of social
“bulimia” that deals with social tension by purging the symbolic and
superficial source of the problem without addressing the actual cause.
This process of assessing difficulty has developed into what Young de-
scribes as an “actuarial society” in which social actors are constantly
assessing risk:
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The actuarial stance is calculative of risk, it is wary and probabilistic, it
is not concerned with causes but with probabilities, not with justice but
with harm minimization, it does not seek a world free of crime but one
where the best practices of damage limitation have been put in place;
not a utopia but a series of gated havens in a hostile world.7

Young makes it clear that this new paradigm rejects the hopefulness of
liberal social interventions carried out in the interests of the society as a
whole, in favor of more parochial and individual calculations. It repre-
sents a profoundly conservative approach that undermines progressive
attempts to increase equality and social integration.

Young argues that the rise in punitive social control policies is tied to
two related developments: the increased individualism of the 1960s and
1970s and the economic restructuring of cities during the 1980s and
1990s. Both of these stem from a general process of disaggregation. In-
dividualism takes the form of a kind of “personal exclusiveness” char-
acterized by the breakdown of traditional connecting and regulating in-
stitutions such as the family and the community, producing individual-
ized identities and desires. This is a Durkheimian vision of an anomic
individualism that leads some people to pursue their unregulated de-
sires at the expense of others in the form of increased street crime. The
economic restructuring of society is tied to the post-Fordist economic
model in which production and demand are increasingly disaggregated
and individualized. Young contends that a new consumer economy has
been created that decentralizes production and thereby leads to unem-
ployment, underemployment, and contingency in the workforce.

The combination of these developments has led to a great deal of
relative deprivation. Although people’s individual desires have been in-
creased, the ability of all but the most wealthy to satisfy them has been
diminished. The result is both more crime and more resentment of crim-
inals. As Young argues,

What I am suggesting is that both the causes of criminal violence and
the punitive response towards it spring from the same source. The ob-
sessive violence of the macho street gang and the punitive obsession of
the respectable citizen are similar not only in their nature but in their
origin. Both stem from the dislocations in the labor market: the one
a market which excludes participation as a worker but encourages
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voraciousness as a consumer, the other from a market which includes,
but only in a precarious fashion.8

The causes of the new punitiveness are therefore tied to both the actual
rise in crime and the rise in insecurity among those in the middle and,
to a lesser degree, the upper classes. And both of these are tied to the
changing labor market and the rise in individualism.

Young and Garland make important theoretical contributions to our
understanding of the cultural nature of the current backlash. We clearly
are living in an actuarial moment in which assessments of personal risk
have replaced concerns about society’s collective well-being. Conversely,
our view of those who pose a risk have turned from an interest in ad-
dressing the needs of individuals existing outside societal norms to view-
ing that group as a collective “dangerous class” to be avoided and ex-
cluded. In addition, we can see that the failure of the state to address
the underlying crime and disorder problems is a significant contributor
to the punitive backlash as communities become frustrated with the de-
clining conditions of everyday life.

Urban Studies

One of the more interesting urban phenomena of the last twenty years
is the rise of neoconservative politicians in many traditionally Demo-
cratic cities. New York City, in particular, has elected Republicans as
mayor in the last four elections, despite the city’s being about 80 percent
Democratic. Many urban scholars have been interested in this apparent
abandonment of liberalism in New York and other major cities. Some
have concentrated on the role of race and disorder in undermining liber-
alism, while others have highlighted the effects of globalization in desta-
bilizing the liberal project of social reform, increased equality, and so-
cial tolerance. Both sets of scholars point out that liberal urban politi-
cians failed to take into full account the effects of their economic and
social policies on the city’s long-term stability.

Some critiques of liberalism have stressed the ways in which lib-
eralism’s tolerance of radical demands by racial minorities during the
civil rights era hurt white support for liberalism’s economic and social
agenda. In his book Canarsie, Jonathan Rieder describes how white
Italian and Jewish residents of the Brooklyn neighborhood of Canarsie
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came together to fight the busing of minority children into schools in
their neighborhood. He shows that these residents’ historic connection
to the ideals of New Deal liberalism were undermined by their desire
to protect their neighborhood from the destabilizing process of integra-
tion. They accused the city of social engineering, which they believed
threatened the life of their community.9

Rieder’s main contention is that it was the liberals’ attempt to use
government to increase blacks’ economic and social equality that cre-
ated whites’ racial resentment. Canarsie’s residents felt that they were
being asked to sacrifice their schools, homes, and neighborhood for the
advancement of another group. This was especially troubling because
they already felt under siege from their own declining economic status.
During the 1970s, New York and other major cities were losing middle-
class manufacturing jobs, which put a squeeze on many white-ethnic
communities.

Rieder outlines how the rise of crime and political disorder in the
1960s began weakening liberalism, especially along racial lines. As
crime increased and blacks made more radical demands on government,
middle- and working-class whites turned away from liberalism’s em-
brace of racial inclusiveness. Evidence of this can be seen in Canarsie’s
support for Richard Nixon in 1968 and 1972, despite having voted for
Democrats since the New Deal. This process, however, was reversed
in the mid-1970s when Canarsie residents voted for Jimmy Carter and
continued to vote for Democrats in neighborhood elections. Although
they had become disaffected from liberalism, they were not yet ready to
abandon it altogether and voted for Democratic mayoral candidates, in-
cluding Koch in the 1980s and Dinkins in 1989. It took the social crisis
of homelessness, combined with concern about crime and race to finally
and fully destabilize urban liberalism in Canarsie and other white work-
ing-class neighborhoods.

Rieder’s emphasis on the role of race in undermining liberalism is
echoed by Jim Sleeper and Fred Siegel, each of whom claims that lib-
erals were too tolerant of the more extreme demands made by black
militants in the late 1960s and early 1970s.10 As an example, they
point to the effort by blacks to take local control of the schools in the
black Ocean Hill–Brownsville neighborhood in Brooklyn. Many whites
viewed this effort as an assault on the mostly white teachers’ union and
as a threat to the overall standards of the public school system. They ac-
cused New York City Mayor John Lindsay of failing to take action
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more quickly to regain control of the schools and reestablish a sense of
order. This was a crucial moment for liberalism. Up to that point, the
teachers’ union had been viewed as a liberal organization in city poli-
tics, but the racialized split between black parents and white teachers
drove them to be more conservative. In both 1993 and 1997, the teach-
ers’ union failed to endorse the liberal and African American David
Dinkins in his races against Rudolph Giuliani, despite Giuliani’s re-
peated criticism of the teachers and the Board of Education.

Siegel claims that this racial resentment became the basis of a new
neoconservative urban politics ushered in by Rudolph Giuliani. Accord-
ing to Siegel, whites began to view liberalism as a political philosophy
that tolerated political and social extremism, which was socially and
economically threatening to middle-class whites. Siegel also criticizes
liberals’ reliance on the courts to win enhanced social freedoms, accus-
ing groups like the Coalition for the Homeless and the American Civil
Liberties Union (ACLU) of trying to win cases in the courts that they
could not convince the public were worthwhile. According to Siegel,
this gave these groups an elitist and antidemocratic appearance, and his
bypassing of public opinion also alienated many community residents
from liberalism’s allegiance to social tolerance and a rights-based view
of social interaction.

When Giuliani ran for office in 1989, he appealed directly to these
disaffected white, formerly liberal voters. He even received support from
the local Liberal Party and numerous well-known white liberals such
as neighborhood activist Fran Reiter from the Upper West Side and
journalist Wayne Barrett of the Village Voice.11 In 1993, Giuliani cam-
paigned on a platform of retaking control of the city from welfare recip-
ients, criminals, and the homeless. These were code words for poor mi-
norities, whom, the argument goes, liberal politicians had “coddled”
with their poorly designed social programs, which had created a climate
of sloth and permissiveness that encouraged unregulated or anomic in-
dividualism. Siegel criticizes what he calls the “riot ideology” in which
blacks threaten social instability if their social policy demands are not
met and argues that it was Giuliani’s lack of tolerance of these de-
mands that saved the city from the crime, homelessness, and incivility
that were destroying it.

Other urbanists explain this transformation by emphasizing eco-
nomic pressures on urban neighborhoods and cities that disrupted their
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social stability and encouraged a backlash against those whom they as-
sociated with the new conditions, namely, the homeless and disorderly.
British geographer Neil Smith looks from this perspective at the role of
race in the neighborhood-level backlashes against urban liberalism.12

Unlike Rieder, Sleeper, and Siegel, who maintain that it was the liberal
tolerance of extremist racial demands that hurt liberalism, Smith ar-
gues that local government, community activists, and property owners
turned race into a social marker of the “dangerous classes,” which led
to a criminalization of the disorderly and homeless as part of a broader
politics of reaction. He compares the early-1990s New York with nine-
teenth-century Paris after the Commune, in which middle-class residents
reacted against progressive movements that they blamed for destabiliz-
ing the society. Smith describes this as a politics of “revanchism,” which
in New York took the form of middle-class residents seeking to exact
revenge on the socially marginal, whom they blamed as the source of
decline and instability in their neighborhoods:

This revanchist antiurbanism represents a reaction against the supposed
“theft” of the city, a desperate defense of a challenged phalanx of privi-
leges, cloaked in the populist language of civic morality, family values
and neighborhood security. More than anything the revanchist city
expresses a race /class /gender terror felt by middle- and ruling-class
whites who are suddenly stuck in place by a ravaged property market,
the threat and reality of unemployment, the decimation of social ser-
vices, and the emergence of minority and immigrant groups, as well
as women, as powerful urban actors. It portends a vicious reaction
against minorities, the working class, homeless people, the unemployed,
women, gays and lesbians, immigrants.13

Smith argues that the recession of 1989–1993 led to an increase in
crime and disorder. Upper- and middle-class whites resented this “loss
of the city,” which they blamed on poor minorities and the homeless. In
liberal communities like the Lower East Side and the Upper West Side
in Manhattan, a process of revanchism emerged in which middle-class
residents criminalized minorities and the poor by calling for increased
policing. Rudolph Giuliani responded to these calls by cutting back on
social welfare programs and criminalizing the homeless and disorderly.

Smith explains the backlash against homeless people in the late
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1980s by analyzing the immediate economic context of recession and
gentrification and describes the role of racism and the desire for eco-
nomic gain in driving some aspects of the backlash. To be a minority
person in this period was to be marked as a potential source of crime,
disorder, and incivility who must be controlled by an intensified use of
the police. This is a populist analysis rooted in changes in the urban
economy.

The reshaping of the city’s economy and neighborhoods was as much
the result of global as of regional economic forces. Gordon Macleod
labels this economic restructuring and political backlash “neoliberaliz-
ing urbanism.” He links the city’s growing economic and social polar-
ization to the uneven development inherent in neoliberal entrepreneurial
economic development strategies favoring concentrated capital at the
expense of the poor and middle classes. Macleod focuses on the ways
in which downtown urban development creates social polarization,
which leads to a large underclass, who in turn must be socially and spa-
tially restricted from the newly developed spaces. Closed-circuit video-
surveillance systems, antihomeless laws, and gated communities are elite
responses to a social crisis, which they themselves created.14

David Harvey points out that this process of neoliberal economic de-
velopment leads inexorably to social, economic, and political instability
as wages and living conditions become polarized between the heavily
subsidized sectors and the growing underclass of underpaid, underem-
ployed, and jobless. He argues that it is this destabilization that breeds
neoconservative politics as a strategy of managing this new level of dis-
order, difficulty, and destabilization. This is carried out by intensified
criminal justice policies, such as mass incarceration and more aggressive
policing, as well as punitive social welfare policies that blame the vic-
tim in the name of tough love measures based on an ethos of personal
moral responsibility.15

In his analysis of the Lower East Side in the 1980s and 1990s,
William Sites notes that city government was not just a victim of this
process but also actively supported it through zoning and tax incentive
structures favoring not only neighborhood gentrification but, more im-
portant, the transition from a manufacturing economy to one based on
finance, corporate headquarters, and real estate. He calls this use of
the state to redistribute resources away from social equality toward
these wealthier sectors a “primitive globalization” akin to the idea of
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primitive accumulation in which the state, through confiscatory policies,
helps concentrate capital in private hands in order to facilitate large-
scale industrial investment.16

Each of these theorists is attempting to explain the complex inter-
action of political, economic, and cultural change. Some do this at a
very local level, whereas other provide a more global perspective. The
neoconservative theorists show how crime and disorder changed the ur-
ban culture, which brought populist calls for more punitive social poli-
cies. Urban political economists and critical criminologists describe how
global and local economic changes created cultural crises that politi-
cians and elites exploited to strengthen social control over the socially
and economically marginal. All these competing urban and criminologi-
cal analyses of the rise of revanchist politics and punitive policing agree
that a dramatic urban transformation has been under way since the
1980s. The expanding urban underclass of the homeless and socially
marginal and the reaction against them in the form of new laws and
policing practices represent more than just a change in urban policing.
Rather, they are a symptom of a broad shift in urban politics in re-
sponse to the urban cultural and economic crisis. Neoconservatives con-
tend that this crisis is the result of the moral deregulation of the 1960s
in which liberals allowed and, in some cases, encouraged the destabiliz-
ing political demands and cultural practices of the disenfranchised in
the form of welfare dependency, anomic individualism, and criminal-
ity. They also criticize liberalism for sacrificing the stability of middle-
class white neighborhoods to pursue the racial integration of schools
and housing. That is, liberalism becomes a stand-in for the notion of
centralized governmental authority acting at the expense of the law-
abiding, hardworking middle class.

In many ways, this is an accurate though partial critique of urban
liberalism’s tendency to rely on centralized expertise at the expense of
popular participation and its commitment to the rhetoric of social tol-
erance, though without providing enough social stability to make this
tolerance acceptable to the middle classes. Urban liberal policies have
often callously disregarded the needs of poor and middle-class commu-
nities in their efforts to engineer the urban landscape in a way that is,
in theory, designed to benefit exactly those communities. Accordingly,
what is lacking in this analysis is any consideration of the economic im-
peratives driving this process.
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The more economic arguments also are in many ways a critique of
liberalism. Leftist urbanists and criminologists maintain that liberal
economic policies are at the root of the urban crisis and the rise of the
new punitiveness. The entrepreneurial pursuit of centralized corporate
economic development strategies therefore are responsible for the rise
of the new urban underclass that has destabilized urban neighborhoods
and public spaces. Place-based competition for increasingly mobile flows
of investment capital have forced liberals to mortgage their commitment
to greater social and economic equality, creating what Don Mitchell
calls the “postjustice” city.17 It is this process of social and economic
polarization that gave rise to the repressive policing of homeless and
disorderly people in order to maintain the stability of its new entrepre-
neurial spaces. Neoliberalizing urbanism is a single process of the entre-
preneurial subsidizing of corporate risk, social and economic polariza-
tion, and repressive control mechanisms. What this approach lacks is an
analysis of the rejection of liberalism by middle-class and poor commu-
nities in favor of more repressive social policies. The “postjustice” city
thus is a response to middle-class dissension as much as it is a strategy
of elites to maintain their control of core commercial spaces.

What is needed is a critique of urban liberalism in the neoliberal pe-
riod that incorporates elements of the analyses of both the neoconserva-
tives and the left. The failure of urban liberalism as a governing strategy
is the result of the defection of both elites and the middle classes. Any
analysis of its downfall, therefore, must look at its failings from both
perspectives. This necessitates a dialectical analysis of the contradictions
underlying urban liberalism and how they came to the breaking point in
the form of the urban crisis of the 1980s and 1990s. This combination
of global and local analysis is what Michael Burawoy calls a “global
ethnography” because it encourages us to look at complex local events
as being situated in a larger political and economic context and not just
as a reflection of it.18 Decisions by communities, local governments, and
economic actors make a difference in how neoliberalism is expressed in
local spaces. To emphasize its contingent character, Aihwa Ong labels
this “neoliberalism as exception,” reflecting the specificity of local poli-
tics and values shaping economic, political, and cultural strategies in a
globalizing world.19

My investigation of quality-of-life politics in New York focuses on
the ways in which local actors pursued and were limited by their strate-
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gies in the context of neoliberalism. Urban liberal politicians, neighbor-
hood leaders, and government bureaucrats all attempted to react to the
changing pressures of global neoliberalism in different ways. Conse-
quently, I explain the failures of the previous model of urban liberal-
ism to address these pressures and how a new model emerged out of its
contradictions.

Three primary contradictions in urban liberalism contributed to and
accelerated the urban crisis that led to the rise of quality-of-life poli-
tics. First, while urban liberals were willing to spend billions of dollars
subsidizing corporate economic development, they treated homelessness
and disorder as social problems to be solved by poorly funded social
programs rather than as symptoms of their own misguided economic
development strategies. Second, while they supported the concept of
community empowerment, their economic and social policies were de-
signed and administered by centralized bureaucratic experts, with al-
most no meaningful input by the community. Third, even though they
supported calls for social tolerance of diversity, urban liberals did little
to create economic opportunities for diverse groups to coexist in a so-
cially stable way.

The rest of this book is organized around three themes. The first is a
theoretical and empirical investigation of urban liberalism and its con-
tradictions. The second looks at the ways in which political leaders,
economic elites, and local communities regarded these contradictions.
The third theme is a description of the new quality-of-life approach that
replaced urban liberalism. These themes run throughout the chapters of
this book. Chapter 2 describes the quality-of-life-based urban politics
by reviewing its philosophical and rhetorical roots. Chapter 3 looks in
more detail at urban liberalism and its central contradictions. Chapter 4
traces the rise of disorder and homelessness in New York City and how,
in general terms, urban liberal administrations dealt with it. Chapter 5
explores the first contradiction of urban liberalism by analyzing eco-
nomic development strategies in New York City leading up to the crisis
of the late 1990s. Chapter 6 discusses how the second contradiction
played itself out in the form of urban policing. I show how the central-
ized expertise of the police department throughout the 1980s failed to
deal effectively with the growing disorder crisis and how this contrib-
uted to the quality-of-life backlash. Chapter 7 looks at the third contra-
diction by describing the rise of mass homelessness and the inability of
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urban liberals to reduce either the amount of homelessness or its impact
on the daily life of urban residents. I continue this discussion by demon-
strating how the quality-of-life political backlash emerged out of neigh-
borhood frustrations at the inability of urban liberalism to address the
disorder. In the conclusion, I consider the dilemmas faced by urban lib-
erals and some of the theoretical and practical alternatives to both the
urban liberal and quality-of-life approaches to urban governance.
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Defining the Quality-of-Life 
Paradigm

In 1993 Rudolph Giuliani ran for mayor of New York City
on a platform of improving the city’s quality of life. Citing a study by
James Q. Wilson and George Kelling, he claimed that the solution to
the city’s disorder problem was to get tough on the minor incivilities
dominating everyday life in the city.1 His targets included squeegee men,
homeless encampments, and aggressive panhandlers. By 1998, quality
of life had become the dominant theme of the Giuliani administration,
and it was used to frame almost every important political issue from ed-
ucation reform to sanitation and, in the process, redefined the notion of
livability in the city:

Quality of life is a process, not a destination. It’s a way of living, not a
goal. . . . Fundamentally, it means believing once again in our ability
constantly to improve the City. . . . Quality of life is about focusing
on the things that make a difference in the everyday life of all New
Yorkers in order to restore this spirit of optimism. . . . If people don’t
see improvements in their individual lives, if they have to put up with
incivility and disrespect for their rights every day, they will remain ba-
sically pessimistic about the future of the City, even if overall crime is
dramatically down. But if a sense of tangible improvement reaches mil-
lions of lives, and millions of people understand that the City cares
about their annoyances and is working hard to protect their rights, then
more and more people begin to feel the true optimism of the City, and
the City is moving in the right direction. We begin to feel that together,
we all have a stake in the City. This is what the idea of a civil society is
all about.2

This broad use of the term quality of life, however, leaves the exact
nature of the term and its usage unclear. Only a careful review of the
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ideas underpinning its use and the practices associated with it will make
its true nature apparent.

Quality of life is, in essence, a new paradigm of urban social con-
trol. A paradigm should be understood as a set of practices and con-
ceptualizations, in this case defining social policy as the control of so-
cial disorder in public urban spaces. This paradigm is a coherent way of
thinking about a wide array of social problems, as it indicates both a
social theory of the roots of social problems and the form that solu-
tions to the problem should take. That is, it points to a set of concrete
social practices to be carried out in specific places under specific condi-
tions.

“Quality of life” represents a desire by urban residents to be free
from the dirt, disorder, and incivilities that were widespread in the
1980s and 1990s. At its best, it holds out this possibility for all urban
residents. In practice, however, quality of life created a stark division
between residents’ reasonable desires to be free of fear and harassment
and the belief that the way to achieve this is by systematically removing
anyone perceived to be a potential source of these problems. The pri-
mary victims of this process have been homeless people and other mar-
ginalized people living in public spaces.

The Development of the Quality-of-Life Paradigm

The social policies associated with traditional urban liberalism are quite
different from the quality-of-life approach seen in the neoconservative
administrations of Mayors Rudolph Giuliani, Frank Jordan (of San
Francisco) , Bret Schundler (of Jersey City), and Richard Riordan (of
Los Angeles). Their positions were to reject the central role of the state
as a force for both social reform and planning and the culture of toler-
ance. Instead, they relied on market principles through the privatization
of public spaces and services and an overall shrinkage of government. In
addition to privatization, they supported, at least rhetorically, greater
community and business control of the delivery of government services
and of planning at the expense of expert planners. They also criticized
the centralized and universal orientation of urban liberalism as elitist in
regard to the immediate local needs of residents and businesses. They
were unwilling to make long-term investments in social programs in the
hope that they would reduce deviance, arguing instead for short-term
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punitive measures to restore order. Finally, they sharply limited toler-
ance of overt signs of disorderly and disruptive behavior.

Possibly the most dramatic shift was the mayors’ rejection of thera-
peutic models of personal rehabilitation for both criminal justice and
welfare policy. Rather than focusing on the rehabilitation of “deviant”
individuals through the treatment of mental health and substance abuse,
training in life skills, and management of social work cases, they de-
cided that individual behavior should be modified by punitive strategies
that kept people in line through the threat of economic or legal penal-
ties or that physically removed people from locations where their be-
havior was disruptive. Rather than developing methods of reintegrating
“deviants” back into society, they wanted to exclude them.

This development can be most clearly seen in the area of criminal jus-
tice. Neoconservatives rejected the idea that criminals could be rehabili-
tated through therapeutic efforts. Instead, they argued that some people
are fundamentally evil and that it thus was impossible for them to de-
velop into “productive members of society.” So if the project of rehabil-
itation were foreclosed, these people had to be removed from society or
else constantly monitored to ensure their compliance with the legal or-
der. Their noncompliance, furthermore, could lead to penal incapacita-
tion and, in extremis, the death penalty. A similar shift occurred in wel-
fare policy, in which strategies to improve conditions for the poor
through transfer payments were replaced by negative reinforcement and
incarceration and reliance on market forces to create individual eco-
nomic opportunity.3

The last element of this transition was the rejection of civil liber-
tarianism in favor of communitarianism. The “permissiveness” of civil
libertarians was blamed for a wide variety of urban social ills. Allow-
ing individuals to act outside the bounds of “community standards” of
proper behavior, it was argued, opened the door to a general decline in
moral standards and destabilized local communities. The freedom of in-
dividuals was trumped by the desire of communities for stability, homo-
geneity, and social order.

The results of the paradigm shift have been paradoxical, leading to
both “community control” and larger police forces and both volun-
tarism and criminalization. Mayor Giuliani campaigned on a platform
reducing the role of government in favor of the private sector. The two
areas of government that were expanded were tax incentives for corpo-
rate expansion and huge increases in the police budget. In 1998 the
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New York Police Department (NYPD) reached a record high of more
than forty thousand officers, and police overtime expenses grew signifi-
cantly. Finally, rather than reducing social services bureaucracies, the
emphasis of these agencies slowly shifted from providing services to po-
licing those receiving benefits.

The effect on the homeless has been a broad criminalization of their
everyday lives. Increasing demands are made on those in the shelter sys-
tem, but without new sources of support. Shelter rules have become
tighter, and the threat of eviction always is present. For those on the
street, the very acts of sleeping and sitting have become crimes. Con-
stant police harassment has driven them out of the city’s central areas,
thereby creating an additional hardship for the homeless by hampering
outreach efforts, breaking down informal support networks, and, most
important, forcing thousands of people into the courts and jails. Offi-
cials of the New York Department of Correction acknowledged that the
city’s jails now house more homeless people each night than do even the
largest shelters. Thirty percent of inmates reported being homeless be-
fore being incarcerated in a system with a daily average of 14,000 in-
mates4 at a cost of $100,000 a year per jail bed.5 The effect on the gen-
eral population of this spatial decentralization and social atomization of
the homeless has been one of “out of sight, out of mind.”

Origins of the Term “Quality of Life”

The term quality of life did not originate as a rhetorical repository for a
new urban conservatism. In fact, its early usage was suffused with social
optimism befitting the late 1960s when it emerged. In this period of its
usage, it represented the government’s hopes of solving the problems of
the socially disadvantaged through programs that would directly im-
prove their social condition. But by the late 1980s, this positive and uni-
versal outlook had been replaced by a conservative orientation favoring
the needs of the middle and upper classes at the expense of the socially
marginal.

“Quality of Life” as a National Idea

When President Lyndon B. Johnson launched his War on Poverty in
the mid-1960s, he largely conceptualized urban problems in terms of re-
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ducing poverty. From 1964 to 1968 in most major cities, the growing
concern about the conditions of poor and minority urban residents was
punctuated by outbursts of rioting. This urban crisis centered the dis-
cussion of quality of life on dealing with the conditions that gave rise to
these threats to the stability of urban America. As a result, political dis-
cussions of the urban crisis, including crime and disorder—such as the
Kerner Commission report commissioned by President Johnson to in-
vestigate the causes of the urban riots—highlighted the need for reme-
dial programs for minorities and the poor.6 During the Johnson admin-
istration, the rhetorical and strategic emphasis was on using govern-
ment to improve conditions for the urban disadvantaged. There was a
hopeful discourse about the possibility of positive change for the worst-
off in society, whom it placed at the center of the debate.

In 1965, President Johnson proposed, and Congress approved, the
creation of the cabinet-level Department of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment (HUD), which broadened the conceptualization of urban prob-
lems from poverty to a wide range of urban ills, including housing and
community development. In a letter to Congress urging the creation of
the department, Johnson discussed “quality of life” in terms of improv-
ing living conditions for the disadvantaged:

Let us be clear about the core of this problem. The problem is people
and the quality of the lives they lead. We want to build not just housing
units but neighborhoods; not just to construct schools, but to educate
children; not just to raise income, but to create beauty and end the poi-
soning of our environment. . . . The problems of the city are problems
of housing and education. They involve increasing employment and
ending poverty. They call for beauty and nature, recreation and an end
to discrimination.7 (emphasis added)

There is no mention of the needs of other groups or social classes; in-
stead, the focus is on improving conditions for the poor.

In 1966, Congress and HUD developed the concept further in their
first major initiative, the Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan Devel-
opment Act of 1966. The guide for this new program was entitled Im-
proving the Quality of Urban Life and states:

The Congress hereby finds and declares that improving the quality of
urban life is the most critical domestic problem facing the United States.
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The persistence of widespread urban slums and blight, the concentra-
tion of persons of low income in older urban areas, and the unmet
needs for additional housing and community facilities and services aris-
ing from the rapid expansion of our urban population have resulted in
a marked deterioration in the quality of the environment and the lives
of large numbers of our people while the Nation as a whole prospers.8

(emphasis added)

The Program Guide points out that under this law, requests for funding
by cities should contain plans for comprehensive programs that include
the following elements:

(a) to rebuild or revitalize large slum and blighted areas; (b) to expand
housing; (c) to expand job and income opportunities; (d) to reduce de-
pendence on welfare payments; (e) to improve educational facilities and
programs; (f) to combat disease and ill health; (g) to reduce the inci-
dence of crime and delinquency; (h) to enhance recreational and cul-
tural opportunities; (i) to establish better access between homes and
jobs; and (j) in general, to improve living conditions for the people who
live in these areas.9

These criteria clearly indicate that the program is directed at the disad-
vantaged and is intended to improve cities by bringing up the people at
the bottom. The goal is to obtain these improvements through new sci-
entifically created social programs rather than punitive measures. It is
forward looking and expert driven, an orientation that can be clearly
seen in the HUD secretary’s introduction to the Program Guide:

The objective of this demonstration is to test whether we have the ca-
pacity to understand the causes of human and physical blight, and the
skills and the commitment to restore quality to older neighborhoods,
and hope and dignity to their people. This program requires courage:
Courage to understand the basic causes of the problem, and courage to
seek the solution in the neighborhood, in the city or even in the metro-
politan area, as the facts may require. I have confidence in the capacity
and determination of the citizens and officials of our cities and towns,
and in their willingness to work together to improve the quality of ur-
ban life.10
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In the late 1960s and early 1970s, a number of books using the term
quality of life began appearing that addressed areas of concern differ-
ent from those at HUD but consistent with the idea of focusing on the
needs of those in distress. These books attempted to deal with impor-
tant contemporary problems through improved understanding and a
concern for the broader human condition. As an example, Health, a
Quality of Life makes the following statement:

The purpose of this book goes beyond the reporting of comprehensive
advance made in the health sciences. . . . Issues such as automobile
safety, drug use, abortion, food faddism, sex values, and the nature of
human sexuality are included. Honest, straight forward presentations of
these often controversial topics are designed to assist the young adult in
developing points of view in these important health areas. It is further
hoped that this text will mark an end to those placid, innocuous writ-
ings that pretend these issues do not exist.11

The Quality of Life: Nineteen Essays, by professors at Cornell Univer-
sity, addresses a range of social issues:

Each was written by a distinguished member of the Cornell faculty,
each addresses itself to a topic clearly affecting the quality of life, and
each strives for a better understanding of a particular set of problems.
. . . They have been put together in a book because, it seems to me, they
speak for a university that seeks to share its thoughts with those who
also believe that knowledge about life is a condition for securing its
quality. (emphasis added)12

The Quality of Urban Life is a collection of twenty papers on areas
such as the urban environment, planning, health, education, the arts,
and urban order and calls for an investigation of the possibilities of
“progress” and “improvement”:

A major purpose of this volume is to emphasize and explore the di-
versity of concerns which must be dealt with if we are to stop evading
an assessment of what we have wrought, both intentionally and inad-
vertently, in building a society of cities. In saying this, the editors by
no means wish to imply that the challenges to “make sense” of our
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multiplicity of dilemmas should be avoided. Indeed, the concluding sec-
tion of the volume contains several efforts to suggest some sensible
ways in which we might begin to reconstruct the urban order (or disor-
der) to enhance the quality of urban life. (emphasis added)13

The task of this book was to explore the complex nature of urban prob-
lems in order to develop comprehensive, forward-looking solutions.

These efforts helped policymakers think of urban problems as inter-
connected and related to the total social, economic, and political envi-
ronment. Their progressive orientation, however, was turned on its head
by the next presidential administration, which moved away from a con-
cern about the urban poor and discussed instead the “environment” in
broad terms that applied to the concerns of middle-class and nonurban
residents. Rhetorically, strategically, and politically, President Richard
M. Nixon initiated a shift away from liberalism at the national level.

In his 1970 State of the Union message, President Nixon declared
that there was no contradiction between properly managed commercial
prosperity and quality of life:

Now I realize that the argument is often made that there is a fundamen-
tal contradiction between economic growth and the quality of life, so
that to have one we must forsake the other. The answer is not to aban-
don growth but to redirect it. For example, we should turn toward end-
ing congestion and eliminate smog the same reservoir of inventive gen-
ius that created them in the first place. (emphasis added)14

Nixon tried to concentrate the nation’s energies on dealing with the
consequences of growth without challenging its economic and govern-
mental underpinnings. In an appeal to his core Republican constituen-
cies, he made it clear that this was not just an urban problem: “We will
carry our concern with the quality of life in America to the farms as
well as the suburb, to the village as well as to the city. We must create a
new rural environment which will not only stem the migration to urban
centers but reverse it.”15 One of the primary goals of this 1970 State
of the Union message was to redirect government attention and public
discourse away from the racial and urban tensions of the 1960s. But
Nixon made almost no reference to the urban crisis that, except for the
war in Vietnam, had dominated public policy concerns in the Johnson
administration. Instead, he raised a more universal concern about pollu-
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tion and environmental degradation. By focusing on the environment,
he gave “quality of life” a more conservative meaning in the sense of
conserving or recreating a past environmental condition. Nixon thus
succeeded in both shifting the focus from the disadvantaged to the mid-
dle class and placing government in the role of preserving and recaptur-
ing the past rather than building a new future.

This theme can be seen in the use of the term by the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), which Nixon created. The EPA issued two
major reports during this period. The first was entitled The Quality of
Life Concept: A Potential New Tool for Decision-Makers, followed
shortly thereafter by Quality of Life Indicators in U.S. Metropolitan
Areas, 1970.16 Both these reports make an effort to develop quantitative
measures of a broad collection of environmental factors that affect peo-
ple’s quality of daily life, including health, education, and pollution, as
well as economic, political, and social conditions. This approach pro-
vided a new framework for conceptualizing social problems that was
not specifically urban or focused on the disadvantaged.

“Quality of Life” in New York City

Republican John Lindsay was the first New York City mayor to regu-
larly use the term quality of life. During the early 1960s, his predeces-
sor, Mayor Robert Wagner, followed the federal pattern and discussed
urban problems in terms of alleviating poverty. In 1964, Wagner initi-
ated a major set of urban initiatives, designed to capture some of Presi-
dent Johnson’s Great Society spending. All these programs existed un-
der the heading of the “War against Poverty.”

When Lindsay took over as mayor in 1966, he continued to use much
of the same language as Wagner had. During the late 1960s, however,
the social context and Lindsay’s political ambitions had changed. The
threat of rioting in New York City had become a major concern, and in
1969 Lindsay considered running for president. Accordingly, he began
referring to the city’s problems in broader terms. Thus when New York
State announced budget cuts for the city, he responded by linking con-
cerns about urban unrest to a general decline in living conditions for the
entire city:

The cost [of these budget cuts] to the city in terms of quality of life and
increased tensions is incalculable. Not only does it cut deeply into some
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of our most basic programs and agencies, but it does so in such a man-
ner as to undermine many of the most important municipal improve-
ments of the last half decade.17

Although Lindsay clearly mentions concern about the poor and possible
social disorder, he has broadened the discussion to include all New
Yorkers.

In his 1970 inauguration speech, Lindsay highlighted efforts to give
neighborhoods responsibility for charting their own course because they
“set the quality of life for the city.”18 He continued:

If the Bay Ridge homeowner is uncertain of his neighborhood’s future,
if the Harlem mother does not know if her child is learning at school, if
the Forest Hills family fears to walk the streets at night, if the Morrisa-
nia office worker cannot travel home at night in comfort or even de-
cency, then the city is not working for its citizens.19

At this point, poor neighborhoods had been put on the same footing as
all other neighborhoods in terms of their needs and their relationship
to the overall health of the city. By 1972, the transition from concern
about the disadvantaged to concern about the middle class was com-
plete. Moreover, Lindsay introduced business interests into “quality of
life.” In announcing the approval of a controversial and expensive pe-
destrian transit mall on Madison Avenue in midtown Manhattan, Lind-
say stated that “cities are beginning to redesign their core areas to favor
man on foot and so have revitalized business and enhanced quality of
life in downtown areas.”20

Following the academic literature, Lindsay established quality of life
as a term referring to generalized urban problems with an emphasis on
the “environment.” This environment, however, refers primarily to pol-
lution, amenities, and aesthetics. The main cause of these problems was
not racism or social inequality but a failure to deal adequately with the
consequences of growth and prosperity through planning and infra-
structure investment: “The principal objective of my administration has
been to improve the quality of life for this city’s residents. To achieve
this goal required a massive overhauling of the city’s services system and
equally massive investment in a better physical environment.”21

In 1974, Abraham Beame replaced Lindsay as mayor. Beame was a
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Democrat who took over in a period of financial contraction that led to
New York City’s fiscal crisis in the mid-1970s, in which the city came
close to defaulting on its debts as a result of severe budget shortfalls. To
stabilize the city’s finances, broad budget cuts were instituted, and a
state-controlled financial control board was created to oversee the city’s
operation.22 Beame consequently dropped almost all reference to the
term quality of life, which, for Lindsay, had indicated a forward-looking
orientation. Instead, he was forced to fight a backward-looking, defen-
sive war to maintain city services: “The prospect of New York under-
going a trauma of massive layoffs, service reductions, and drastic cur-
tailment of programs which added to the quality of life in this city is
unthinkable to me” (emphasis added).23 This fundamental shift from
forward to backward looking shaped the use of this term for the next
twenty years.

Mayor Edward Koch also was slow to take up the term quality of
life. Although his administration, which began in 1978, continued to be
saddled by the city’s fiscal crisis, he tried to deal with the city’s growing
social problems—crime, sanitation, and homelessness—by stabilizing
the city’s finances and developing new programs. The effects of the fiscal
crisis, however, continued to take a toll on the city. Not only were pro-
grams for the poor reduced, but basic services, on which the middle and
upper classes relied, began to deteriorate as well. By 1980 the city had
lost 25 percent of its overall workforce, including 50 percent of its sani-
tation workers, 20 percent of its police force, and 19,000 teachers.24

Deferred maintenance became the rule for the city’s infrastructure, lead-
ing by the mid-1980s to significant problems with roads and bridges,
parks, and public transportation. The city closed four of its public hos-
pitals and had to turn over the bulk of the City University of New York
system to the state. Increased crime and homelessness and reduced sani-
tation and infrastructure upkeep gave the entire city a feeling of social
and physical disorder.

Not until late 1981 did Koch start to use the term quality of life, and
he did so as a direct response to constituencies that were beginning
to lose faith in him. After Koch attempted to blame his problems on
Lindsay, who responded that it was Koch who had let the city’s “qual-
ity of life” decline, even though he had had to face major urban prob-
lems of his own.25 Middle-class residents made known their opinions
through a series of increasingly contentious neighborhood meetings.
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At one such meeting in Queens, residents accused the mayor of ignor-
ing “middle-class quality-of-life issues” and of having “abandoned the
homeowner.”26 Finally, business groups increasingly threatened to leave
the city because of “quality-of-life concerns.”

In response, Koch began using the term during his reelection bid in
1981. In campaign stops, he pledged to “work in the next four years
to improve the quality of life in this city.”27 In his September 1981
Mayor’s Management Report, Koch added a new section called “Qual-
ity of Life Enforcement.”28 This section outlined efforts to keep streets
clean, reduce canine waste and sidewalk vendors, increase enforcement
against street drug dealers, give peace-officer status to school guards,
enforce traffic laws, and beef up the Environmental Control Board.
There was no mention of homelessness, panhandling, or other minor
disorderly conduct.

By 1984, Koch had transformed his use of “quality of life” from ex-
pressing concern about overall conditions in the city to creating the ba-
sis for a series of law enforcement efforts. In what was a precursor to
many of the developments in the Giuliani administration, Koch created
a work camp for minor offenders, tried to clean up Times Square, and
initiated a number of “quality-of-life programs” in the police depart-
ment. This last consisted of new traffic and narcotics enforcement ef-
forts, greater patrol strength, and the first stages of the Community Pa-
trol Officer Program, which raised the number of officers walking beats
and working with communities on problem-solving efforts, as opposed
to confining them to 911 emergency responses.29 This new approach in-
dicated an awareness of the underlying principles of the “broken win-
dows” theory but did not fully embrace its enforcement priorities. That
had to wait almost another ten years.

During the next few years, Koch continued to play up his tough,
enforcement-oriented approach to improving conditions in the city. Al-
though sanitation services and police enforcement continued to be en-
hanced, conditions failed to improve. Instead, the advent of widespread
homelessness besieged the city and further degraded social and aesthetic
conditions. The term quality of life reemerged as the shibboleth of his
enemies on the left and right. Many middle-class New Yorkers contin-
ued to complain about the loss of services and the impact of homeless-
ness on their daily lives. At the same time, David Dinkins, then the
Manhattan borough president, assailed Koch for failing to constrain
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the real estate boom of the mid-1980s and its environmental effects on
the city:

Is it not our responsibility, as public officials, to leave to the next gener-
ation a city of human scale and an environment that preserves the qual-
ity of life equal to that which our predecessors left us? Manhattan real
estate, in particular, has become such a hot market that the sheer mag-
nitude of the money involved appears to overwhelm any balanced value
system. For overdevelopment brings with it real costs: the loss of air
and light, wear and tear on urban infrastructure, pedestrian and vehicle
gridlock, and the inability of sanitation and transport services to keep
up with demands.30

This is a very different set of problems than those raised by Queens
homeowners and midtown business leaders. While Koch tried to ad-
dress the concerns raised by all constituencies, he was both unable to do
so and not totally committed to the task. Instead, he insisted that the
city’s overall financial health had improved, especially in relation to the
fiscal crisis that preceded him:

When the mayor’s potential challengers decry the declining quality of
life here, Koch has a simple rejoinder: Things are better now than when
he took office in 1978. He is running against the fiscal crisis of that era,
since it provides a better benchmark for his tenure than the mounting
problems of schools, subways, crack, street crime and homelessness.
Even those turned off by his “acerbic” approach, Koch said, should rec-
ognize that he has “rebuilt the city of New York” and “put us back on
the map as an international capital,” Should anyone try to drown out
that message, as happened toward the end of the Queens town meeting,
Koch simply raises his voice. “The city is prosperous!” he shouted at his
audience. “We have the lowest unemployment rate in 17 years! There
isn’t anybody who wants a job who can’t get a job! You wanna [sic] go
back to the old days?”31

Koch wanted to be judged on these larger economic measures rather
than on the cleanliness and safety of the streets. He had been pursuing
a “global cities” economic development strategy based on enhancing
New York’s role as a headquarters for multinational corporations and
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finance. New Yorkers and the liberal New York Times, however, were
not satisfied with that approach, and Koch lost the Democratic primary
to David Dinkins, who then won the 1989 general election.

During the 1989 campaign, Dinkins was aware of the currency of
“quality of life” but preferred to shift the focus from the middle classes
to the disadvantaged:

Asked to speak to the concerns of the middle class, Mr. Dinkins did
not present a plan for police coverage. Nor did he discuss jobs or the
economy, cleaner streets, safer subways, improved management, lower
taxes or tougher treatment for criminals, as the other candidates have.
Instead of offering specific solutions, he offered the conclusion “that
quality-of-life issues are important to all of us” and turned back the dis-
cussion to the poor.32

Dinkins had no choice but to acknowledge the widespread use of the
term. He tried, however, to downplay it and its appeal to the middle
classes and instead to focus on the needs of more disadvantaged groups.

After winning the election, Dinkins tried to back away from using
the term. But he was unable to do so because it had become so central a
part of the political lexicon that even a longtime liberal like Ruth Mes-
singer, the new Manhattan borough president and Dinkins ally, con-
vened a quality-of-life task force to address the public impact of home-
lessness as well as noise and sanitation problems.33 Dinkins, however,
continued to try to recast “quality of life” as a social improvement pro-
gram for the poor: “Some say quality of life is best defined by spotless
parks and litter-free roadways. But for me it is best exemplified by a
happy, healthy baby or by a teen-ager with a diploma in hand and a
sparkle in the eye.”34

This approach pleased some of Dinkins’s core urban liberal constitu-
ency, but as we will see in chapters 6 and 7, many residents, including
many African Americans, felt besieged by the growing crime and disor-
der. Dinkins was therefore forced to address the city’s growing crime
and disorder directly, and he did this with two initiatives enacted in
1991. The first was his Safe Streets–Safe City Program, which provided
for a dramatic increase in the number of police officers and social ser-
vices paid for by a series of new, dedicated taxes.35 The second was
the forceful and high-profile eviction by the police of a homeless en-
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campment in Tompkins Square Park. Both these measures indicated that
Dinkins was attempting to respond to the calls for improving the mid-
dle class’s quality of life. But these measures also continued to appeal to
social programs as the true long-term solution to these problems. This
emphasis on slow-moving social rehabilitation efforts, however, left
Dinkins vulnerable to a quality-of-life proponent who forcefully em-
braced middle-class concerns about crime and disorder and disdained
the efforts of social workers and government bureaucrats.

During his 1993 campaign, Rudolph Giuliani repeatedly emphasized
his concern with “quality of life” as a way of distinguishing himself
from Dinkins. Much of the impetus for this came from Giuliani’s inter-
actions with the neoconservative Manhattan Institute, where he regu-
larly attended lunchtime talks preaching tough love for the homeless
and those on welfare.36 The Manhattan Institute began promoting the
political concept of quality of life in 1990 as part of its free-market anti-
liberal approach to urban social problems, which included support for
school vouchers, workfare, and overall cuts in social spending.37 Giu-
liani’s campaign themes began to reflect these views and can be summed
up in two of his main campaign commercials. The first contains the fol-
lowing quotation from Giuliani, and the second was described in detail
by the New York Times:

Some people call this an outer borough. I call it part of the heart and
soul of New York City. I’ve lived here in Woodside, Queens. I was born
in Brooklyn, lived in Queens, went to school in the Bronx, lived in
Manhattan. I’ve lived or gone to school in just about every part of
New York City. It’s a city that I love. It’s a city that I see as a city of
neighborhoods. We have to listen more to the people who live in these
neighborhoods in New York City; we have to listen to them when they
tell us about the deterioration of the school system. And we have to
fight back to make the New York City public schools the best in the
country again. We have to listen to them when they tell us they want a
higher quality of life, a cleaner city, a better city, a city that draws more
business and has more jobs. We have to listen to them when they tell us
that the city is crushing the small businesses of New York City. I mean,
after all, that’s the heart and the soul of the city, the small businesses.
That’s what we’re being told by the people who live in these neighbor-
hoods. I’ve been there, I’ve grown up there, that’s where I come from,
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that’s where my family comes from, and I’ve been listening to them for
the last four years. And that’s what they’ve been telling me (emphasis
added).38

The television and radio spots, which began the day after the Demo-
cratic mayoral primary, have coincided with an emphasis by Mr. Giu-
liani on what his campaign calls “quality-of-life” issues. He has assailed
“the disorder that is driving the city down,” promising a crackdown on
street drug dealers, panhandlers and menacing “squeegee men.” And
last week he unveiled a policy to curtail services drastically to some of
the city’s homeless by setting a 90-day limit on many shelter stays, in an
effort to free up funds to work with the chronically homeless. The
themes, Mr. Giuliani’s aides say, seek to put Mayor David N. Dinkins
on the defensive about the state of the city he presides over. “It takes
the campaign to the record,” said Mr. Giuliani’s chief strategist, David
Garth. “Do you feel safer? Do you really believe that crime is down?
Are you going to have to have a searchlight to walk in the streets and
to step over the bodies of the homeless who need help?” (emphasis
added)39

The emphasis here is on the fate of both middle-class neighborhoods
and businesses. The well-being of the poor and the homeless is of no
concern, and the homeless are to be swept up for the benefit of the rest
of the city. Giuliani’s strategy of blaming the city’s physical and social
deterioration on Dinkins’s tolerance of disorder was successful, and it
also set the groundwork for a series of punitive measures that Giuliani
undertook once in office.

One of the new mayor’s first initiatives was the creation of “indepen-
dent living plans.” This proposal called for limiting to ninety days the
amount of time that people could stay in city shelters, requiring home-
less people to agree to a treatment regimen, and making them pay part
of the cost of their shelter. This was offered as a tough love measure to
force homeless people to make plans for changing their overall situation
rather than being allowed to continue in their “negative” behavior pat-
tern: “Giuliani asserted that his tougher approach, which he said shows
more love and compassion for the homeless than they have ever been
shown by previous administrations, would reduce the city’s homeless
population by giving them more options and making them more re-
sponsible for their fate.”40 This new program made clear Giuliani’s de-
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sire to deal with homelessness through punitive sanctions rather than
increased services.

At the same time that this policy was put in place, the mayor began
to reduce support for housing and treatment programs. The most seri-
ous was the scaling back of the city’s subsidy program to landlords to
house homeless families:

Three city agencies have eliminated or tightened housing placement and
referral programs, lengthening waits for subsidized housing to months.
And the only evening intake unit, in the Bronx, still warehouses 100
families or more a night despite the city’s attempt just this week to
screen the homeless through a telephone hotline.41

The mayor’s inability to provide basic services, however, meant that he
was soon forced to back away from the time limits and case manage-
ment rules.

The other major quality-of-life development during the early part of
this administration was in policing. Giuliani hired former Transit Po-
lice Chief William Bratton to be commissioner of the New York Police
Department. Bratton had made a reputation for himself at Transit by
implementing a series of “broken windows”–based policing tactics, in-
cluding driving the homeless out of the system and aggressive enforcing
fare-beating laws. Bratton and his top staff developed a series of new
crime-fighting strategies for the NYPD, the fifth of which was known
as “Reclaiming the Public Spaces of New York.” This document spe-
cifically mentions the “broken windows” theory and calls for restoring
order through the aggressive enforcement of minor crimes such as pros-
titution, graffiti, loud music, public drinking, and “the specific crime
and quality-of-life problems facing each community.”42 It also called for
the passage of a “quality-of-life legislative agenda” which included new
laws against aggressive panhandling and panhandling near ATM ma-
chines. The latter was passed in September 1996.

Tough love from social service providers and increased enforcement
by police placed homeless people in a world full of punitive sanctions.
The message was loud and clear. The way to improve the quality of life
of the middle and upper classes was to make the lives of homeless peo-
ple untenable in public spaces. Solving homelessness was not the goal;
rather, the goal was reducing the visible impact of homelessness on the
rest of the city.
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Ideological Underpinnings of Quality of Life

The quality-of-life paradigm did not develop all at once or come into
existence fully formed. Instead, its origins can be traced through a series
of academic works on urban disorder and crime, on changing concep-
tions of the urban crisis by local and national politicians, and on how
the mass media portrayed the crisis and its solutions. Eventually, these
different groups and their approaches began to cohere around a consis-
tent set of ideas and practices that attempted to overcome the contradic-
tions of the urban liberal paradigm.

During the 1980s, a number of academics tried to explain the rise of
disorder and crime in American cities and suggested ways of reducing it.
Their theories were based on the idea that public civility had declined
because of a reduction in the ability of urban neighborhoods to enforce
standards of behavior both formally and informally. The solution there-
fore was to find new mechanisms of social control centered more on the
problematic behaviors and less on the structural factors contributing to
the overall urban crisis.

The Broken Windows Theory

Following on the heels of the 1970s urban crisis, James Q. Wilson
and George Kelling proposed the “broken windows” theory, arguing
that the unchallenged presence of minor visible signs of social and phys-
ical disorder could lead to more serious crime problems. They pointed
out that when someone knocks the glass out of a window and the win-
dow is quickly repaired, there is unlikely to be further vandalism. But
if the window is not repaired, then it is seen as a fair target, and soon
all the windows are smashed. Similarly, if a neighborhood is able to en-
force behavior standards against minor disorders, more serious prob-
lems will be unlikely to develop. Conversely, if the disorders are left un-
checked, the neighborhood will be viewed as unregulated, and more se-
rious disorders will ensue, leading to higher numbers of serious crimes
and a further surrendering of the public space to disorderly people.43

Wesley Skogan built on this latter part of the analysis, arguing that
the unchecked presence of disorder was a primary cause of neighbor-
hood decline. Communities that failed to establish a strong public moral
order were likely to be besieged by crime. This high level of crime and
disorder, in turn, would discourage the constant reinvestment in homes
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and business that communities require in order to remain vibrant. In ef-
fect, Skogan reversed the 1960s argument that unchecked poverty gen-
erates crime to maintain that unchecked crime generates poverty.44

This raised the issue of how community definitions of disorder are
determined. Since the populations of many urban neighborhoods are di-
verse, the standards for proper behavior are often contested. In the situ-
ations that Skogan looked at, he noted that the prevailing views tended
to be those of whites more than those of people of color, and those of
homeowners more than those of renters. As it stands now, the group
making this determination is the police department, which generally
lacks the mechanisms and institutions for adjudicating complex cultural
and moral conflicts within communities. Moreover, the police have his-
torical biases that favor merchants and longtime homeowners as legiti-
mate spokespeople for community standards.

George Kelling and Catherine Coles reviewed several efforts to im-
plement broken windows policies in New York, San Francisco, Balti-
more, and Seattle. They argue that where order-maintenance activities
have started with good problem-solving research and are tailored to the
specific dynamics of the problem, they have been successful. They point
out that community concerns must be prioritized in this process, first
because the earlier failure to acknowledge these concerns has contrib-
uted to suburban flight and second because communities are crucial
sources of information about the nature and sources of local disorder
and crime.45

Kelling and Cole’s notion of community involvement in the examples
they use raises another problem with this approach. In each of the ex-
amples—with the exception of the Baltimore neighborhood of Boyde
Booth, where the community played a central role—the efforts to main-
tain order were initiated by government or business on behalf of the
community’s perceived interests. Business improvement districts in New
York, Mayor Jordan’s “cleanup” of San Francisco, and Seattle’s restora-
tion of its central business district all are elite-driven efforts to restore
centrally located, high-property-value locations, not efforts to revitalize
troubled neighborhoods where crime rates and poverty rates are high.

The case of Baltimore is especially instructive. Kelling and Coles de-
scribe two different order-maintenance initiatives there. The first in-
volved a community working with the city to try to retake their neigh-
borhood from drug dealing and the violent crime associated with it;
the second was a business-led effort to reduce the presence of homeless
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people in the central business district. The residents of the Boyde Booth
neighborhood were faced with a major crime problem more than a mi-
nor disorder problem. Their response was to increase drug treatment
services, to “target-harden” the neighborhood by boarding up aban-
doned buildings and fencing off escape routes, and to have the police
target their enforcement of drug-dealing laws. The result was a decrease
in drug dealing and violent crime and an increase in community drug
treatment resources: a clear case of a successful community–police anti-
crime effort. The focus was on dealing with ongoing serious crime much
more than on campaigning against disorderly behavior.

There can be no question that widespread drug dealing makes neigh-
borhoods more dangerous and less stable economically and socially.
This case, however, bears little resemblance to the order-maintenance
initiatives undertaken in downtown Baltimore and the other cities dis-
cussed in Kelling and Cole’s book. In each of these cases, they concen-
trate on unsightly and menacing behavior that is dealt with through
new punitive measures that reduce the civil liberties of a specific seg-
ment of society. Removing the homeless by restricting access to and ac-
tivities allowed in public parks, using the police to forcibly remove
homeless people from shopping areas, and criminalizing sleeping, pan-
handling, and sitting on the sidewalk are very different from consis-
tently enforcing existing laws against drug dealing and violent crime. In
addition, the downtown areas of San Francisco and Seattle did not have
serious crime problems, despite the prevalence of disorderly behavior.

Wilson and Kelling’s first article dealt with the kinds of problems
that the Boyde Booth neighborhood was facing: an increase of social
disorder and crime in residential neighborhoods. At that point, home-
lessness was not a major source of disorder, and its relationship to the
“broken windows” theory had not been established. But as homeless-
ness increased, Kelling was repeatedly asked to help cities and police de-
partments apply the theory to homelessness. The most important exam-
ple of this is when Kelling was hired in 1989 to work with William
Bratton, who was then the chief of the New York City Transit Police, to
develop new rules designed to remove homeless people from the subway
system. By the early 1990s, many politicians, businesses, and local resi-
dents had seen the potential of the “broken windows” theory to deal
with homelessness, and Kelling was an active participant in harnessing
that potential.

The “broken windows” theory has provided a powerful analysis of
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the rise of urban disorder and strategies to address it. This “common-
sense” approach has been very appealing to people discouraged by lib-
eralism’s inability to achieve concrete reductions in public incivility.
However, this theory lacks as well a political and economic context for
its analysis. It does not attempt to address the changing economic reali-
ties of urban residents who were on the losing side of the growing eco-
nomic polarization. In addition, little empirical evidence has been gath-
ered to support its assertions. A major study in Chicago by sociologists
Robert Sampson and Stephen Raudenbush questioned the basic connec-
tion between disorder and crime that the theory posits. They observed
23,000 streets segments in 196 neighborhoods and found that physical
and social disorder were poor predictors of crime rates. Instead, the de-
gree of poverty in a neighborhood turned out to be a much more accu-
rate indicator of crime rates, thus reestablishing the presence of poverty
as a major factor in the level of crime.46 In the first systematic review of
this theory, Bernard Harcourt confirmed these basic findings and argued
that the social meaning of disorder must be understood as an empirical
question specific to different social environments.47

Communitarianism

A central component of the new theories of order maintenance is
their emphasis on community rights over individual rights as a way of
restoring civility and stability to urban neighborhoods. Amitai Etzioni
contends that the excessive concern with individual liberty stemming
from the 1960s counterculture hampered the ability of communities to
regulate themselves. He argues that in response to the growing counter-
culture, the process of “defining deviancy down” contributed to a
greater tolerance of social disorder and an increase in welfare depen-
dency, single-parent families, and crime that resulted in the destabiliza-
tion of communities during the 1980s. Many of these communities re-
sponded by developing new, community-centered or communitarian
concerns. Etzioni calls for a new, “thick social order” that highlights the
interconnectedness of individuals within communities and provides a
standard for judging the harmful effects of individual behavior based on
shared community standards.48

In many ways, this new comunitarianism is also a reaction to the cen-
tralizing forces of liberalism. It is a rejection of centralized state plan-
ning, the use of scientific experts at the expense of community influence,
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as well as the legal rights of minorities that have been a central tenant of
liberal jurisprudence. It raises the same concerns as the broken windows
theory does. Who decides on the appropriate community standards? If a
majority of residents in ever more local areas are given increased con-
trol, then how will the rights of minorities be protected? This move to-
ward localism and “majoritarianism” threatens both the social diversity
of urban life and the social cohesion of the city. Local neighborhoods
and residents lose their sense of connection to the fate of the city as a
whole, focusing instead on their neighborhood, their block, their front
doorstep, without seeing how the conditions in these ever more local
spaces are inextricably tied to the overall condition of the city.

Urban Neoconservatism

The most common explanation of the decline of liberalism has been
offered by neoconservatives with roots in the urban liberal tradition.
They argue that liberalism’s fatal flaw was its inability to enforce basic
standards of public civility in the face of the fractured racial politics of
the post-civil-rights era. Jim Sleeper claims that liberals allowed race-
based politics to divide the city and erode universal standards of civility
and accountability. He champions New York’s historic diversity and dy-
namism as its strengths. But at the same time, he points out the crucial
role that social workers, teachers, and the police have played in teach-
ing each generation of new immigrants the values of liberal capitalism.
He notes, however, that this system broke down during the 1960s as a
result of the political separatism of blacks and the willingness of liberal
politicians to allow them to pursue this identity-based political strategy
at the expense of advancing the universalizing project of liberalism.49

According to Sleeper, by the end of the economic expansion of the
1980s, the repercussions of this political process was a black com-
munity in disarray as a result of broken families, welfare dependency,
crime, and drug abuse. The problem affected the rest of the city through
crime and social disorder in the form of increased citywide crime rates,
graffiti, homelessness, and a growing tax burden to finance welfare and
other social programs.

By the time of the 1989 mayoral campaign . . . the boom had receded,
exposing not just the perennial ethnic clashes and jockeying of elites
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but also a frightening disintegration of families and neighborhood insti-
tutions amid reports of soaring child abuse and abandonment. Every-
where it seemed, were the encroachments of the drug economy, of
roaming packs of violent youths, and of the homeless and mentally
helpless, human wreckage which no one knew how to repair.50

Sleeper blames much of the problem on the political extremism of
some black leaders who attempted to use the legacies of racism to ex-
plain away intolerable behaviors. He points to the Central Park jogger
case of 1989 in which a group of black boys were convicted (falsely, as
it later turned out) of raping a white woman in the park, after which
many blacks defended the boys and claimed that the event never hap-
pened. The flip side was the case of Tawana Brawley, in which the
young black girl accused the police of kidnapping and raping her. In
this case, some black leaders, such as Rev. Al Sharpton, rushed to echo
her claims without sufficient evidence (the case was dropped on those
grounds). For Sleeper, these incidents show that the black community
was tolerating indefensible behaviors on the grounds that they were the
result of long-standing racial antagonism. This analogy was extended to
minor incivilities such as graffiti and squeegee men because society was
supposedly morally paralyzed by unresolved racial conflict.

For Sleeper, the root of urban decline is not the increased impover-
ishment of urban minorities due to economic reorganization and gov-
ernment retrenchment, the ongoing problems of racial discrimination,
or the decline in public schools. Instead, the problem is a lack of tough-
ness by urban liberals to force the socially and economically marginal to
play by the rules of liberal capitalism: to pursue the American dream
and be civil members of the society.

This echoed the antiurban, antipoor rhetoric of conservatives at the
national level. The portrayal of the poor as “welfare queens” and the
Willie Horton advertisements in support of George H. W. Bush’s 1988
presidential campaign mark the extremes of a tendency to describe the
poor as either lazy or criminal. This rhetoric was invariably racialized.
Crime and welfare became synonymous with urban minorities, even
though most criminals and welfare recipients are white. Conservative
discourse about homelessness was shaped by this pattern of racializa-
tion and criminalization. Homeless people were portrayed as lazy, men-
tally defective, or criminal.
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Neoconservative urban historian Fred Siegel argues that the New
Deal liberalism of the 1930s, 1940s, and 1950s was a positive develop-
ment, as it gave the “truly needy” “social insurance aimed to help peo-
ple caught in tragedies not of their own making.”51 A transition, how-
ever, began in the 1960s with the emergence of what Siegel calls the
“riot ideology.” He argues that liberals responded to the threat of riots
and increased crime by creating a system of dependency for the poor
and by tolerating increasing levels of social disorder. As examples of this
process, he points to the explosion of welfare rolls and the tolerance of
extreme Black Nationalism in the Ocean Hills–Brownsville schools con-
flict in New York.

Siegel blames the decline in public civility on the “moral deregulation
of public space,” noting that by the 1980s, the livability of urban spaces
was under siege:

What unnerved most city dwellers, however, was not crime per se but,
rather, the sense of menace and disorder that pervaded day-to-day life.
It was the gang of toughs exacting their daily tribute in the coin of hu-
miliation. It was the “street tax” paid to drunk and drug-ridden pan-
handlers. It was the “squeegee men” shaking down motorists waiting
for a light. It was the threats and hostile gestures of the mentally ill
making their homes in the parks. It was the provocation of pushers and
prostitutes plying their trade with impunity. It was the “trash storms,”
the swirling masses of garbage left by peddlers and panhandlers, and
the open-air drug bazaars on city streets. These were the visible signs of
cities out of control.52

Siegel claims that the utopian and libertarian impulses of the 1960s
and 1970s had the effect of “defining deviancy down,” in the words of
Senator Patrick Daniel Moynihan (NY-D). The social movements of this
period favored the pursuit of individual desire over communitarian im-
pulses, resulting in a behavioral free-for-all. In particular, Siegel blames
civil libertarians for their decriminalization of “victimless crimes” and
the deinstitutionalization of the mentally ill. The result of these deci-
sions by liberals was an increase in economic dependency and moral de-
regulation that threatened to undermine the basic social order of New
York and other major cities.

In response to this crisis, Siegel champions the policies of Rudolph
Giuliani, whom he credits with reversing the ill-advised liberal policies
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of the 1970s and 1980s following his election in 1993. He points to
Giuliani’s embrace of the “broken windows” theory as both a set of
practices for restoring order and a social philosophy explaining the ur-
ban crisis in terms of social permissiveness rather than economic de-
cline. Siegel contends that the way to revitalize cities is by applying
tough love measures to the socially and economically marginalized.

Sleeper and Siegel continue to approve of those aspects of liberalism
that attempt to universalize human experience and create a coherent
and stable society in which a certain amount of diversity and competi-
tion can flourish. It is a kind of social contract in which certain ground
rules must be established before the competitive aspects of capitalism
and democracy can operate. It assumes that the roots of our current di-
lemma lie in urban liberalism’s rejection of the liberalism of the New
Deal and its vision of universal equal opportunity and equal responsibil-
ity in favor of a New Left liberalism of radical individual freedom and
preferential treatment for those historically disenfranchised.

Conclusion

The quality-of-life paradigm is a complex set of practices and ideas
about how to best handle homelessness and public disorder. It repre-
sents a dramatic shift from the policies of “urban liberalism” based on a
powerful synthesis of the “broken windows” theory, communtarianism,
and urban neoconservatism. As such, it united academic theorists, po-
lice reformers, community activists, business leaders, and neoconserva-
tive politicians. The media also played an important role in constructing
the paradigm. Historically liberal newspapers like the New York Times
picked up on the term quality of life and wielded it as a broad critique
of urban liberalism. As we will see in chapter 7, neoconservative politi-
cians responded to this dynamic and used the ideas behind the new par-
adigm to construct a new political coalition that was able to unseat ur-
ban liberal politicians in New York City.

With the election of Mayor Giuliani, New York was transformed
from having some of the most progressive homeless policies in the coun-
try to having some of the most regressive. Instead of developing housing
and social services, Giuliani became concerned with creating a series of
punitive measures designed to reduce the public impact of homelessness,
rather than solving the problems of homeless people.
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Defining Urban Liberalism

I use the term urban liberalism to refer to the political phi-
losophy of many postwar cities that combined entrepreneurial economic
development strategies, personal rehabilitation and social work ap-
proaches to social problems, and a tolerance of social differences in the
form of broad support for civil liberties. Urban liberalism is not so
much a label that any particular politician consciously wears. Rather,
it is a coherent set of policy tendencies that can be seen in the practices
of many urban mayors from the 1960s through the 1990s. In New York
City, this includes the administrations of John Lindsay (1966–73),
Abraham Beame (1974–77), Edward Koch (1978–89), and David Din-
kins (1990–93). In general, however, I focus on the later two adminis-
trations, since it is during this period that the full contradictions of this
political philosophy emerge.

I look at urban liberalism because the new quality-of-life philosophy
is a direct response to it. The economic and social policies of urban lib-
eralism helped accelerate the urban problems associated with the de-
cline of public order in the 1980s and then failed to address them ade-
quately. Consequently, political actors at the neighborhood and city lev-
els began to search for an alternative vision of urban politics that could
overcome urban liberalism’s contradictions and directly address the dis-
order facing the city in the 1990s. The issue that best exemplifies this
process is homelessness, which is both a product of the contradictions
of urban liberalism and a visible symptom of the inability of urban lib-
erals to resolve the public disorder crisis that drove the backlash politics
of the 1990s. This sentiment can be seen in the comments of lower
Manhattan resident Richard Brookhiser, who argued in an editorial for
the New York Times that liberal politicians and residents had failed to
take seriously the rise of homelessness and disorder.

New York liberals—decent and agreeable people—do not seem to be-
lieve that their way of life merits deference or support. Their lack of
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self-assertion is encouraged by activists and politicians who offer long
lists of other causes claiming priority. But New York liberals let them-
selves be distracted because they don’t realize that defending civility
is an urgent task. . . . It’s time to clean the streets and not feel guilty
about it.1

Although the cause of the crisis is unclear, the solution is not liberal
idealism or some grand strategy to save the city by saving the world.
Instead, the answer is to take concrete action to clean the streets and
worry about the long-term problems after order has been restored.

Rudolph Giuliani clearly understood this desire in his successful may-
oral campaign of 1993, in which he hammered away at the issue of
“quality of life,” which was a codeword for the problems of disorder
affecting communities throughout the city. Indeed, Giuliani’s entire
1993 campaign revolved around the theme that as the city became un-
livable for the middle classes, liberals were coddling criminals, homeless
people, and those on welfare. He made it clear that if he were elected,
he would exchange the urban liberals’ social tolerance for tough love,
backed up by the threat of police action and other punitive sanctions
against those who continued to threaten public civility.

A good example of this rhetorical strategy was Giuliani’s insistence
that if elected mayor he would refuse emergency shelter to anyone who
failed to comply with the strict new homeless services rules, which in-
cluded participation in drug treatment, job training, and housing pro-
grams. The fact that few of these services actually existed was irrele-
vant. Rather, the point was to communicate to the public that people
were homeless by choice and that they needed punitive sanctions to
change their behaviors rather than the bleeding-heart compassion of ur-
ban liberals.

The Urban Liberal Paradigm

The first element of the urban liberal paradigm is the belief that gov-
ernment planning and coordination is the key to resolving social prob-
lems. Building on the New Deal tradition, urban liberals felt that the
best strategy for reducing poverty and other social problems was to rely
on the power of the state. Rather than investing all their energy in so-
cial movements to change fundamental aspects of housing and labor
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markets, they emphasized mobilizing the state’s resources to regulate
these markets in order to ameliorate their most polarizing qualities.
Urban liberals supported higher minimum wage laws, improved wel-
fare state transfer payments, and broader access to health and social
services.

First, in order to make government function more effectively, urban
liberals felt they had to rely on experts for comprehensive planning on a
wide range of subjects. They had faith in the ability of the social sci-
ences to produce a deeper understanding of the roots, nature, and solu-
tions of social problems than those provided by “free-market” theorists.
One implication of this reliance on experts is that it creates an elitist
orientation that denies the input of local groups in the formation of so-
cial policy priorities, which also undercuts their connection to a grass-
roots constituency.2

Second, urban liberals relied heavily on social programs as a way of
both reducing social problems and enlarging their electoral base. They
used a variety of therapeutic and social work models to transform the
behaviors of “deviants” and integrate them into mainstream society.
Economic and social opportunities were thus equalized through the
state’s intervention in the economy and social intervention through pro-
grams designed to improve people’s ability to compete in the market
system or to sustain themselves outside it. Those who received help (in
the form of transfer payments, including AFDC, SSI, and housing subsi-
dies) presumably would not be a source of public disorder in the form
of either crime or political discord. This approach relied on investment
in education and job training, as well as more specific therapeutic strat-
egies to reduce psychological problems and substance abuse.

The key to this approach was liberals’ desire to reintegrate people
on the margins into the mainstream. They believed that people engaged
in behaviors associated with social problems for reasons that could be
determined, and remedied, by social science and behavioral experts. Ac-
cordingly, during the 1960s and 1970s, liberals favored social science
theories such as labeling theory3 and strain theory4 to explain deviant
behavior. Labeling theory maintains that people become deviant only
after being repeatedly labeled as such by schools, courts, and other in-
stitutions. The more often that young people are told they are “no
good,” the more likely they are to adopt this persona and act on it.
Howard Becker showed how being called an outsider became an identity
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adopted by such deviant subgroups as jazz musicians. Edwin Schur de-
scribed how the process of criminalizing homosexuals and drug addicts
helped create a deviant self-image, which tended to drive them further
into the margins of society, thereby contributing to a subculture of de-
viance. This process strengthened people’s identities as social outcasts,
propelling them toward criminal careers. Schur called for the decrimi-
nalization of marginalized groups, claiming that they were committing
“crimes without victims.” All these approaches relied on a form of la-
beling theory that placed the responsibility for causing deviance on the
social control practices of the state and society, which therefore should
be reformed to encourage inclusiveness rather than exclusiveness.

Strain theorists argued that crime and deviance were the result of a
mismatch between people’s desire to participate in the mainstream of
society and the opportunities actually available to do so. Robert Merton
claimed that the bulk of serious deviance was the result of people using
illegitimate means to achieve the same legitimate goals in life that the
rest of society desired. People pursued these illegitimate means because
they did not have access to legitimate means because of the inequality
in educational and employment opportunities. Therefore, the solution
to this kind of deviance was to use the government to create equal op-
portunities to encourage people to pursue legitimate means to achieve
success.

Finally, urban liberalism emphasized individual social freedoms in
the form of civil liberties and a tolerance for social diversity. Classical
liberalism is predicated on the ideal of individual liberty in the face of a
controlling state. For some groups in the post–World War II era, this
desire for individual liberty in relation to the state was transformed into
appealing to the state to grant group rights in the face of a hostile soci-
ety and economy. The forces that galvanized this strategy were the black
civil rights movement, the anti–Vietnam War movement, the women’s
movement, and the gay rights movement. This reliance on the state to
secure inclusion into the mainstream meshed nicely with the existing
liberal priorities regarding rehabilitation programs.

In the 1960s and 1970s, liberals supported a wide range of legal
changes that expanded individual rights in relation to the state. These
included U.S. Supreme Court rulings concerning criminal procedures
such as Mapp v. Ohio,5 which established the federal exclusionary rule
for evidence collected in illegal searches, and Miranda v. Arizona,6
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which forced police to notify people of their right to remain silent and
their right to have an attorney present during questioning.

The courts also limited the powers of the police to engage in order-
maintenance activities. Beginning with Shuttlesworth v. City of Birming-
ham7 in 1965, the U.S. Supreme Court began to curtail the degree of
police discretion in dealing with disorderly people. The Shuttlesworth
decision ruled that Birmingham’s loitering law was overly vague be-
cause, in the words of the Court, “This ordinance says that a person
may stand on a public sidewalk in Birmingham only at the whim of any
police officer of that city.”8 In 1971, in Coates v. City of Cincinnati, the
Court ruled that the “ordinance prohibiting three or more persons from
congregating on a sidewalk and conducting themselves in a manner
‘annoying to persons passing by’ [was] unconstitutionally vague where
violation ‘may entirely depend upon whether or not a policeman is an-
noyed.’ ”9 In 1972, the Court ruled in Papachristou v. City of Jack-
sonville10 that Jacksonville’s (Mississippi) vagrancy statute gave the po-
lice too much discretion and could be used in a discriminatory manner:
“Those generally implicated by the imprecise terms of the ordinance
—poor people, nonconformists, dissenters, idlers—may be required to
comport themselves according to the lifestyle deemed appropriate by
the Jacksonville police and the courts.”11 Finally, in 1983, the Court ex-
panded its concern about discriminatory police discretion in Kolender v.
Lawson.12 Kolender was a black man living in a mostly white neighbor-
hood in Southern California who liked to take long walks at night. He
was routinely stopped, questioned, and arrested by the police for failing
to produce identification. The Court ruled that “the statute lacked an
explicit standard for determining how a suspect could satisfy the re-
quirement of providing credible and reliable identification, and thereby
encouraged arbitrary enforcement by police.”13 These decisions signifi-
cantly expanded the rights of people to be a source of minor disorder,
regardless of community or policing standards of civility.

These legal rulings also expanded individual rights at the expense of
state and community standards. Of particular interest are the constraints
placed on the police. These rulings limited the discretionary powers of
the police in dealing with minor disorders, thus legalizing a wide variety
of behaviors that might be offensive to some community standards but
were viewed by the courts as deserving the tolerance of the police and
the state. Many of these rulings were the product of advocacy efforts by
liberal groups such as the ACLU.
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Contradictions of Urban Liberalism

The politics of quality of life did not begin with the rise of homeless-
ness. Rather, the origins of this urban middle-class backlash date back
to the 1960s and 1970s, when middle-class white constituencies began
to question the liberal policies that were threatening their economic and
social position in concrete ways. Efforts involving racial integration, in
particular, challenged people’s commitment to the progressive tenden-
cies of liberalism and pushed many into a more conservative urban pol-
itics. The rise of this backlash in New York City can be clearly seen in
three events that straddled the late 1960s and early 1970s. Each one
entailed a racial conflict that alienated whites from some of the core
values of liberalism. The first pitted local African American residents
against the mostly white teachers’ union in a battle over control of local
schools.14 The second was a conflict between the New York City Hous-
ing Authority and the white Jewish residents of Forest Hills, Queens,
who were opposed to the development of a large public housing project
in their neighborhood.15 The third was the resistance by the mostly Ital-
ian American residents of the Canarsie section of Brooklyn to a plan of
forced busing to integrate their schools.16

In 1966/67, the New York City Board of Education began drawing
up school decentralization plans after being pressured by state govern-
ment and backed by local foundations and many community groups.
In 1968 the Bundy Plan—named for McGeorge Bundy, the president
of the Ford Foundation and the chairman of the Mayoral Advisory
Panel on Decentralization—called for the creation of community school
boards, which would have power over the budget and personnel of lo-
cal schools. In 1967, despite resistance from the teachers’ union, a series
of pilot experiments in decentralization were approved. The most noto-
rious of these was in the Ocean Hill–Brownsville section of Brooklyn, a
mostly poor, African American neighborhood.

A conflict soon emerged between the local school board and the
teachers’ union. The teachers viewed the enhanced power of the local
school board as a threat to their civil service protections, and in April
1968 when the board attempted to transfer some teachers and princi-
pals out of the district, the teachers went on strike, which was followed
by a community lockout. The decision to transfer the teachers was
made because the local community felt that the teachers and principals
were actively resisting their reform efforts. The teachers, however, felt
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emboldened to resist the reforms because the Board of Education made
it clear that it was ambivalent toward the decentralization effort, which
was made evident through the lack of clear lines of authority or the
availability of resources for the local community school boards. During
that year there were several short, citywide teacher strikes, and in No-
vember the district was placed under a state trusteeship, effectively end-
ing local control. This conflict created a great deal of racialized conflict
in the city. Blacks felt that the school system (including the teachers’ un-
ion) was both failing to provide their children with an adequate educa-
tion and resisting their attempts to be more directly involved in improv-
ing the system. Whites felt that blacks’ increasingly militant demands
for control over the delivery of government services was threatening the
stability of these systems. In addition, many whites felt that whatever
gains blacks might achieve would come at their expense.

In 1972 the New York City Housing Authority announced its intent
to build, as part of the federal Scatter Site housing program, a large
public housing development on vacant land in the Forest Hills sec-
tion of Queens. Many of the mostly Jewish residents of the neighbor-
hood bitterly resisted the project, claiming that the introduction of low-
income residents in such large numbers would destabilize their neigh-
borhood, causing higher crime and, eventually, white flight. Like most
public housing development decisions, the community was not brought
into the process until the Housing Authority already had made its de-
cision. The Scatter Site program required that public housing not be
built in existing low-income neighborhoods. This meant that wherever
these projects were located, a local, higher-income community had to be
nearby. As a result, the Housing Authority became very defensive about
the inevitable local objections to its plans.

New York City’s land use procedures required that the Housing
Authority receive permission for the project from the city’s Board of
Estimates, which at the time was made up of a representative from each
of the five city boroughs and three representatives from the mayor’s of-
fice.17 This provided the semblance of a public process involving the
oversight of elected officials, but in practice their decisions were gener-
ally far removed from neighborhood concerns, and once this body made
a decision, it was very difficult for local residents to challenge it. Some-
times, local residents were not even aware of a possible nearby develop-
ment until after the Board of Estimates had already made its decision.

Objections to the project were not limited to local residents. Many
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sociologists, urban planners, and even black community activists were
opposed to the project’s size which, they felt, would only intensify and
isolate the social problems associated with low-income status. In es-
sence, the financial pressure to build high-density developments to re-
coup land costs ensured the continuation of segregation and poor con-
ditions, even in the midst of otherwise stable, middle-class communities.
The lack of transparency and the high stakes for the community in re-
gard to the project’s potential destabilizing effect led to sustained neigh-
borhood mobilization, which resulted in scaling back the size of the de-
velopment and designating many of the units for elderly, rather than
low-income, tenants. Despite the victory, many residents had become
soured on the liberal agenda of achieving greater racial equality through
social engineering.

A similar dynamic emerged in the middle-class, mostly Jewish and
Italian American neighborhood of Canarsie in Brooklyn. In the early
1970s the New York City Board of Education attempted to better in-
tegrate the city’s schools through busing and the reconfiguration of
school boundaries, which had become highly segregated as large num-
bers of whites left the city and the school system after World War II.
The local residents resisted the busing plan, staging demonstrations, stu-
dent strikes, insurgent political campaigns, and even low-level violence
reminiscent of the busing conflicts in Boston. In fact, resentment of lib-
eral integration policies became so great in Canarsie that many local
residents voted for Nixon in 1972, despite its strong historical legacy of
support for the Democratic Party. The reason was that residents felt
that the twin threats of residential and school integration were being
forced on them by liberal planners far removed from their local con-
cerns about property values, educational standards, and public safety.
While many of them had participated in the labor and socialist move-
ments, which historically supported integration and other progressive
social policies, they resisted its implementation in their midst.18

These three cases show that urban liberal policies were in crisis in the
late 1960s and early 1970s. Despite liberals’ desire to use social engi-
neering to improve economic and social conditions, they were unwilling
to empower communities or provide adequate resources to accomplish
these goals. Improving public schools through underfunded and poorly
designed decentralization plans was a halfhearted response to the real
need and political pressure for school reform. Building oversized public
housing projects was a shortsighted response to racial and economic
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housing segregation that saved the city money but failed to solve the
problem because the new projects themselves became sites of social and
economic isolation. And busing was a cheap, short-term response to the
larger structural crisis of educational segregation. As a result, few of
these problems were resolved. Overall, the poor received little concrete
support for their education, housing, and employment needs, which fur-
ther removed them from positive government action on their behalf.
Middle-class whites also came to resent government action because it
threatened their already declining standards of living without giving
them any real control over the fate of their neighborhoods.

Unequal Development

The first contradiction of urban liberalism is its attitude toward mar-
kets. Urban liberals regularly intervene in economic markets to help
shape the direction of economic development. They provide real estate
development subsidies, offer companies tax breaks to relocate or remain
in their cities, and adjust taxes and zoning to encourage one economic
sector over another. Accordingly, New York City spends hundreds of
millions of dollars each year subsidizing various forms of economic ac-
tivity in order to stimulate the overall economy. The belief is that eco-
nomic growth will benefit everyone in the form of increased employ-
ment, wages, and tax revenues, according to the familiar mantra that “a
rising tide lifts all boats.” On the other hand, urban liberals have been
reluctant to intervene in housing and labor markets in response to so-
cial problems. They regard homelessness, crime, family breakdown, and
neighborhood decline as problems to be dealt with through social ser-
vices. Social workers, after-school programs, and various therapeutic
methods are used to try to restore those who are viewed as somehow
defective, the proof of which is their needing assistance.

In chapter 5, I discuss in more detail the economic development pri-
orities of urban liberalism. In sum, they encouraged the transformation
of the economy from a manufacturing to a finance and corporate base.
This in turn polarized the labor market as middle-class jobs were re-
placed by a small number of high-paying jobs tied to the global econ-
omy and a large number of low-paying service jobs. In addition, unem-
ployment increased; more of the jobs at the bottom of the labor market
became part time and temporary; and social services for the unem-
ployed were cut. The result was more homeless people, drug addicts,
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and untreated mentally ill people, many of whom became the core of
the new disorderly populations that disrupted the everyday life of resi-
dents throughout the city.

The response of urban liberals has been to treat the rise of this un-
derclass as a social problem to be dealt with by individualized therapeu-
tic regimes. But this strategy ignores the liberals’ own role in producing
these problems and the changes in the labor and housing markets. Ur-
ban liberals have relied on a small and shrinking army of social work-
ers to deal with these pathologized individuals. But these social work-
ers, albeit well intentioned, lack the basic resources of adequate hous-
ing, health care, and jobs to solve their clients’ real problems. Instead,
homeless people are shuttled back and forth from emergency shelters,
short-term social programs, limited outpatient health care, and, increas-
ingly, incarceration.

In particular, urban liberals regarded the problem of homelessness as
a social services problem requiring mental health and substance abuse
treatment and life skills training. The provision of jobs and housing has
been largely limited to emergency shelters and welfare-to-work pro-
grams. In some instances, liberal mayors have attempted to intervene in
housing markets by subsidizing housing for homeless families and indi-
viduals and even providing much needed supportive housing. But these
efforts have been limited because local governments, given their current
tax and incentive structures, do not have the financial resources neces-
sary for large-scale intervention in the housing market. When David
Dinkins tried to use city money to provide apartments to homeless fam-
ilies, the intake centers were quickly inundated by tens of thousands of
homeless and underhoused poor families. The city was not prepared to
provide anywhere near the amount of housing that was needed. Conse-
quently, it had to create stringent qualifying criteria to limit access to
the small amount of available housing, which meant that hundreds of
thousands remained doubled up with relatives, sleeping on the streets,
or cycling in and out of the shelter system.

The emergence of this contradiction in relation to the rise of home-
lessness and disorder can be seen in the spending priorities for homeless-
ness services. Throughout the 1980s, the city’s spending on homeless-
ness related services was directed toward providing emergency shelter
and social services. Only a small amount was spent on creating new
affordable housing for those on public assistance or working for low
wages. At the same time, however, billions of dollars were spent on tax
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incentives and direct subsidies to encourage the development of high-
rent commercial buildings and luxury housing, which often displaced
low-income housing and low-skilled jobs. This unequal development
destabilized many middle-class communities through the twin problems
of rampant disorder emanating from the growing underclass and gen-
trification pressures coming from the new, extremely wealthy, profes-
sional class.

The fundamental contradiction of this aspect of urban liberalism is
that when a company or business sector has problems, the local govern-
ment is often willing to intervene through the use of tax breaks, devel-
opment deals, and regulatory relief, but when individuals or communi-
ties suffer unemployment, homelessness, and social disorganization, the
solution is to hire social workers. Although historically, urban liberals
have based their legitimacy on helping the disenfranchised and down-
trodden, during the 1970s and 1980s, they often made conditions for
these groups worse. They then used individualized therapeutic responses
to address them while actively pursuing structural market interventions
on behalf of elite interests, at a much greater cost.

Empty Empowerment

The second contradiction of urban liberalism is its support of central-
ized planning of social programs, on the one hand, and community and
client empowerment, on the other. Beginning with the New Deal, urban
liberals harnessed the state’s power to address compelling social needs.
In the postwar period, the emergence of large-scale urban redevelop-
ment programs were the most dramatic example of this process. These
projects were intended to deal with the problems of slum housing, ra-
cial segregation, and inadequate public facilities. Urban liberals believed
that the way to improve low- and moderate-income housing, provide
additional cultural resources, and create new stable neighborhoods was
through central planning by professional experts in these fields.

Efforts at slum clearance, for instance, could not be left up to free-
market or neighborhood-led initiatives. The market had no interest in
providing low-cost housing without direct government subsidy, and lo-
cal communities lacked the technical and financial resources. In addi-
tion, local communities were viewed by urban planners as a potential
impediment to their projects. Slum clearance meant the sometimes tem-
porary, but often permanent, displacement of current tenants in order
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to achieve a perceived greater social good. Furthermore, urban liberals
were committed to achieving these greater goods even when they might
contradict the interests of the existing local neighborhood.

New York’s preeminent urban planner, Robert Moses, was the em-
bodiment of this aspect of urban liberalism.19 Moses was charged with
providing public goods, which could be done only at the expense of
some local areas. In order to increase the flow of goods and people into
and out of the city he destroyed several different neighborhoods to cre-
ate new highways and bridges. He also razed slum areas in order to cre-
ate modern high-rise, low-income public-housing projects. The stability
of the communities where these projects were located was of little con-
cern, since the objectives being achieved were perceived to be of central
importance to the health and progress of the city as a whole.

When [Moses] replied to protests about the hardship caused by his
road-building programs, he generally replied that succeeding genera-
tions would be grateful. It was the end that counted, not the means.
“You can’t make an omelet without breaking eggs. . . . When you oper-
ate in an overbuilt metropolis, you have to hack your way with a meat
ax; I’m just going to keep right on building, you do the best you can to
stop it.”20

During the fiscal crisis of the mid-1970s, local government largely
abandoned significant market interventions to solve social problems.
This trend was exacerbated by the severe cutbacks in federal urban
spending as President Richard Nixon dismantled the War on Poverty
and President Ronald Reagan implemented dramatic across-the-board
cuts in social spending. The legacy of centralized expert planning, how-
ever, remained in the form of elaborate social service bureaucracies that
oversaw the social spending. While many social services were provided
by nonprofit and community-based organizations, the choices of which
agencies received funding and for what kinds of services still was highly
centralized rather than community controlled.

This commitment to centralized expert planning, however, runs
counter to a competing tendency of urban liberalism, which is an ethos
of community empowerment. Most urban liberals supported the ideals
of community involvement in land use decisions and client involvement
in service delivery. Indeed, strong communities, including geographic
communities as well as communities of identity, are at the heart of the
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urban liberal project. Urban liberals support a rights-based approach to
governance in which the well-being of individuals and communities
should not be drowned out by the interests of markets or the state. This
can be clearly seen in the areas of class and race. Urban liberals also
have been strong supporters of union movements, recognizing that
workers gain economic and social well-being when they have some col-
lective power over their conditions of work. In addition, urban liberals
believe that racial equality can be achieved only by empowering minor-
ity groups. They supported the civil rights movement’s struggle for the
right to participate in the political process and, by extension, the right
of blacks and other minority groups to have a voice in their own fate.
Both labor unions and minorities have been at the core of the political
coalition of urban liberals as far back as the New Deal.

This commitment to community empowerment is expressed in efforts
to decentralize control over growing public bureaucracies. In 1943,
New York City created Community Precinct Councils, in which the lo-
cal community meets monthly with neighborhood police officials to dis-
cuss crime trends and prevention efforts. The future mayor and then
Manhattan borough president, Robert Wagner, created the first Com-
munity Planning Boards in 1951, and in 1975 the city charter gave
them formal status across the city. These boards are made up of local
residents appointed by local politicians and focus on land use planning
and the delivery of city services. In 1961, the Board of Education cre-
ated Community School Districts, in which parents elected representa-
tives to their local board. Throughout the 1960s and 1970s, numerous
efforts like these to involve clients in the delivery of services such as
public housing and welfare were initiated. These institutions, however,
often become the source of major conflicts with government policy. In
essence, urban liberals often are paralyzed in the conflict between trying
to implement citywide policies for social improvement and responding
to the wishes of the local communities that might be harmed by these
efforts. The result is empty empowerment, in which communities partic-
ipate in governing but have no effective power.21 Community Precinct
Councils are essentially controlled by the police; Community Boards are
controlled by local politicians, who appoint their members and have no
actual power, being only advisory; and the school system made efforts
to give parents some control over how the schools were run, but none
of them had had real power and resources, and when elected school
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boards asserted more control, they were disbanded and replaced by a
parents’ advisory council, with no concrete authority.

This orientation toward centralization and expertise is apparent in
two important ways in relation to the emergence of the political back-
lash and the rise of quality-of-life policing. The first is that the philoso-
phy of policing under urban liberalism was removed from local input.
In chapter 6, I discuss in more detail the professional model of policing
that predominated in New York until the early 1990s. This form of po-
licing relied on a variety of specialized policing units that focused on
specific types of crime such as organized crime, arson, sex crimes, and
narcotics. Each of these units was centralized and thus was divorced
from any kind of local community interaction. In addition, although lo-
cal precincts maintained some ties to the community, they resisted calls
to enforce minor nuisance crimes in favor of concentrating on serious
crimes. Those police subscribing to the professional model felt that their
job was to use their expertise to go after serious crime, as opposed to
spending their time arresting public drunks, prostitutes, and even petty
drug dealers. That is, these crimes were viewed as symptoms of larger
social problems beyond the police’s power to correct.

This separation of the police from the community was useful in re-
ducing corruption and improving the technical abilities of police officers
at all levels. It also instilled a clear sense of mission for the police that
meshed with larger political trends in favor of decriminalizing minor
crimes related to social problems. The separation came, however, with
important political costs for both the police and urban liberal mayors.
As social disorder grew along with the rise of widespread homelessness,
the professional model of policing was ill equipped to respond to the
complaints of local residents and businesses about their declining qual-
ity of life. This breakdown in support for the police was a key compo-
nent of the urban backlash of the 1990s.

The second policy area in this dynamic was the provision of emer-
gency homeless shelters. As homelessness increased throughout the
1980s, New York and many other cities were confronted by the need
to provide an alternative to the streets. In part this was motivated by
humanitarian concerns about the well-being of homeless people. These
policies also were motivated by the need to respond to complaints
about the presence of these people in public parks, subways, and side-
walks. In New York, in particular, an additional force was driving the
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creation of emergency shelters. In a 1981 consent decree following from
Callahan v. Carey (1979),22 a right to shelter was established as con-
sistent with the New York State Constitution. As part of the consent
decree, the city agreed to provide emergency shelter on demand for any-
one who wanted it, which meant that the city had to find spaces to shel-
ter thousands of people every night.

Because of the size of the problem, the most efficient way for the city
to respond was to create large shelters that could accommodate hun-
dreds of people a night. This also was cost-effective in that it reduced
the overhead expenses of large shelters. Communities, however, were
not happy about having these facilities located near them precisely be-
cause their large size had a dramatic impact on the local community,
since the shelter’s residents were generally compelled to leave the shel-
ters during the day and therefore roamed the surrounding streets and
parks. Planners often resisted local concerns and accused neighbor-
hood activists of just displacing or obstructing development in a Not in
My Back Yard (NIMBY) approach. Neighborhood residents accused the
city of notifying them late in the process of opening new facilities and
attempting to use the public hearing process to build consent rather
than a true partnership of power sharing. The only way that commu-
nities could respond effectively was to veto projects with which they
strongly disagreed. This created a paralyzing dynamic in which plan-
ners, fearing rejection, tried to avoid informing neighborhoods in ad-
vance about opening new shelters, and local communities, becoming
more distrustful of the city, resisted allowing more services to be located
in their neighborhoods.

Hollow Tolerance

The final contradiction of urban liberalism revolves around the ten-
sion between extending individual rights without creating true opportu-
nities to exercise these rights. Historically, urban liberals have supported
the extension of individual formal rights as a way of overcoming dis-
crimination and enhancing economic, political, and social equality of
opportunity. In the past, this has taken the form of efforts to extend
rights to groups such as African Americans, gays and lesbians, and
women. Often, though, this extension of rights has been largely sym-
bolic, such as granting same-sex couples the right to form domestic
partnerships and civil unions that, however, lack the same legal author-
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ity as marriage. More important, although the language opposing dis-
crimination in employment and housing appears to establish important
new rights, it has been hamstrung by inadequate enforcement. In addi-
tion, the creation of social programs designed to enhance opportunity
have been poorly funded and, at times, directed to those who least need
them. Finally, formal efforts to integrate schools have failed as whites
have used their economic advantages to withdraw their children from
the public school system or have created special merit-based enclaves
within the system.

While urban liberals may have preached social tolerance and en-
hanced opportunity for disenfranchised groups, they have rarely made
the concrete political, economic, and social investments necessary to
achieve these objectives. This failure to extend formal facilities in keep-
ing with the extension of formal rights has created a kind of hollow
tolerance, which does not meet the needs of either disenfranchised
groups or middle-class and elite groups who are asked to tolerate dif-
ference without any reasonable hope that social integration will be
achieved. Both groups tend to support the extension of formal rights as
long as they generate real progress for both those groups and society as
a whole. It is this aspect that is the key to understanding the urban
backlash. Urban residents have historically been sympathetic to the inte-
grative aspirations of disenfranchised groups, especially when they do
not radically threaten existing social standards.

In the early days of the homelessness crisis, there was a broad politi-
cal willingness to tolerate the presence of homeless people and to sup-
port the creation of a few emergency shelter and social services as long
as a solution to the crisis appeared to be on the horizon. But when the
problem grew, residents became less open to appeals to tolerate the
daily disorders they were experiencing. As we will see in chapter 7,
when residents lost hope of an imminent solution to mass homelessness,
their willingness to support calls for tolerance declined. In the end, they
found Giuliani’s program of zero tolerance more appealing because it
promised to immediately end the disorder they were experiencing.
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The Rise of Disorder

The backlash against the socially marginal in New York be-
gan with the increased social disorder of the 1970s. Squeegee men, pan-
handlers, and people sleeping in public spaces came to be the most visi-
ble symptoms of an urban environment that many people felt was out
of control. The roots of these problems, like the roots of the homeless
problem itself, were economic, political, and cultural. The greater eco-
nomic polarization of the late 1970s through the early 1990s contrib-
uted to the formation of an economic underclass that was drawn into
prostitution, crime, and other forms of public disorder. Culturally, the
social tolerance established by the social movements of the 1960s and
1970s was abandoned as social disorders such as crime, prostitution,
and graffiti increased. Politically, as the homeless problem emerged in
the early and mid-1980s, urban liberalism lost public support as more
and more neighborhoods and economic elites called for immediate pu-
nitive action to restore order. The paradigm of urban liberalism was no
longer able to respond to either the economic or social changes under
way. Urban liberalism’s core principles of social tolerance, the prefer-
ence for social services over market reforms, and the model of expert-
driven centralized planning both failed to ameliorate social problems
and alienated many important political constituencies. Instead, what de-
veloped was a contradiction between the practices and conceptualiza-
tions of the urban liberal paradigm, and the actual experiences of peo-
ple in these cities.

One of the central roles of municipal government is the management
of social problems, especially when they become so severe that they
threaten the economy of the city, reduce the quality of life of large num-
bers of residents, or destabilize their neighborhoods. In the 1980s and
1990s, New York’s urban liberal politicians were confronted by just
such a challenge: the rise of mass homelessness and a variety of other so-
cial and physical disorders such as prostitution and graffiti. This chapter
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looks at some of the urban social problems confronting New York City
and the strategies used by its urban liberal political leaders to address
them. Urban liberals tended to view these social problems as symptoms
of larger social forces at work and, as such, treated them as secondary
concerns of the city government. In general, urban liberals responded to
these problems in emergency terms that treated only the worst of the
symptoms in response to community demands. In the process, they
failed to develop long-term solutions, adequately involve the commu-
nity in their problem-solving process, and called for social tolerance
without effective concerted strategies for change. As chapters 5, 6, and
7 explain more fully, it was the inadequacy of these strategies that led to
a broad community and business backlash against urban liberalism.

Defining Disorder

In the 1970s and 1980s, New York City faced a number of serious so-
cial problems. The fiscal crisis of the mid-1970s undermined a variety of
public services and contributed to the decline in public infrastructure,
the reduction in poor New Yorkers’ standard of living, and the sense
that the city was on the brink of collapse. The crime rate began rising
in the 1970s and took another bad turn in the late 1980s and early
1990s. These problems, combined with the private sector’s abandon-
ment and disinvestment, created a sense of crisis in the city’s various
neighborhoods.

Few of New York’s residents were exposed to these problems di-
rectly. Even though many were victims of crime or were burned out of
their buildings, the majority of New Yorkers experienced these things
secondhand through the news and informal communication networks.
What people did see everyday, however, was the growth of disorder.
Dirt, vandalism, visible homelessness, panhandling, prostitution, and
graffiti all were daily indignities to be managed by city residents. They
were both the physical manifestation of the city’s problems and a sym-
bol of its decline. Disorder, therefore, was at the center of people’s con-
ception of the city’s health and the ability of government to get things
moving in the right direction.

This concept of disorder also had problematic qualities of its own. It
was brought back into vogue by the proponents of the “broken win-
dows” theory, who argued that minor socially disruptive behavior in
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public spaces could have profound negative consequences for neighbor-
hood stability. Disorder is typically divided into social and physical cat-
egories, and in either form it represents conditions that engender fear in
the public to such a degree that law-abiding residents become less will-
ing to inhabit public spaces, thus leaving them vulnerable to predators
and contributing to an overall climate of social permissiveness.

Disorder must be understood as an interactive, socially embedded
concept. Wesley Skogan reviewed surveys conducted between 1977 and
1983 of residents of forty urban neighborhoods. He found that the
highest-ranked disorderly behaviors were public drinking, loitering
youths, public drug use, noisy neighbors, panhandling, and prostitution.
The most serious physical disorders were vandalism, graffiti, dilapida-
tion and abandonment, and trash, categories of disorder that resonate
with most urban residents.1 Kelling and Coles claim that we can define
something as disorderly only in relation to community responses. There-
fore, if a social behavior or physical condition provokes a response of
fear and withdrawal, it can be considered disorderly. But if the same be-
havior does not produce that response, it is not considered disorderly.
For example, although public drinking is accepted in some communities,
it is a source of fear in others. Similarly, the same activity at different
times or in different social contexts can have very different social mean-
ings. That is, a person panhandling on a Sunday afternoon on a busy
commercial street is unlikely to produce fear and public withdrawal.
But the same panhandler late at night on a residential street might pro-
duce a very different reaction from those who have to walk by him.2

One of the weaknesses of the disorder concept is precisely its contin-
gent nature. Who decides which behaviors produce fear and what the
consequences of that fear are? Since disorder is really a social concept
rather than an objective set of behaviors or conditions, it is subject to
change and disagreement. Might it be possible to reduce the negative
consequences of certain behaviors by changing not the behaviors but
people’s social reaction to them? Graffiti or panhandlers are not them-
selves a threat to personal safety. They may be an annoyance or may
symbolize people acting outside the boundaries of socially accepted be-
havior, but they are not inherently dangerous. In fact, it is exactly this
notion of “socially acceptable behavior” that is most troubling about
the concept of disorder and the broken windows theory: the implication
that neighborhood stability is achieved through moral conformity. This
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approach tends to ignore the importance of economic investment and
the quality of government services in the process of neighborhood im-
provement and decline.

This is essentially how social problems become quality-of-life prob-
lems. When minor nuisances become widespread and interfere with the
everyday activities of a broad segment of the population, they become
quality-of-life issues, and it is at this point that they take on a greater
political salience. Isolated litter or the occasional panhandler does not
engender a crisis of confidence in municipal governance, but daily inter-
actions with prostitutes, squeegee men, and homeless encampments do
bring these problems to the fore. Consequently, the framing of these
phenomena as disorder and quality-of-life problems changes them qual-
itatively from difficulties for the poor and disadvantaged to difficulties
for the rest of the society who are inconvenienced by them.

This qualitative change thus placed an extra burden on urban liber-
als. Their approaches to what had been perceived as nuisances were not
capable of addressing these issues now that they had become quality-of-
life problems. Moreover, urban liberals tended to deal with these prob-
lems in an incomplete and contradictory manner. Rhetorically, they ac-
knowledged that quality-of-life problems were an expression of larger
social and economic forces, but practically, they continued to pursue
economic development policies that only exacerbated these conditions.
At the same time, they claimed that the residents’ concerns were impor-
tant to proper governance, but they continued to rely on centralized bu-
reaucratic experts to develop social policy with little meaningful input
by local communities. Finally, urban liberals preached the values of so-
cial tolerance while undermining both the civil liberties of the homeless
and poor and the legitimate social needs of residents besieged with so-
cial disorders.

I now consider three major social problems at the center of the
quality-of-life backlash: homelessness, prostitution, and graffiti. In each
case, urban liberalism was unable to develop a meaningful solution for
either those who were the source of the problem or the rest of society.
Indeed, in some cases the urban liberal approach actually made the con-
ditions worse for both groups, leading to a broad disenchantment with
a tolerant, social services model of dealing with social problems that ex-
tended beyond these problems to areas such as welfare reform, educa-
tion policy, and housing.
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Homelessness

New York has always had people who on a given night have no home.
In the nineteenth century, local police stations housed hundreds of peo-
ple each night and operated soup kitchens as well. For much of the
twentieth century, the infamous Bowery was the city’s skid row, the cen-
ter of a small population of street alcoholics and the very poor who
lived in shelters and single room occupancy (SRO) hotels. The number
of these people ebbed and flowed within a narrow band along with eco-
nomic conditions, with the major exception of the Great Depression
during which numerous unemployed people’s shantytowns or Hoover-
villes (named for President Herbert Hoover) were constructed in many
parts of the city. The city also opened a men’s shelter in upstate Orange
County called Camp LaGuardia, which housed hundreds of men during
this period and continued as a kind of voluntary alcohol detox facility
through the rest of the century.3

In the postwar period, the homeless again became concentrated in
the Bowery, where social services also congregated, pursuing various
strategies to ameliorate the situation. In 1961, one of the most ambi-
tious of these was the Manhattan Bowery Project, created by the Vera
Institute of Justice, whose aim was to reduce the number of street in-
ebriates by offering them voluntary shelter and treatment as an alterna-
tive to repetitive short-term incarceration. But this program was lim-
ited and could not handle the thousands of people in need of assis-
tance. Throughout the 1960s the city handed out around one thousand
vouchers each day for people to stay in small cubicles in the Bowery.
This number remained fairly constant, though increased in the winter
months. Those receiving vouchers (“ticketmen”), along with those par-
ticipating in social programs and those able to pay minimal housing
costs on their own, made up the marginally housed, with the Bowery
and SRO hotels around the city representing the residences of last resort
for New York’s poor.4 Overall, this was a largely stable system that con-
tained the social problems of public drunkenness, homelessness, and ex-
treme poverty in isolated areas with some social services oversight and
involvement.

As the social services systems in the Bowery became better organized
in the form of growing professionalization and the rise of community-
based, nonprofit organizations replacing religious charities as the domi-
nant nongovernmental players, housing advocates began condemning
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the poor quality of the city’s SRO hotels, demanding that the conditions
in which the very poor lived be improved. This was seen as an achiev-
able goal because of the relative stability of the number of people living
in these often wretched conditions and the availability of federal urban
redevelopment and block grant funds. These advocates began to call
for scaling back the SROs and their replacement with better-quality af-
fordable housing. Ironically, just as the dramatic growth in homeless-
ness was beginning, this opened the door politically to the destruction
of very low cost housing.

In 1976, with the quickening pace of economic changes, deinstitu-
tionalization, and the decriminalization of public intoxication, the pres-
ence of homeless people outside the Bowery began to increase notice-
ably from midtown to the Upper West Side. The city’s initial response
was to hand out more SRO vouchers, and when they started to run out,
the city opened emergency homeless shelters. But by 1979, this system
was unable to meet the requests for shelter, and the conditions in the
few existing shelters were deteriorating under the strain. As a result,
Robert Hayes, a private attorney working under the auspices of the
Legal Aid Society, filed suit in 1979 (Callahan v. Carey)5 to force the
city to provide additional beds in the Bowery and improve conditions.
Over the next two years, the population of homeless people expanded
in number and location, prompting the city to settle Hayes’s suit by
signing a consent decree guaranteeing a shelter bed on demand, first to
single men in 1981, then to single women in 1983, and finally to fami-
lies in 1986.

The Hayes agreement created an entitlement for homeless people.
The city—with financial support from the federal and state govern-
ments—had to provide at least emergency shelter to anyone who re-
quested it. Although this became an expensive burden for the city, it did
little either to reduce the level of homelessness or to entice the most dis-
orderly people off the streets. In turn, this meant that the city had to
spend much of its social service fund for a program that was failing to
meet either of the homelessness program’s objectives. At this early junc-
ture, the city had to decide whether to treat homelessness as a short-
term economic problem to be dealt with by emergency social services or
as an expression of a structural defect in the housing and labor markets
and social services systems. Even though the latter approach was more
comprehensive, it also would have been politically and financially much
more difficult to carry out.
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Another result of the Hayes consent decree was that New York had
to find places to locate homeless shelters. The Koch administration con-
ceptualized the homeless problem as a temporary emergency that would
be alleviated once the recession of the early 1980s gave way to a new
cycle of growth. Accordingly, not until the final months of Koch’s ad-
ministration did it engage in long-term planning or develop complex
mechanisms for getting people off the streets, out of the shelters, and
into permanent housing. It also did not build up a relationship with the
neighborhoods affected by homelessness to develop cooperative strate-
gies for reducing the impact of the problem and sharing in the burdens
associated with solving the problem. Instead, the Koch administration
consistently alienated local communities by forcing shelters into their
communities without their input.

In 1981 the Community Services Society estimated that although the
homeless population had grown to 36,000, there were only 3,200 shel-
ter beds.6 Koch’s response was to call for the construction of numerous
large shelters in armories that would accommodate hundreds of people.
In response, through their community boards, local communities called
for the creation of smaller, neighborhood-based shelters. Several boards
actually drew up specific requests for shelters in their communities to
give the people sleeping on their sidewalks a place to go.7 But these
communities resisted the imposition of large facilities which, they be-
lieved, would cause a decline in neighborhood conditions. The Koch ad-
ministration, however, continued with its project and accused the neigh-
borhoods of NIMBYism.

As the demand for shelters grew, the city negotiated an agreement
with the courts that would allow them to set up emergency shelters with
twenty-four hours’ notice, bypassing existing land-use-planning rules in
order to meet the need. What started as an emergency measure became
standard procedure as the administration continued to open only large
armory shelters as its negotiations with communities broke down. The
results, according to Robert Hayes, were devastating: “This kind of cri-
sis management undermines the work we do with communities. We’ve
been going through [East New York] looking for possible sites and to
have one rammed down their throat overnight on court order makes
it difficult.”8 This practice of locating shelters in communities in the
middle of the night without community involvement generated tremen-
dous ill will and was typical of a situation in which the desire for quick,
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centralized decision making outweighed the rhetoric of community in-
volvement.

Through the early and middle 1980s, the Koch administration con-
tinued to locate shelters on an emergency basis. By 1985, Koch had
won his third term in office with a coalition consisting of community-
based service providers benefiting from the end of the 1970s fiscal cri-
sis, municipal workers with whom Koch had made favorable contract
deals, and private developers. At this stage, Koch had a positive outlook
toward government problem solving and inclusive social programs, and
a moderate tolerance of social diversity. But all these were about to
change under the pressure of the growing homelessness problem.

During 1985, conditions on the streets became much worse, and
complaints about homeless people increased, with the number of home-
less people using the shelter system rising from 7,500 in 1982 to 21,000
in 1985. Additional shelter space did little either to improve conditions
or to reduce complaints. Consequently, Koch embarked on a new, two-
part campaign to clear the streets. The first part was to create a cold
weather emergency plan authorizing the police to take people to a
homeless shelter against their will if the temperature fell below 5º F.9

The second program brought psychiatrists into major transportation
hubs, such as Grand Central Terminal, Penn Station and the Port Au-
thority Bus Terminal, and on the streets to hospitalize homeless people
forcibly if they appeared to be unable to take care of themselves. Ac-
cording to Mayor Koch, “We believe that anyone who chooses to be
out on the streets in the cold when we offer that person an opportunity
to go to a shelter, that person is not competent.”10 The Coalition for the
Homeless argued that the new policy “demonstrated the inadequacy of
the city’s shelter system. If the system were more humane, the police
would not be needed to bring the homeless people in.”11

In 1987, Koch attempted to expand the policy. A greater range of
people were to be classified as being unable to care for themselves, and
the period of involuntary confinement was to be extended. It quickly
became clear, however, that the city did not have the capacity to handle
a new influx of psychiatric patients. The shortage of services that had
contributed to the increase in the number of people living on the streets
also prevented their involuntary commitment. By the end of the year,
though, the state came up with money for fifty additional beds so that
the program could continue on a limited basis.
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This expanded policy created stiff opposition from homeless people,
advocates, service providers, and civil liberties attorneys. Homeless ad-
vocate Robert Hayes argued that the solution to the homeless problem
was not forced hospitalization but more housing and adequate volun-
tary services. New York Civil Liberties Union attorney Norman Siegel
contended:

The real obstacle to mental health care for the homeless is the serious
shortage of beds for psychiatric patients caused by a lack of community
mental health programs in New York City. Whenever government pro-
poses to remove citizens from the streets and confine them involuntarily
in a mental hospital, fundamental civil liberties are at stake. . . . The
courts have repeatedly made clear, government does not have the power
to hospitalize harmless people who are capable of meeting their basic
survival needs, even if they appear to be disheveled or their standard of
living is considered low.12

The conflict over the policy came to a head in November 1987 when
the first person picked up under the new policy sued, with the assistance
of the New York Civil Liberties Union (NYCLU), the city for release.
Joyce Brown was drug addicted, unemployed, mentally ill, and living on
the streets. But she had survived several winters on the street and was
able to argue convincingly in court that she was capable of taking care
of herself. The decision to forcibly hospitalize her came directly from
the mayor, who spoke to her during an outreach trip and was stunned
to learn that she might not meet the criteria for confinement. Koch had
contended that the very decision to stay outside in the winter was evi-
dence enough of severe mental defect. Within days, a court ruled that
Miss Brown could not be held, striking a blow to the mayor’s new plan.
The feeling persisted in the mayor’s office, however, that the city should
continue to try to remove homeless people from the streets forcibly as
both a humanitarian gesture and a way to address complaints about the
deteriorating quality of life.

Civil libertarians and advocates continued to oppose this policy
throughout the Koch administration. Some psychiatrists and civil liber-
tarians even teamed up to condemn the mayor’s policy as one of “out of
sight, out of mind” and accused some doctors of responding to “politi-
cal imperatives.”13 They pointed out that the program did not change
the fact that the city did not have adequate mental health facilities to
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deal with the true need for housing and support services. These groups
increasingly came to embrace the policies of the then Manhattan bor-
ough president, David Dinkins, who argued against involuntary treat-
ment and shelter and in favor of more comprehensive service plans.

Although this approach was not an example of social tolerance, it
still was a hollow effort. The city never provided the services to fully
implement these measures, and so the effort quickly faded away. It was
another example of trying to deal with a complex structural failure by
means of a short-term emergency solution. The fact that Koch adopted
a tougher rhetoric is offset by the fact that he clearly felt the need to
couch the policy in terms of saving people from freezing to death rather
than as an attempt to clear the streets of undesirables.

The mayor’s next major policy initiative was the creation of twenty
new large, armory-style shelters as a way to meet the increasing de-
mand. The proposal called for the creation of fifteen family shelters for
one hundred families each and five adult shelters with a capacity of two
hundred each. The mayor called for the shelters to be distributed across
the five boroughs, with the consultation of local borough presidents in
an attempt to mollify local resistance.

This policy, however, was opposed by local communities and by the
borough presidents of Queens, Brooklyn, and the Bronx. These three
borough presidents argued that the mayor’s continued reliance on giant
armory shelters was not doing anything to solve homelessness and was
adversely affecting the quality of life of the communities in which they
were located. Instead, they called for “a long-range solution that would
enable the homeless to break the welfare cycle. And we can do this
without negatively effecting existing communities.”14 They proposed
creating permanent housing through the rehabilitation of abandoned
city-owned buildings and the creation of dispersed low-density clusters
of new construction. Even Robert Hayes, the force behind the creation
of shelters, began arguing that they were the wrong way to go and that
the city should shut down the system.15

Although Dinkins supported the shelter plan, he did so because he
felt that there was an immediate need for shelter and that the outer bor-
oughs needed to share the burden. He also made it clear, however, that
long-term solutions were needed that focused on the creation of per-
manent housing and comprehensive service delivery systems. In March
1987, Dinkins issued a major report entitled “A Shelter Is Not a Home,”
in which he emphasized the development of a comprehensive strategy
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for dealing with homeless families. The plan called for the creation of
permanent and long-term transitional housing and a system of support
services to prevent and end homelessness. It criticized the Koch adminis-
tration’s reliance on shelters and its overall “crisis” footing: “The City
administration must recognize that its proposal [for more shelters] rep-
resents an expensive form of planned obsolescence. The continual infu-
sion of capital dollars into creating emergency housing which cannot
be adapted for secondary permanent housing is short sighted.”16 A con-
sensus was forming among service providers and political leaders that
the large-scale, short-term emergency shelter system was doing nothing
to improve conditions in neighborhoods or reduce the homeless popu-
lation.

By 1988, the mayor’s approach was coming unraveled. Court chal-
lenges and a lack of facilities kept down the number of forced hospital-
izations, and the shelter plan was moving ahead very slowly. Koch’s
initial attempts to use the police to control homeless people also were
being rejected. In February of that year, the state courts struck down the
antiloitering law, and in general, other nuisance crime laws were not be-
ing enforced (as discussed in detail in chapter 6). According to the New
York Times, “Mayor Koch has ruled out using the criminal laws, the
courts and the police to deal with the homeless except in extreme situa-
tions. ‘There are other priorities in this town.’”17

Koch’s approach to homelessness pushed the boundaries of urban
liberalism. He still believed that concerted government action was re-
quired. But he increasingly turned to punitive measures to control the
homeless problems, though without fully implementing them or describ-
ing them in punitive terms. Although he felt frustrated at the inability
to reduce the problem using an emergency approach, he was unable to
move away completely from a primarily social services orientation. And
while he also was willing to alienate civil libertarians in responding to
more communitarian concerns about declining public conditions, these
efforts were halfhearted and largely rhetorical. By the mayoral election
of 1989, however, Koch had created a “get tough” persona in response
to growing public frustration. As a result, New Yorkers had to decide
whether to continue the move away from urban liberalism or to reem-
brace its fundamental tenets.

The service provider community had turned against emergency and
punitive measures to deal with homelessness, and groups that opposed
Koch’s various policy initiatives began looking for a new candidate to
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support. That new candidate was David Dinkins, who campaigned on
a platform of developing a comprehensive array of temporary, transi-
tional, and permanent housing and support services. Dinkins also was
committed to the idea that government could mobilize to solve social
problems. He was a lifelong political insider committed to the social
programs of the Great Society. Furthermore, with his roots in the civil
rights movement and his admiration for New York’s “beautiful mo-
saic,” Dinkins clearly was a supporter of social tolerance and civil
rights.

Dinkins defeated Koch in the primary. An analysis of the results indi-
cated that homelessness was the voters’ third most frequently men-
tioned concern and that those who considered it a major issue voted
heavily for Dinkins. In the general election of 1989, Dinkins faced for-
mer federal prosecutor and neoconservative Republican candidate Ru-
dolph Giuliani. Giuliani focused on his ability to fight crime, which also
was a big issue at the time. In the end, those voters who felt that crime
was the most important issue voted for Giuliani and those who felt that
homelessness was a major issue voted for Dinkins. The election was
very close, with Dinkins winning by fewer than fifty thousand votes.
The margin of difference was white independent voters, to whom the
policy emphasis was the same as for the general electorate. For Dinkins
to hold on to these voters, he had to show progress on homelessness or
risk losing them to Giuliani, and he intended to do that by drawing up
plans to solve the problem that included the rehabilitation and con-
struction of low-cost housing, enhancing social services, and encourag-
ing social tolerance.18

One of Dinkins’s initial efforts was the continuation of Mayor Koch’s
$5 billion, twelve-year housing plan. Dinkins committed the city to
spending $2.1 billion over the next four years to construct 63,000 new
apartments.19 Dinkins also pledged to make these units more affordable
to homeless people than the Koch administration had done. Dinkins’s
goal was to dramatically reduce the use of emergency shelters and ho-
tels and to get people into permanent housing, a priority supported by
homeless advocates and the liberal constituencies who had supported
his election. In addition, the mayor was developing a wide array of so-
cial services, including drug treatment and mental health services to
help people remain in their existing housing.

This sense of possible improvement was short-lived, however. Later
that year, the city faced a serious financial crisis, and consequently the
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city was beset by additional demands for services but had fewer re-
sources to provide them. By the end of 1989, the city had almost elimi-
nated the use of hotels for homeless families. Instead, about two thou-
sand families were housed in a handful of shelters and numerous tran-
sitional apartments. But by late 1991, 4,700 families and 7,000 single
adults were staying in the shelter system, and the numbers were con-
tinuing to grow. At the same time, the rhetoric of the media and neigh-
borhood activists against the homeless and the disorder associated with
them was worsening. Owing to the great demand, Dinkins’s efforts to
lure the homeless off the street through improved shelters and afford-
able housing had not worked, and the public’s frustration was growing.

In response, Dinkins commissioned Andrew Cuomo to head a panel
to restructure the homeless services system. In January 1992, the panel
called for the development of twenty-one “day assessment” shelters that
would function as multiservice intake facilities and provide specialized
services to accommodate the needs determined at the centers. The panel
also called for these services and city homeless shelters to be run by
nonprofits. Most important, the plan called for the development of per-
manent housing to take precedence over the construction of additional
shelters. One example of the system’s misplaced priorities was that the
city spent $18,000 a year to keep one drug addict in a “dangerous, drug
infested armory shelter” when in-patient drug treatment could be pro-
vided at the same cost.20

Dinkins initially resisted this plan because it challenged his existing
strategy of dramatically increasing the number of small scatter-site shel-
ters as a way of moving people off the street. But he agreed to study the
plan and make recommendations over the next two years, thereby de-
laying its implementation until after the 1993 mayoral election. Then
in September 1992, Dinkins announced that he would implement most
of the panel’s recommendations, a major victory for those calling for
structural reform. The city was now saying that it would embark on a
“unified policy” to increase the amount of permanent housing and the
number of substance abuse, mental health, and vocational services and
to bring in nonprofit organizations to do much of the work.21 Many
homeless advocates and the New York Times applauded the plan.22

At the same time, however, the number of homeless families contin-
ued to rise, doubling over the previous year while city revenues re-
mained depressed.23 As a result, by January 1993, Dinkins was forced
to scale back the services part of the plan and focus instead on perma-
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nent housing. He also changed the recipients of the housing to include
many nonhomeless, working-poor families as a way of increasing the
stability of the housing locations. Dinkins also continued to be troubled
by resistance to shelters and services by communities throughout the
city: “I have been particularly put out by the efforts of some on the City
Council to say ‘You must get out of hotels,’ and the same people explain
how they can’t have any facilities in their neighborhoods. I’ve had it.”24

Dinkins was now caught between supporting a more comprehen-
sive structural program and not having the financial resources or politi-
cal support to implement it. This conflict was aggravated by the fact
that the numbers of homeless people both in the shelter system and out
on the streets was continuing to rise. This left the mayor vulnerable to
the criticisms that either his policies were flawed or he was incapable
of implementing them. In fact, as the next chapter shows, it was the
economic pressures of urban liberal economic development strategies
started under Koch and continued under Dinkins that made these poli-
cies impossible to implement. The city’s seemingly permanent fiscal cri-
sis meant that without a major reordering of its tax policies, no large-
scale municipal government intervention in housing markets would be
possible, and welfare payments and other social services would continue
to be rolled back just as wages and job opportunities for low-skilled
workers were declining. Nonetheless, Dinkins never made these changes
or even offered them as a possible solution. As a result, he was vulnera-
ble to charges that urban liberalism was an inadequate social services
approach that failed to involve communities or address the disorder
overrunning the city. This was exactly the argument made by his Re-
publican challenger in the fall election, Rudolph Giuliani.

Giuliani asserted that the mayor had “tried hard and failed” to re-
duce the homelessness problem and had created additional public bu-
reaucracies rather than bringing in nonprofits to run homeless ser-
vices.25 He argued that the city should get out of the housing business
and allow the free market to provide housing. In addition, he called for
restricting shelter access to ninety days for many homeless people as a
way of forcing them into the private employment and housing markets.
He claimed that by tying so many services to homeless status, the shel-
ter system was benefiting people who were not making an effort, in-
stead of the working poor.26 Giuliani made no claims about the ability
of government programs to solve these problems. Instead, he contended
that in many ways homeless services were exacerbating the problem by
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allowing people to remain dependent rather than being forced to take
whatever minimal employment was available. To the extent that ser-
vices were necessary, they should be short term and under community
or private-sector control. Finally, he appealed to people’s frustrations
over declining social conditions by saying that it was socially acceptable
to want to see public disorder and those responsible forcibly removed,
whether or not long-term solutions to their problems had been found.

The differences were now set between the liberal advocates of gov-
ernment-provided permanent housing and comprehensive social ser-
vices, and the neoconservatives calling for punitive measures to force
people to return to market mechanisms. In addition, Giuliani made it
clear that the real problem was not homelessness but restoring the
neighborhoods’ “quality of life.” Giuliani’s main rhetorical initiative did
not mention shelters or permanent housing but, instead, the elimination
of “squeegee men,” who demanded money from motorists for cleaning
their car windows while they were stopped in traffic. Relying on the
“broken windows” theory, he argued that the key to restoring public
order was not providing additional services for the poor and mentally ill
but aggressively cracking down on illegal and disruptive public behavior
and that by doing so, civility would be restored to public spaces.

It was the issue of “quality of life” that undid Mayor Dinkins. A
New York Times /WCBS-TV poll taken less than a month before the
election showed that 62 percent of New Yorkers felt that the “quality of
life in New York” had gotten worse and that only 9 percent felt it had
gotten better. These results were higher than those saying that either the
economy or race relations had declined. The poll also showed that 63
percent of New Yorkers felt the city should “get tougher with homeless
who make a nuisance of themselves,” compared with 55 percent before
the 1989 election.27 In the end, Giuliani won election by a slim margin,
made up largely of white independent voters. This swing constituency
abandoned Dinkins and his liberal efforts to reduce the homeless prob-
lem and its impact on communities and instead embraced a punitive ap-
proach to restoring order to communities.

Prostitution

New York’s prostitution problem goes back to its founding, when the
Dutch East India Company encouraged the presence of prostitutes as a
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palliative for its mostly male workforce. During the Revolutionary War,
New York was turned into a garrison city for the British, and prosti-
tutes were in great demand. At the beginning of the twentieth century,
great moral crusades were held against the “social evil” and “white
slavery.”28 By World War I, open prostitution was on the decline, and
streetwalkers were limited to a handful of areas.29 This remained the
case until the 1960s when the public impact of prostitution began to
change along with public attitudes toward it.

In the late 1960s, the sexual revolution was increasing both the de-
mand for prostitution and the public acceptance of it. Most people still
opposed it, but their opposition increasingly took the form of rehabili-
tation measures rather than criminalization. Advocacy groups and pub-
lic officials began calling for a decriminalization of prostitution or, at
least, a reorganization of the criminal justice system: “Many policemen,
judges and other city officials are becoming increasingly dismayed by
what Supreme Court Justice John M. Murtagh calls the ‘utter futility’ of
the traditional law-enforcement approach to prostitution.”30 Not sur-
prisingly, those most vocally in favor of punitive enforcement measures
were small businesses located near zones of prostitution. Despite their
complaints and occasional police sweeps, the move toward treating
prostitution as a social rather than criminal problem proceeded. Local
judges began to throw out prostitution cases resulting from sweeps.31

Mayor John Lindsay, while being careful not to condone illegal behav-
ior, made it clear that he supported therapeutic rather than punitive ap-
proaches. Responding to this change in attitude, the state legislature re-
duced the penalty for prostitution from up to a year in jail to a maxi-
mum of fifteen days and a $250 fine.

Over the next two years, the number of prostitutes rose in the city’s
central areas, including midtown Manhattan and Times Square. These
are largely nonresidential areas and the people raising objections to the
problem were mostly business owners, including many quite powerful
hotel owners. In this period, the effect of prostitution on residential
neighborhoods was limited to the lower-income communities adjacent
to these areas. The power of the business owners, however, was suffi-
cient to have the penalties increased in 1969 to a maximum of ninety
days in jail.32 These stricter penalties did not succeed in greatly reducing
either the supply or the demand for prostitution. They were, however,
successful in reducing its public presence and impact, at least in the
short run.
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During the next several years, the controversy over prostitution re-
mained unresolved as women’s groups and legal reformers continued to
argue against the criminalization of women who were already being
“victimized by society” and as local business owners and residents di-
rectly affected by the trade called for more police sweeps. More than
anything else, though, it was the continued demand that kept prostitu-
tion thriving on the western edges of midtown. During this period, the
number of pornographic stores and movie houses grew rapidly in the
Times Square area, creating a focal point for the sex trade. Periodic
police sweeps seemed to have little long-term effect. Also at this time,
prostitution began to expand into outlying areas, including the Jamaica
section of Queens and the Fort Greene and Boerum Hill sections of
Brooklyn.

By the mid-1970s a new détente had been reached on the question of
prostitution. Because of the growing liberalization of views about sex-
ual activity, the police increasingly took no action against indoor pros-
titution such as massage parlors and agencies for call girls. However,
since organized constituencies decried the impact of streetwalking on lo-
cal areas, police tried to keep it contained as much as possible, given the
high demand. What emerged was a game of cat and mouse between the
police and the prostitutes. One result of this new pattern was that the
social divisions between streetwalkers and call girls grew. Increasingly,
streetwalkers were women in the most desperate condition. They were
more likely to be poor, nonwhite, drug addicted, and under the control
of a pimp. As economic times worsened, more women in this situation
appeared on the streets.

One result of the new approach was the growth of the pornography
business. During the mid-1970s, adult bookstores and strip clubs spread
to many parts of the city, including high-income areas near the Upper
East Side. Although these businesses were a moral affront to some local
residents, they were rarely a source of serious crime or social disorder
because the business transactions and sexual activity took place in-
doors. Some residents continued to oppose these establishments, but
growing social tolerance and sympathetic court rulings made it difficult
to attack them head-on.33 As competition with the indoor businesses
grew stronger, street prostitutes often had to work longer hours and be
more aggressive. But during tough economic times, even the indoor out-
posts of the sex industry became magnets for streetwalkers hoping to
siphon off part of their trade.
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By 1976, the growth in the street trade was stimulating political mo-
bilization in some of the communities most affected. The historically
liberal Upper West Side became one of the most vocal neighborhoods
demanding greater penalties and police enforcement. In response, Dem-
ocratic State Senator Manfred Ohrenstein, who had supported the legal-
ization of prostitution in the past, introduced a new measure to increase
the penalties significantly. According to the director of the New York
Civil Liberties Union, Ira Glasser, “This is basically the same bill as the
ones he refused to introduce in the past. . . . [Ohrenstein] is feeling
the heat of the community. He wants to get the unseemly stuff off the
streets.”34

In the early 1980s, street prostitution continued expanding into res-
idential areas, becoming a major public issue in Long Island City in
Queens, in Boerum Hill in Brooklyn, and on Park Avenue South in
Manhattan. This increase in activity reached a peak with the economic
downturn of the early 1980s. Then, as the economy improved in New
York during the rest of the decade, prostitution waned. By that point,
however, there was widespread political mobilization against street
prostitution. Many neighborhoods throughout the city felt besieged.
This feeling, combined with the growing number of crimes and loss of
confidence in government’s ability to solve social problems, shaped peo-
ple’s views about the viability of public space and the stability of their
neighborhoods before the homeless crisis. More and more, liberal New
Yorkers were abandoning abstract principles of social tolerance when
confronted by the new realities of public disorder and instead demand-
ing a fuller commitment to the law enforcement approach. In many
ways, this was a precursor to the broader backlash of the late 1980s.

Prostitution represents a fundamental dilemma for urban liberals. On
the one hand, they want to respond to community complaints, but on
the other, they are committed to a civil liberties orientation that respects
enhanced sexual freedoms and views the sex industry as a primarily vic-
timless crime. The result of this conflict is another form of hollow toler-
ance. Politicians respond to community complaints through periodic
crackdowns, but no real comprehensive enforcement effort is ever put
in place. The police are never forced to make this an enforcement prior-
ity, and the courts are reluctant to treat prostitution as a serious crime.
On the flip side, this is a hollow approach because nothing is ever done
on the services side, either. Real alternatives for sex workers are never
considered, and enforcement of laws against abusive pimps is largely
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nonexistent. The result is a no-win situation in which residents and
merchants grow more and more frustrated about the failed policies of
either halfhearted social services or halfhearted law enforcement ap-
proaches.

In contrast, the Giuliani administration treated prostitution as a seri-
ous issue and devoted considerable resources to reduce its public im-
pact. Police Commissioner William Bratton created “Operation Losing
Proposition,” which stepped up undercover operations against prosti-
tution throughout the city and allowed the police to seize the vehicles
of people arrested for soliciting prostitutes. In addition, the Giuliani
administration targeted the legal sex clubs and adult book and video
stores in many parts of the city, especially in Times Square. It cre-
ated new zoning regulations that forced many businesses to close, thus
breaking up informal “red light” zones where street prostitution was
common. The overall result was a broad criminalization of prostitution,
which forced most of the trade indoors, where it now operates through
semilegal escort services and sexually suggestive advertisements in a va-
riety of free newspapers such as the Village Voice and New York Press.
While the services of sex workers are still widely available, their impact
on communities and public spaces has been effectively reduced through
punitive enforcement measures that forced the trade indoors.

Graffiti

During the 1960s, youth vandalism emerged as a major issue in New
York. For many people, vandalism in the form of graffiti, “tagging,”
and the destruction of property was symbolic of the overall declining
conditions in the city. The increase in these acts represented to many
people the fact that young people were no longer under the supervision
and control of their parents or the larger society and thus were a threat
to the social order and personal security. For many people, this was es-
pecially threatening because of its racial overtones. Graffiti, in particu-
lar, was associated with poor, nonwhite, young males, who also were
associated with the city’s growing crime rate.

Graffiti and vandalism have a spatial as well as a social dimension.
They are located primarily where young people have easy access to pub-
lic places such as schools and public transportation. Their presence in-
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dicates that an area is unregulated and out of control and, therefore,
potentially dangerous. Following Jane Jacobs, it suggests that no one is
watching; neither the police nor the public have control over the space,
so anything might happen there.35 While this effect may not always
hold, despite the claims of the “broken windows” theory, it does high-
light why graffiti has become a telling sign of the decline of public
spaces and social relations and a rallying point for the neoconservative
backlash.

By 1970, vandalism in the bus and subway systems was costing the
Metropolitan Transit Authority (MTA) $2.6 million a year.36 In 1971,
spray paint began to be used widely, raising the level and visibility of
the damage being done. This was also the year that the practice now
called tagging was started, in which people write their names on walls
in a stylized form. This early tagging was located initially in the Wash-
ington Heights and Harlem neighborhoods and took the form of names
followed by street numbers (for example, Taki 183).37 Within a year,
however, the practice had become widespread in the transit system and
on many public buildings, prompting calls for new punitive measures by
Mayor Lindsay and the city council.

Despite the higher penalties in the early 1970s, the practice of graffiti
became even more widespread and complex. Graffiti writers began to
produce murals on entire subway cars or the sides of buildings. Graffiti
also spread beyond the confines of poor communities, affecting even the
wealthy bastion of the Upper East Side. By far the most troubling aspect
of the graffiti problem, however, was its growth in the subway system
where, by the mid-1970s, it was endemic. Combined with the rising
crime rates, graffiti lent an air of danger to the subways that ultimately
affected ridership levels. This aesthetic assault was increasingly viewed
as a threat to the foundations of urban civility. As one Staten Island res-
ident wrote in a letter to the New York Times:

Graffiti are an offense against public space. Subway walls belong to the
people—to all the people. Public space is a necessity in urban civiliza-
tion, especially for those that do not have much private space. . . .
Without decent public space, urban life is intolerable. . . . If [graffiti
scrawlers] succeed in making the city’s public spaces unattractive to a
majority of residents, New York will become a backwater. (emphasis
added)38
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Throughout the 1970s, a number of measures were taken to try to
stem the tide, though none of them were adequately funded or suffi-
ciently broad in scope. These ranged from new police enforcement tac-
tics, laws that restricted teen access to paint and markers, tougher crim-
inal penalties, community service programs utilizing both offenders and
other youth in the abatement of graffiti, youth art programs designed
to divert the desire for artistic expression into more suitable channels,
and cleanup efforts ranging from neighborhood volunteer outings to
million-dollar city and Transit Authority efforts. None of these initia-
tives, however, was successful in reducing the problem.

At the same time, because of federal budget cuts and the local fiscal
crisis, programs for youth and spending on transit maintenance were
significantly scaled back. In the mid- to late 1960s, summer youth em-
ployment programs had been a mainstay of the urban war on poverty.
But by the early 1970s, the Nixon administration’s agenda of rolling
back urban social programs was well under way, and youth employ-
ment, training, and recreational programs were severely affected. The
city tried to pick up some of the difference but was unable to do so.
This left tens of thousands of young people, who had previously been
employed in the summer, with nothing constructive to do. This no
doubt contributed to the youth subculture that emerged out of the
south Bronx and parts of Brooklyn that fueled the graffiti problem.

The city’s fiscal crisis, combined with decreases in state and federal
funding for mass transit, made it very difficult for the Metropolitan
Transit Authority (MTA) to adequately maintain the subway trains or
stations. As a result, conditions in both deteriorated throughout the
1970s. Trains and stations were not regularly cleaned, painted, or re-
paired, and the system acquired a decrepit appearance symbolizing an-
other aspect of the growing vandalism problem: an unregulated space
left to disorderly forces. By the early 1980s, public confidence in the
subway as a safe public space was badly shaken, and ridership fell.

In 1984 Governor Mario Cuomo, desperate to reverse the situation,
brought new leadership into the Transit Authority to try to clean things
up on several fronts. A major investment in infrastructure was com-
bined with a new approach to graffiti control. After a decade of failed
enforcement strategy involving guard dogs, razor wire, and specialized
police units, a solution emerged in the form of the Clean Car Program.
This program involved a massive infusion of funds into cleaning whole
subway trains at once and keeping them clean despite repeated attacks.
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Once a car had gone through the program, it was kept clean by pulling
it from service as soon as any graffiti appeared until it was cleaned up
and then was sent back into service. This same approach was also suc-
cessful on some government buildings in Manhattan, but it was very
expensive.

The victory over graffiti in the subways was won primarily through a
massive infusion of new resources into the system in the form of new
cars and enhanced maintenance. Young people have continued to mark
trains and stations with a variety of forms of graffiti after this innova-
tion, but the constant maintenance, including daily station visits by
painters, has kept the visible signs of it in check. This kind of approach
was not possible in the city’s streets, however. No new massive infusion
of cash was available, and the extent of the problem was too great to
make a real difference.

During this crisis, the Koch and Dinkins administrations concen-
trated on enforcement and cleanup efforts. In 1989, the Dinkins admin-
istration attempted to enhance youth services as part of his family- and
child-oriented approach to social services. It created a new Department
of Youth Services (DYS) to coordinate after-school and summer jobs
programs, which had been severely affected by previous budget cuts. By
1990, the budget for this agency was $34.5 million.39 Even this effort,
however, was a drop in the bucket, given the one million school-age
children in the city, about half of whom lived near or below the poverty
line. In fact, the city that year spent more money on cleaning up graf-
fiti ($42 million) than it did on the DYS.40 Even for a family-oriented
mayor, cleanup and enforcement won out over prevention.

The widespread presence of graffiti represented not only a superficial
aesthetic defacement or even a general sign of disorder. It also was a vis-
ible symbol of the presence of young people of color acting outside the
law with relative impunity, clearly indicating to many residents that the
city, and thus their neighborhoods, was headed in the wrong direction.
With the economic uncertainty and government cutbacks of the 1980s,
neighborhoods struggled either to cash in on pockets of gentrification or
to be cast out into the wilderness of inner-city decline and abandon-
ment. When prostitution and crime became part of this volatile mix-
ture, neighborhoods throughout the city felt besieged. The urban liberal
strategies of halfhearted enforcement and limited cleanup efforts did
little to reduce the problem. New approaches to fight graffiti had to be
found.
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The Giuliani administration made graffiti a major issue for law en-
forcement. In 1996 the NYPD issued its graffiti control report entitled
“Combat Graffiti: Reclaiming the Public Spaces.”41 The report empha-
sized the criminal nature of graffiti and, consistent with the broken win-
dows theory, elevated its importance to the city’s stability. As a sign of
the issue’s seriousness, the city announced that people reporting graffiti
in progress should dial 911 and that if the report resulted in an arrest,
the caller would be eligible for a $500 reward. The department also cre-
ated a new graffiti task force made up of officers from the housing,
transit, and patrol bureaus, which created a graffiti database of known
“taggers” and their distinctive styles for use in identifying their work
throughout the city. Graffiti was thus transformed from a minor form of
vandalism and youthful mischief into a significant crime engaging sub-
stantial police department resources.

Conclusion

This chapter looked at New York’s disorder crisis and the failure of ur-
ban liberals to respond to it adequately. Homelessness, prostitution, and
graffiti became more than minor nuisances; they became both real im-
pediments to daily life and symbols of the city’s growing incivility and
instability. Urban liberals were unable to adjust to this new political re-
ality and continued to rely on short-term emergency social services, cen-
tralized expert planning divorced from community input, and empty
pleas for social tolerance to address residents’ deteriorating quality of
life. Consequently, they created a political space for neoconservative re-
sponses that took quality-of-life concerns seriously, both rhetorically
and practically in the form of concrete measures to clear the streets of
disorder.

Urban liberals were unable to respond to these problems more effec-
tively, in part because of the budget constraints they faced. The next
chapter explores how they contributed to this fiscal crisis that hindered
their ability to fully fund social programs. It also explains how their in-
creasing orientation toward the neoliberal free market and structural
adjustment policies undercut their desire to intervene more directly in
failed housing and employment markets on behalf of the homeless and
unemployed.
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Globalization and the 
Urban Crisis

Urban liberalism not only failed to deal adequately with the
problems of homelessness and disorder; it also directly contributed to
these problems. While federal funding cuts to cities, the deinstitutional-
ization of mentally ill people without offering them community-based
care, and additional funding cuts at the state level were important fac-
tors in the deterioration of urban public spaces, local urban liberal ad-
ministrations took concrete steps that exacerbated these problems rather
than relieving them. By relying on an economic development program
that favored finance, real estate, and corporate headquarters at the ex-
pense of manufacturing, and by cutting social services and failing to
prop up the bottom of the labor and housing markets, they allowed the
homelessness and disorder problem to spiral out of control.

New York Mayor Edward Koch responded to the homelessness crisis
of the 1980s by using city money to build thousands of units of low-
income housing to try to alleviate the pressure on the city’s overflowing
shelter system. He was praised for his plan to spend $5 billion over ten
years to build housing, beginning in 1987.1 A closer inspection, how-
ever, reveals two major problems with this strategy. First, only 10 per-
cent of the units over the life of the program were affordable enough
for homeless people,2 and second, in the decade leading up to this point,
Koch supported real estate development tax incentives that resulted in
the loss of more than 100,000 units of low-cost SRO housing, at a cost
of up to $238 million a year in lost taxes.3 In effect, he and Mayor Din-
kins were spending $350 million a year to treat some of the symptoms
of a subsidy to real estate developers costing $300 million a year. The
net result was billions of dollars spent to house a small percentage of
people made homeless by Koch’s own economic development policies.

At the center of this failure of urban liberalism was its reliance on a
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“global cities” model of economic development, which attempted to lo-
cate New York at the center of increasingly mobile international capital
through a variety of tax and zoning incentives that encouraged high-
rent commercial and housing construction in Manhattan and parts of
Queens and Brooklyn. While urban liberals were largely successful in
this endeavor, it had profoundly negative consequences for the poor, as
they were excluded from housing and labor markets by the resulting po-
larization of wages and the loss of affordable housing. The cost of these
tax subsidies aggravated the problem by bankrupting local government
to the degree that they were unable to provide basic social and medical
services to the homeless, drug-addicted, and mentally ill people under-
mining the civility of public spaces around the city. This was a form of
“primitive globalization” that redistributed wealth from the middle and
working classes to the corporate, finance, and real estate sectors.4 The
result was a growth in homelessness, petty crime, and a host of low-
level urban disorders such as graffiti, panhandling, and street drug deal-
ing that in turn created the conditions for a punitive neoconservative
political backlash.

The Urban Economic Crisis

After World War II, American cities underwent dramatic transforma-
tions. Whereas the Sun Belt cities from Los Angeles to Atlanta grew
rapidly, cities in the northern tier from San Francisco to New York City
experienced periods of deep crisis as they lost millions of manufacturing
jobs to the American and global South. These cities either went into de-
cline (for example, Cleveland, Baltimore, and Detroit) or remade them-
selves to better compete in the postindustrial American economy (for
example, New York, Boston, Chicago, and San Francisco). This process
of reinvention, however, was not without costs. The new approaches to
economic development in the context of emerging neoliberalism at both
the global and local levels have created significant economic and social
polarization and instability.

In this chapter I describe the economic development approaches un-
dertaken by business elites and local government in New York in re-
sponse to the changing national and international economic conditions.
New York used a variety of entrepreneurial methods to pursue a global
cities strategy of growth designed to tap into the flows of capital and in-
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formation. The result of this strategy was a polarization of labor and
housing markets and cuts in social services that led to a crisis in public
civility that the city was unable to handle effectively, thereby opening
the door to the conservative political backlash of the 1990s. Several fac-
tors contributed to differing degrees to the crisis in northern American
cities in the 1970s, including deindustrialization, white flight, and disin-
vestment by the federal and state governments, which led to massive job
and population losses and municipal fiscal crisis.

During the 1970s and 1980s, manufacturers moved thousands of
plants out of the industrial Northeast and Midwest in an effort to cut
costs and increase profits. Greater competition from overseas, along
with federal policies that shifted defense production south and west,
were major contributing factors in this process. As a result, urban areas
lost millions of decent-paying, low-skilled jobs. Nationally, more than
38 million jobs were lost in the 1970s in manufacturing and related em-
ployment.5

The postwar period also was a time of white flight in the American
North, when millions of mostly white middle- and upper-class urban
residents left the central cities for the surrounding suburbs. Federally
subsidized highway construction and home mortgage guarantees helped
accelerate this process. Consequently, the populations of these cities
became poorer and less white as those with the fewest resources were
left behind to compete for a dwindling number of low-skill jobs. At
the same time, the demand for social services increased as the tax base
shrank from the flight of both manufacturers and many middle-class
and wealthy taxpayers.

Structural Adjustment

In the 1960s, the administrations of both Presidents John F. Kennedy
and Lyndon B. Johnson attempted to help those cities suffering the twin
problems of population and job loss, by means of various antipoverty
and urban redevelopment programs. Although these efforts, under the
banner of the War on Poverty, helped stabilize some areas, they did little
to reverse the overall trend and were not sustainable given the bud-
getary pressures of the expanding war in Vietnam. By the early 1970s,
this process was reversed by President Richard M. Nixon’s administra-
tion, whose suburban and rural base had no interest in helping the ur-
ban poor.
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The result has been a period of structural fiscal crisis for many post-
industrial American cities. The pressures of declining industry, popula-
tion loss, and federal social services budget cuts have undermined the
cities’ ability to pay for the rising demands of the growing poor popula-
tions left behind. As a result, local budgets were cut just when the de-
mand for services was increasing, causing support for public parks, wel-
fare, housing, and other public services to be cut back. We can think of
this as a problem of structural adjustment, not unlike that in developing
countries. In those cases, pressure from the World Bank, International
Monetary Fund, and other global lenders have forced national govern-
ments to cut back domestic spending in order to both subsidize develop-
ment and pay back lenders. In addition, this process often includes pri-
vatization schemes designed to enhance the efficiency of service delivery.
Often, however, these projects further polarize access to services, as the
costs of obtaining them go up to compensate new foreign investors. In
the process, services such as health care, public transportation, and edu-
cation are reduced while fees are raised.

Cuts by the federal and state governments in two main areas in the
1970s and 1980s played a significant role in undermining the stability
of local governments such as New York City’s. At the state level, the
deinstitutionalization of the mentally ill taxed a wide variety of urban
social programs, including low-cost housing and health care services.
The combined state and federal cuts to welfare worsened the polariza-
tion of incomes in urban areas and threatened the economic stability of
millions of urban families. In addition, federal housing assistance to the
poor failed to meet the increased needs of the growing number of low-
and very low income households.

Even though deinstitutionalization began in the 1950s, its effects on
urban budgets and social conditions were not felt until the late 1970s
and the 1980s.6 During the 1950s and early 1960s, the number of peo-
ple housed in state mental institutions was slightly reduced as a result
of pressure from patients’ rights groups. Most of those who were re-
leased were people who could function fairly well and were able to live
independently with the assistance of some of the new psychiatric drugs
becoming available at the time. During the 1960s, the increasing effec-
tiveness and affordability of these drugs, the high cost of running the
hospitals, and the growing social outrage over the terrible conditions in
many of these institutions led to additional releases and fewer intakes.
By the 1970s, cost cutting became the principal factor driving deinstitu-
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tionalization, as tens of thousands were released onto America’s streets
with few or no support services. While many of those released in the
early waves were able to maintain their stability on federal disability
payments and, in some cases, employment, the later groups had worse
problems that required ongoing medical oversight to ensure their ability
to live in the community.

In the 1970s and 1980s as the hospitals were being closed, New York
Governor Mario Cuomo reached an agreement with advocates for the
mentally ill that a share of the savings of closing down state mental hos-
pitals would be passed on to local communities to provide support ser-
vices for the deinstitutionalized, both those released and those denied
admission. Since community-based and pharmacological care is much
less expensive, this seemed like a win-win situation. Unfortunately, as
the state’s fiscal crisis continued in the 1980s, these community care
funds never materialized, and New York City and other municipalities
were left to make up the difference. In 1953 there were 93,000 people
in New York State mental hospitals; by 1987 the number was 20,000;
and in 2005 the number had declined to 4,500.7 In 1988 alone, New
York City admitted 18,500 homeless people into hospitals for emer-
gency psychiatric care, up from 1,000 in 1976.8 By 1990 the city esti-
mated there were 15,000 homeless mentally ill people in the city,9 and
by the 1990s more than 15 percent of people in the city’s jail system
were seriously mentally ill.10 By 2004, the cost of incarcerating people
in Rikers Island was estimated at $100,000 a year.11 Similarly, the cost
of emergency room admissions, short-term inpatient hospitalization,
and shelter beds was much higher than that for state hospital beds, and
the expense came out of local rather than state budgets, costing the city
millions of dollars a year.

State and federal cuts to welfare programs also greatly damaged the
economic condition of low-income New Yorkers, for which the city
government had to pay. In the 1970s and 1980s, Aid to Families with
Dependent Children (AFDC) was the primary federal welfare program,
and by the early 1990s, it served five million families a year, with the
program’s costs shared by the federal and state governments.12 Nation-
ally, the median AFDC benefit fell by 42 percent between 1970 and
1991.13 Benefits in New York fell 40 percent during this same period,
and by 1991 New York City’s AFDC benefit for a family of three was
$577 a month, and the fair-market median rent for a two-bedroom
apartment was $610 a month.14 Similarly, Supplemental Security Income
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(SSI) for those with disabilities failed to keep pace with inflation, espe-
cially the cost of housing. As a result, local government was forced to
deal with a growing population of unemployed women with children
whose welfare payments were unable to pay for their basic housing
needs. This meant higher local costs for supplemental rent vouchers,
homeless shelter beds, and foster care services for children separated
from parents who were unable to provide for them.

One final issue bears noting. Many homeless advocates have pointed
to cuts in federal spending on low-cost housing during the 1990s as a
major factor contributing to homelessness and the cities’ fiscal crisis.
Measuring the changes in federal spending on housing is complicated.
Federal outlays for low-cost housing were dramatically cut in the 1980s
under the administrations of Presidents Ronald Reagan and George
H. W. Bush. Overall, if the rate of annual expenditures had continued
during the 1980s, more than two million additional low-income fam-
ilies would have been housed under federal programs.15 Christopher
Jencks points out that actual spending on low-cost housing during this
period increased slightly, however.16 While this is true, it masks the fact
that the need for low-cost housing was actually dramatically expanding
while new outlays to meet these demands were being cut back.

Fordism and Post-Fordism

Before the 1970s, most northern cities had a strong Democratic Party
that worked closely with economic elites and labor leaders in a cor-
poratist coalition that provided stability in labor markets and the tax
base. This coalition worked to create a level playing field that managed
competition within economic sectors and encouraged manufacturing-
led economic development. This “Fordist” model of economic develop-
ment emphasized high wages and unionization in return for labor peace
and increased productivity.17 High wages allowed for robust consumer
spending, which in turn stimulated local-consumption-based economic
activity. In addition, generous worker benefits, unemployment insur-
ance, and at least minimal welfare payments allowed even the least-
paid workers to participate in consumption. This Keynesian demand-
led model of economic stimulus was at the center of postwar American
prosperity.

By the early 1970s, though, the Fordist model began to experience
difficulties. One of its features was reducing competition as government,
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labor, and capital attempted to manage the economy. As a result, pro-
ductivity and innovation began to decline just as international competi-
tion from reindustrialized Japan and Western Europe increased. In re-
sponse, a new, post-Fordist model of development emerged, which re-
lied on the greater mobility of capital and products to decentralize
production.18 Corporations thus became flexible producers by outsourc-
ing more of their work through contractors. Rather than being top-to-
bottom producers, they hired consultants to perform design tasks, bou-
tique bankers to manage capital, and small, flexible manufacturers to
provide parts and assemble them in plants around the world.

Substantially cheaper shipping by sea and air, improved communica-
tion, and easier international capital flows made the relocation of man-
ufacturing to the global South much more cost-effective. Corporations
then began to view themselves as global rather than local or national
entities, with allegiances to a global community of shareholders rather
than to a local or even a national community. Corporations used this
newfound flexibility to undermine their previously stable relationships
with their workers and local governments. They now had greater lever-
age to force employees to accept wage and benefit cuts or risk losing
their jobs to cheaper and more flexible independent contractors. Cities
also had to renegotiate their relationships with manufacturers in order
to stay competitive. Tax incentives and fewer regulations thus became
the coin of the realm in attracting and retaining manufacturing.

This new politics of urban competition highlighted the importance of
place in the economic process. Economic elites became divided between
those who were tied to a specific place and those who were free to relo-
cate. Local place-based elites, such as newspapers, real estate owners,
and tourism-oriented firms, had a stake in boosting the local economy,
whereas manufacturers and corporate headquarters could demand subsi-
dies and regulatory considerations or else leave town. In response, a new
urban politics developed that pitted capital against local places.19 These
new political coalitions were made up of local unions and fixed-asset
firms pursuing economic growth through international competition for
increasingly mobile manufacturing jobs and corporate headquarters.

Entrepreneurial Cities

One of the central characteristics of this new politics is that the cities
began to assume a more entrepreneurial quality.20 Rather than pursuing
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largely internal growth strategies in the form of enhancing the stabil-
ity of local firms, the cities had to compete directly with one another
to attract capital. These new “entrepreneurial cities” had to establish
strong local booster coalitions or “growth machines” in order to mobi-
lize enough local resources to compete effectively.21 This required close
public-private cooperation between local governments and place-based
elites, the strongest incentives being a process of speculative risk absorp-
tion in which “the public sector assumes the risk and the private sector
takes the benefits.”22 These entrepreneurial cities redirected local gov-
ernment resources from the provision of social services into tax abate-
ments and subsidies. Convention centers, sports arena, and industrial
parks are examples of the types of speculative developments underwrit-
ten by local governments.

Embedded in this approach are the concepts of governmentality and
regime theory. Governmentality argues that state policy cannot be un-
derstood as the narrow result of legislative and executive action but
instead is a process of interaction between government and other pow-
erful political actors.23 Regime theory challenges both elite and plural-
ist theories of the state by arguing that economic development strate-
gies are not the result solely of either elite interests or a competition
among competing interest groups. Instead, they are strategic partner-
ships among shifting coalitions of economic elites and government ac-
tors based on competing visions of larger economic forces and how to
respond to them.24 This allows us to look more carefully at how po-
litical problems and strategies are defined through public discourses.
Knowledge of an entrepreneurial city’s strategies are not limited to offi-
cial government actions but can be found in an array of public and pri-
vate actions and statements. Reports, studies, commissions, and other
public and private accountings of a city’s problems and its strategies for
addressing them are a central source of information in tracking its polit-
ical and economic direction. These documents and practices show that
different cities approached their problems in different ways, with differ-
ing consequences.

The Global Cities Strategy

Not all cities used the same entrepreneurial strategies to exploit dif-
ferent comparative advantages. Seattle and Los Angeles capitalized on
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their position on the Pacific Rim by expanding their sea and air ports
to handle the growing trade with Asia. Boston built on its educational
infrastructure by promoting high-tech firms, regional banking, and cor-
porate headquarters. New York and San Francisco chose a strategy co-
ordinating global movements of capital and housing corporate head-
quarters. This global cities approach to economic development empha-
sized the development of commercial office space, business services, and
communications infrastructure at the expense of manufacturing and the
transportation of physical goods.25

Competing for manufacturing made less sense with the global bid-
ding down of wages, environmental regulations, and taxes. As the
global flows of capital and information became more dynamic, those
cities that became hubs for the coordination of these flows were in a
strong position to tap into the wealth they created. This process was not
without its own bidding process, however. In order to attract corporate
headquarters and financial institutions, the cities felt they had to subsi-
dize commercial office space development and create tax incentives for
corporate payrolls. This was offset at least in part by the sometimes
fantastic profits generated by these firms, along with the growth in the
business services they required. These services, however, created two
tiers of employment. The very small, higher-paying tier includes design,
advertising, and accounting services, while the much larger lower tier is
made up of low-skilled jobs such as clerical, janitorial, and food ser-
vices, contributing to a polarization of wages.

Another central feature of this strategy was a reformulation of the
welfare state. Northern cities were experiencing a series of baseline ex-
ternal pressures stemming from the loss of tax revenue from deindustri-
alization and suburbanization. They also suffered from the loss of fed-
eral revenues in the antiurban backlash of the 1970s.26 The result was
the fiscal crises of the mid-1970s, which ushered in a “permanent crisis”
in the funding of social services. The global cities strategy melded well
with this development. In order to attract international capital, global
cities had to adopt fiscal strategies consistent with the ideology of struc-
tural adjustment, which called for a hollowing out of the welfare state
in favor of market mechanisms to provide such basic needs as housing,
health care, and higher education.

This free-market approach led local governments to reduce their
spending on social services and use that money to stimulate the finance,
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insurance, and real estate (FIRE) sectors of the economy, which were
central to the global cities strategy. The irony of this supposedly “free-
market” approach is that government was still an active participant
in the economy. Rather than coordinating manufacturing, regulating
wages, and providing basic social services, local governments were us-
ing entrepreneurial methods to stimulate the privileged FIRE sectors of
the economy at the expense of all else.

These global cities experienced tremendous economic growth for
those at the center of the flows of capital and information, but those
providing low-skilled services saw a decline in their economic condition
relative to the wages available in manufacturing before the transition.
Both labor and housing markets became polarized, with a small but sig-
nificant segment of the population being excluded from both. As a re-
sult, many urban neighborhoods became unstable because of either gen-
trification or economic decline and abandonment. In addition, public
spaces throughout these cities became gathering places for the newly
dispossessed. Homeless people, unemployed youth, and others excluded
from regular participation in housing and labor markets became an om-
nipresent visible statement about the condition of the losers in the new
global economy.

New York City

The economic polarization of the 1980s affected New York more than
any other American city. It already was a major financial center and
had the largest concentration of corporate headquarters and associated
business services in the United States. The city government also was
squarely in favor of supporting the growth of the service and corporate
sector and the decline of manufacturing. The Lindsay (1966–74) and
Koch (1978–90) administrations devised numerous tax incentives that
pushed manufacturing out of the city (especially Manhattan) and en-
couraged high-rent commercial and housing development even when
demand was sluggish.

In 1968, the Regional Plan Association (RPA), a nonprofit planning
group funded by major corporations, released its second regional plan27

(the first was issued in 1929), which called for a dramatic vertical and
horizontal expansion of the downtown and midtown central business
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districts. This plan envisioned a reduction in government support for
manufacturing and an increase in support for building high-rise offices.
The RPA plan was based on the assumption that along with global
population increases, New York would see a rise in population and em-
ployment. To encourage this, the city needed to use its limited amount
of land as efficiently as possible through a concentration of use. This
meant replacing low-density and low-rent manufacturing with high-
density office and residential space.

The Lindsay administration adopted many of the RPA’s recommen-
dations in its Plan for New York City 1969.28 These included the west-
ward expansion of midtown, a new Second Avenue subway line, and the
enlargement of the downtown financial district through the construc-
tion of the World Trade Center and Battery Park City. But rather than
counterbalancing office expansion and manufacturing, Mayor Lindsay
tried to support the development of both manufacturing and commer-
cial office space. This was to be done by relocating manufacturing to
the outer boroughs to make room for more high-rise buildings. Despite
pledges to increase manufacturing, however, this relocation policy ended
up substantially reducing the city’s manufacturing sector. Shortly after
the plan was released, New York City’s economy took a nosedive, post-
poning the implementation of many of its recommendations. Nonethe-
less, the city’s program of expanding its corporate and financial sectors
became the blueprint for the restructuring of its economy in the follow-
ing decades.

The 1970s Fiscal Crisis

During the 1970s, the new fiscal realities of reduced federal sup-
port and declining tax revenues due to the loss of population and jobs
brought New York City’s government to its knees. President Gerald R.
Ford’s administration refused to support the city’s efforts to renegotiate
its debts with the help of a federal bailout, so the city was required to
turn over its fiscal management to a group of business leaders acting to
secure the stability of the city’s debt on behalf of bondholders. The re-
sult was that the financiers were able to impose their analysis of what
caused the crisis and how to solve it.29 They blamed the city’s problems
on too many social services for the poor, high wages for city workers,
and not enough services for the wealthy and middle classes, whose flight
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from the city had shrunk the city’s revenue base. This analysis became
one of the major weapons available to conservatives over the next gen-
eration. They attempted to debate municipal policy within this frame-
work, rather than exploring the local and federal policies that had
helped create the broader economic context responsible for the crisis.

As a result, social services were cut significantly during this period.
Welfare payments failed to keep pace with the cost of living; tuition was
imposed at the City University of New York, and many social services
benefiting everyone from poor children to seniors were scaled back. In
addition, city jobs were cut and salaries lowered, creating pressure on
the middle classes as well as the poor. In addition to agreeing to sub-
stantial cutbacks, municipal unions agreed to invest a considerable part
of their pension funds in municipal bonds, thus bailing out private
bondholders and providing a disincentive for future wage demands.30

Even though the city appeared to be completely without resources,
in the mid- to late 1970s, the Koch administration developed and ex-
panded a number of tax-incentive programs to try to stimulate real es-
tate development. The hope was that a boom in high-rise offices and
luxury housing would stimulate the economy by creating profits for real
estate developers—a precursor to the Reagan “trickle-down” econom-
ics of the 1980s. These programs, including the Industrial and Commer-
cial Incentives Program, the Industrial Development Agency, and sec-
tions J-51, 421a, and 421b of the municipal tax code, drove up land
prices in much of Manhattan by providing tax incentives and zoning
changes, which forced out lower-value uses such as manufacturing and
low-income housing.

The Entrepreneurial 1980s

As the local real estate market began to improve in the late 1970s,
these incentives remained in place, generating windfall profits for devel-
opers and creating a subsidy-driven inducement for building office space
in a period when demand could easily be met by the existing supply.
The result was a glut of new high-rent commercial office buildings, a
loss of manufacturing jobs and low-income housing, and a continuing
loss of tax revenues. As a member of Community Board 5, west of mid-
town, stated in 1979, “The city is giving away too much; we’re still in a
poverty state of mind when these builders are going to make a bundle
off of new buildings in midtown.”31
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Rather than responding to these complaints about oversubsidizing
development, the Koch administration enhanced the subsidies. Koch
was motivated to do this for two reasons. First, he wanted to ensure a
flow of campaign funds for his mayoral races in 1981, 1985, and 1989
and for his run for governor in 1982. The largest category of contribu-
tors for these campaigns was real estate companies.32 Second, Koch felt
that corporate growth was the key to the city’s economic development.
His agenda of controlling spending and supporting private development
was consistent with that of major business interests, as represented by
the New York City Partnership, which came to be a major supporter of
the mayor.33 This is the period in which the global cities economic de-
velopment strategy emerged.

In addition, urban liberal mayoral administrations from Beam to
Dinkins lowered corporate taxes. From 1974 to 1994 the city’s general
corporate tax fell from 10.1 percent to 8.85 percent. This tax generates
more than 5 percent of the city’s tax revenue and raises almost $1 bil-
lion a year. A cut of 1 percent thus is equal to around $100 million a
year. Even during the fiscal crisis of the 1970s and the economic reces-
sion of the early 1990s, these corporate taxes were either cut or frozen.
In 1992, Dinkins announced a four-year freeze of the tax, even though
the city was in the process of cutting many city services.34

By the early 1980s the city’s economic development policies took on
a more global focus. In 1981, reports were issued by the Twentieth Cen-
tury Fund and the state of New York calling for a global vision that
would place New York at the center of an emerging world economy.35

These reports argued that in order to capture the position of global
leader, the city had to expand its supply of office space. In 1982, the city
enacted the Midtown Development Plan, which promised additional
subsidies to developers of office space on the west side of midtown. This
plan, along with development subsidies for the financial district and ex-
isting market and luxury housing subsidies, created a tax loss of more
$1 billion a year by 1988.36

This process continued under the Dinkins administration, which en-
couraged the continued reliance on and expansion of corporate- and
finance-based development through zoning changes and tax subsidies
that cost the city billions of dollars and further hurt the middle class
and the poor. Dinkins’s global cities orientation can be clearly seen in
his planning department’s planning and zoning report of 1993, which
calls for a continuation of the global cities strategy:
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The City’s best prospect for expanding opportunity and combating pov-
erty is to maintain its position as a global leader in finance and ad-
vanced business services, communications, and the arts—the industries
that drive the city’s economy. The global cities of opportunity in the
next century will be those that dominate international finance, trade,
and culture, just as New York prospered by serving those roles nation-
ally during the last century.37

In this economic development paradigm, even the laudable goal of com-
bating poverty was relocated. The report also recommended zoning pol-
icies that would allow almost unlimited office building construction in
lower and midtown Manhattan as well as downtown Brooklyn and
Long Island City in Queens.

In addition, the Dinkins administration continued to rely on a variety
of tax incentive programs to encourage corporate- and finance-related
development. From 1990 to 1993, the Industrial Development Agency
authorized several hundred million dollars in subsidies to major corpo-
rations and finance firms to stay in New York City. The nine largest
deals totaled $350 million, the biggest going to Prudential Securities in
1992, which received $123 million in sales, energy, and property tax
subsidies to keep its corporate headquarters and five thousand jobs in
New York City. In 2000, however, it closed most of its investment-
banking operations and laid off six hundred employees.38

Employment

During this period, patterns of employment dramatically changed as
well. Partly as a result of the city’s economic development policy and
partly as a result of changes in corporate employment practices, a polar-
ization of income ensued. New York’s real estate subsidies and zoning
changes encouraged the trend of replacing manufacturing with com-
mercial office space (and high-income housing). This meant that fewer
middle-class manufacturing jobs were available for the city’s large blue-
collar population. Between 1969 and 1980, the city lost more than
330,000 of its 825,000 manufacturing jobs. Some of these jobs moved
to suburban areas where some workers were able to follow them.
Racial exclusion in housing and employment, however, meant that for
many New Yorkers, these jobs were permanently lost. Moreover, the
jobs that remained paid lower wages relative to the national average.39
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By the 1990s this trend was exacerbated by the widespread resurgence
of sweatshop conditions in the garment industry.

White-collar employment was being transformed as well. As corpora-
tions were restructured in the late 1970s and 1980s, they increased the
number of very high paying executive positions and reduced the number
of middle managers. They also raised the number of low-paying service
jobs. Companies that provided business services to these larger corpora-
tions soon followed suit, the result being dramatic wage polarization.
During this period, those in the top 20 percent income group saw huge
increases in wages and investment income, while those the bottom 20
percent actually earned less income.40 In addition, underemployment
worsened as more jobs became part time and/or contingent.

Finally, unemployment itself was a major problem in New York
throughout the 1970s and early 1980s, when the city’s unemployment
rate—around 9 percent—was well above the national average. The re-
sult was a growing population of people who were unemployed, under-
employed, or working for poverty-level wages. By 1987, 25 percent of
the city’s residents were living in poverty, up from 15 percent in 1969,41

and the economic growth of the early 1980s was having little effect on
those at the bottom. According to the New York State Department of
Social Services,

The beginning of the economic recovery in the state has not been ac-
companied until very recently by even a slowing of the growth in wel-
fare case loads. While economic indicators rose, so did poverty. The
reasons appear to be related to a broad shift in the nature of the state’s
labor market (from low skilled to higher skilled jobs that more often
exclude the poor), and the depth of the recession, which left many peo-
ple in an extreme state of hardship and dependence that takes a long
time to reverse.42

For those on welfare, the situation was even worse. As inflation grew
and benefit levels remained steady, the 1970s saw a major decline in the
value of welfare payments. During the 1980s, political support for wel-
fare programs dropped as well, and some benefits were cut and eligibil-
ity tightened. As a result, 1990 welfare payments were worth only 63
percent of what they had been in 1970. At the same time, housing costs
were rising, and federal subsidies were being cut back. By 1988, only 28
percent of AFDC recipients were receiving housing assistance. In 1990,
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the market rent for a two-bedroom apartment was $593—more than
twice the AFDC shelter grant and 112 percent of the total AFDC grant
—leaving welfare recipients little room to maneuver in a tight housing
market.

This process of polarization continued during the 1990s as the Din-
kins administration continued to look to Wall Street and its incredibly
high salaries to form the backbone of the city’s economy. By 2000 the
average wage for finance and securities workers was almost $250,000.
But these high incomes did not produce the desired trickle-down effect.
In both 1990 and 2000, New York State had the widest gap between
the rich and the poor and the second widest gap between the rich and
those in the middle-income brackets. By 2000, the richest 20 percent of
New York City households were making seventeen times as much as the
poorest 20 percent, compared with a difference of ten times nationally,
and the difference between the rich and middle-income groups, relative
to national averages, grew as well.43 One expression of this polarizing
process was that during the 1990s, poverty levels in New York rose
from 19.3 percent to 21.2 percent, and they declined nationally from
13.1 percent to 12.4 percent. In fact, wages for all but the rich fell or re-
mained stagnant compared with those of the 1980s.44

What happened during the 1980s and 1990s was that jobs in real es-
tate, finance, insurance, and corporate management shrank modestly in
number and grew dramatically in compensation, whereas the number
of middle-income jobs dropped precipitously, and the number of low-
income jobs rose. From 1989 to 1999, New York City lost 68,000
middle-wage jobs (–3.7%) and gained 52,000 low-wage jobs (+6.4%).45

These new low-wage jobs paid less than $30,000 a year, compared with
the middle-wage jobs, which paid $30,000 to $60,000. The main expla-
nation for this shift is that while most other large cities gained or main-
tained manufacturing employment in the 1980s and 1990s, New York
City lost 30 percent of its manufacturing jobs.46 These jobs were not re-
placed by high-paying finance jobs, but instead by low- and very low
wage service jobs.

Housing

The polarization of the labor market created a growing group of
wealthy executives who could afford luxury housing and a growing un-
derclass that had trouble affording any housing. This gap was widened
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even further by changes in the housing market that reduced the supply
of low-income housing. These changes were precipitated by three devel-
opments: local tax policies designed to encourage luxury housing and
commercial development, a reduction in federal and local support for
low-income housing, and a decline in the availability of low-income
housing as a result of real estate disinvestment and abandonment asso-
ciated with the “white flight” of the 1970s.

During the 1970s, New York lost much of its low-income housing
stock. By the late 1960s, the postwar suburbanization had turned into
“white flight,” leading to a wave of abandonment and arson through
the 1970s and 1980s as landlords lost interest in reinvesting in areas
that were becoming nonwhite and lower income, such as East New
York and the Lower East Side. In addition, tax subsidies encouraged the
conversion of low-cost single room occupancy (SRO) hotels and board-
ing houses into high-rent housing and tourist hotels. As a result, by
1984 the city had lost 358,000 low-income housing units47 even while
both the number of poor households increased and wages dropped rela-
tive to inflation and the cost of housing.48 Accordingly, large numbers of
poor New Yorkers were priced out of the housing market.

The Koch administration’s basic philosophy was to help housing
markets move in the direction in which they already were moving.
Through a series of public-private partnerships and various subsidy pro-
grams, the city encouraged the gentrification process that was eliminat-
ing low-cost housing. During the Koch administration, hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars a year were spent on tax abatements for housing con-
struction and rehabilitation that benefited very few low-income New
Yorkers. The J-51 program, created in 1955, saw a dramatic expansion
under Koch. This program was originally designed to encourage the up-
grading of rental properties by giving landlords a twelve-year exemp-
tion from increases in the assessed value of their property and a twenty-
year abatement of their property taxes up to 90 percent of the costs of
construction for major rehabilitation. In the 1970s, this program was
expanded to include commercial space and hotel conversions in order
to encourage development in the city, given its poor economic condition
through much of the 1970s. In 1977 the program cost the city about
$11 million a year.

By the 1980s, even though New York City’s overall economy was im-
proving, the level of subsidies actually expanded. By 1984, The city was
losing $117 million in tax revenues from the program.49 Most of this
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money was being spent in wealthy neighborhoods where little in the
way of subsidies was needed, and very few of the units were affordable
to the poor.50 According to New York City Council President Carol Bel-
lamy, “J-51 is used primarily by property owners in prosperous neigh-
borhoods and almost never by those in marginal or badly deteriorated
areas. . . . Intentionally or not, the City is subsidizing investment in lux-
ury and speculative housing markets.”51 New York City Comptroller
Harrison Goldin similarly criticized the program, calling for the city to
“reduce benefits in areas where the free market is likeliest to operate
unassisted so that the City’s resources can be targeted at housing less
easily provided by the private market.”52

Because the J-51 incentives were given primarily to developers in
midtown and downtown Manhattan, the buildings most affected were
the SRO hotels that housed poor single people, who were the most mar-
ginally housed. In addition to the units lost directly from J-51 conver-
sions, more units were lost through illegal conversions. According to
City Council President Carol Bellamy, between 1970 and 1984, New
York lost 80 percent of its SRO housing, or 108,500 units.53 Overall,
the city’s 200,000 SRO units in 1955, when J-51 was created, fell to
40,000 units in 1995, 10,000 of which were newly rehabilitated, non-
profit-run SROs.54

A study conducted by Winston Smith in 1993 indicated that the J-51
program had not been cost-effective and that it had actually increased
homelessness and decreased tax revenues. Indeed, in 1991 the program
cost the city $207 million in lost tax revenue.55 In 1993, Mayor Dinkins
persuaded the city council to extend the program even further. City
Council Member Ronnie Eldridge criticized the move as a tax break
for a small number of developers, who were planning to build anyway,
and Manhattan Borough President Ruth Messinger complained that the
program encouraged development in already overcrowded Manhattan
rather than in the outer boroughs where housing was needed and there
were more available spaces.56

Another program that involved substantial government housing sub-
sidies was the 421-a/421-b program, which encouraged the construc-
tion of new housing in response to the neighborhood abandonment of
the 1960s. Similar to the J-51 program, there were no requirements that
the units be affordable or built in distressed neighborhoods. In 1984,
despite new restrictions of its use in central Manhattan, the program
cost the city $70 million, and by 1991, the cost had grown to $197 mil-
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lion.57 Together, the two programs cost the city $405 million in 1991,
and almost all this money went toward the construction or rehabilita-
tion of market-rate housing.58

The Koch administration’s development strategies contributed to a
real estate boom at the high end of the market. As wage polarization
increased in the early 1980s, housing developers chased this high-end
market, building an additional 212,000 middle- and upper-income units
between 1970 and 1984.59 This pushed up the cost of land so high that
housing developers could not afford to build low-cost housing with-
out significant government subsidies. But most of these low-cost hous-
ing subsidies had been scaled back or eliminated during the 1970s and
1980s.

In 1971, Nixon placed a moratorium on federal housing programs as
part of his efforts to roll back the Johnson administration’s War on Pov-
erty. President Jimmy Carter’s administration enacted some increases,
but these were quickly undone in the 1980s by the Reagan adminis-
tration, which cut back new funding and new construction support.
New York’s fiscal crisis of the mid-1970s then made it impossible for
the city government to pick up the slack, given its overall fiscal commit-
ment to global cities-oriented taxes and incentive measures, including
almost half a billion dollars in market-rate housing subsidies. As a re-
sult, the demand for low-income housing far outstripped the supply.
From 1980 to 2000, median rents in New York City increased at nearly
twice the rate of inflation, while median incomes were stagnant and
incomes for the poorest fifth of New Yorkers fell.60 In 1983, the city’s
housing authority estimated that 10 percent of its units contained fami-
lies “doubling up.”61 By 1987, an estimated 100,000 people were living
“doubled up”; 200,000 people were on waiting lists for public housing;
and the city’s overall housing vacancy rate was down to 2 percent.62

In 1985 the Koch administration’s capital budget for housing was
only $25 million, spread out among a variety of rehabilitation and new
construction programs.63 The next year, in response to the burgeoning
homelessness crisis, Koch announced the creation of a ten-year, $5 bil-
lion housing capital plan. In the early stages of the program, the major-
ity of the new city money, about $150 million in year 1 and $350 mil-
lion in year 2, went to middle-income housing, and not a single unit
was provided for single homeless adults.64 After extensive criticism by
Manhattan Borough President David Dinkins and others, Koch put
more emphasis on low-income housing.65 When Dinkins became mayor
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in 1990, he continued the program, as did Mayor Rudolph Giuliani af-
ter him, though at much lower levels. In the end, the city created only
ninety-five thousand units affordable to low-income or formally home-
less individuals over a thirteen-year period.66 By the early 1990s after
two peak years of spending, this effort appeared to play some role in re-
ducing the number of homeless people in shelters and on the streets.67

By the middle of the Dinkins administration, however, spending on the
program dropped off and was cut even further by Giuliani.

Throughout both the Koch and Dinkins administrations, the city
continued to spend hundreds of millions of dollars on J-51 and 421-a
subsidies with no affordability requirements. Together, Koch and Din-
kins spent $3.3 billion on housing, about 60 percent of which went to
those who were homeless or had low incomes.68 During that same pe-
riod, the city spent about $2.5 billion on J-51, 421-a, and 421-b to sub-
sidize market-rate housing.69 While all these programs led to the cre-
ation of more housing, there was a huge difference in their effectiveness
in dealing with the wage and housing polarization problem. The spend-
ing on the J-51 and 421 programs did nothing to bring up the bot-
tom of the housing market and in many ways helped drive up land
costs, since everyone was competing in the same real estate market. This
meant that the city used half its housing money to drive up land prices.
As these market-rate subsidies grew during the late 1980s and early
1990s, they also played a role in undermining the city’s finances, con-
tributing to Dinkins’s need to scale back affordable housing efforts.

In addition, J-51 incentives and market forces were continuing to re-
duce the amount of low-income housing, compounding the crisis. From
1991 to 1993, New York City lost an additional 10,000 of its SRO
units.70 Then, as more units became available, the effect was not to
reduce the number of homeless people but to raise it, as tens of thou-
sands of marginally housed families flooded the shelter system in hopes
of moving out of their overcrowded and substandard housing. The
mayor’s director of homelessness, Nancy Wackenstein, quickly realized
that a modest housing program would not be able to address the extent
of the city’s lack of very low cost housing: “I thought that if you just
provided 8,000 units of permanent housing for a couple of years, you’d
address the problem. I failed to understand that the universe of poten-
tial homeless families is very large. There are probably 200,000 ill
housed welfare families in the city.”71 As the number of people in low-
wage work and on welfare rose because of the changing structure of
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labor markets, the mismatch between the availability of very low cost
housing and the need for it grew more pronounced. By the late 1990s,
there was a shortfall of more than half a million low-cost apartments
that would be affordable to people earning less than 50 percent of the
median income.72 The 20,000 people sleeping in the shelters on any
given night was just the tip of the iceberg. Hundreds of thousands of
New Yorkers were unable to find adequate housing, and the building of
shelters and a few thousand units of housing was just a drop in the
bucket. This meant that those with the most resources in this vulnera-
ble population were able to negotiate the shelter system, relatives, and
other tenuous housing arrangements, while those with more serious
problems, including the mentally ill and substance users, were swelling
the ranks of the more visible homeless sleeping on the city’s sidewalks,
park benches, and subway trains.

During the 1970s and early 1980s, the city government was unable
or unwilling to invest substantially in low-income housing and yet spent
billions to subsidize market-rent housing. The result was that home-
lessness continued to be a major problem throughout the city and that
middle-class communities felt threatened by both the financial pressure
of gentrification and the social pressure of increased homelessness in
their midst. By the time the Dinkins administration began its housing
programs in the early 1990s, the problem of low-cost housing shortages
was so great that the city had no hope of keeping up with demand.
The more housing that became available, the more people who were in
overcrowded and substandard housing were waiting for the new apart-
ments, meanwhile filling up homeless shelters and intake facilities. This
was a market failure that could not be solved with small-scale incentives
and subsidies.

Conclusion

One of the central features of urban liberalism is its commitment to
entrepreneurial economic development strategies that use significant
amounts of government resources to intervene in real estate markets, re-
duce taxes, and change government regulations. This commitment stems
in large part from the fact that these politicians rely on the financial
support of economic elites to maintain their political power. Although
many of these elites occasionally give more heavily to conservative
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urban politicians, they also are a major source of campaign contribu-
tions to liberals. People in real estate and business tied to local enter-
prises such as utilities, tourism, and those doing business directly with
local government make up the core financial contributors of urban lib-
eral politicians in New York and across the country. In addition, the
number of global corporations has risen and diversified their financial
giving at all levels as a way of encouraging Democrats to adopt neolib-
eral economic policies, as seen in the support of President Bill Clinton’s
administration for the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA)
and the World Trade Organization (WTO) and the support of urban
mayors for global cities-based economic development initiatives. This
reliance on growth boosters and global corporations for political viabil-
ity has consistently driven urban liberals toward economic development
strategies that disproportionately aid these groups, often at the expense
of the poor and middle classes.

The effect of this process has been to destabilize low-income employ-
ment and housing markets. Mass homelessness has become the most
visible expression of a process in which incomes and government bene-
fits are falling at the same time that housing costs at the bottom of the
market are escalating and the supply is dwindling. Growing inequality
in the private sector, combined with structural adjustment in the public
sector, has resulted in the emergence of large underclasses that threaten
the civility of public spaces in the form of crime, homelessness, prostitu-
tion, and other forms of disorder that lowered the quality of daily life
for all New Yorkers.

This problem, as we shall see in the next chapter, had the effect of
driving the middle classes to the right in demanding that city govern-
ment respond to these disorders through ever more repressive means.
The police, in particular, were called on to address the disorder prob-
lem, and when urban liberal politicians and their police departments did
not respond effectively to these demands, they were replaced by neocon-
servative political and police leaders who did.
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The Transformation of Policing

This chapter explores how the inability of the New York Po-
lice Department (NYPD) to adequately address the disorder problems
of the 1980s and 1990s gave rise to efforts by business and community
groups to pressure them to adopt quality-of-life-oriented policing meth-
ods. During this period, the NYPD pursued a law enforcement model of
policing, which emphasizes a quick response to 911 calls, gives priority
to fighting major crimes, and relies heavily on centrally controlled and
specialized units. In addition, it considers disorder and, to some degree,
crime to be symptoms of larger social problems outside its control. This
approach turned out to have many of the same contradictions as the
city’s homelessness policies, in that it paid little attention to community
concerns, relied on centralized expertise, was underfunded, and toler-
ated disorder despite its deleterious effects on the city’s neighborhoods
and public spaces.

This new quality-of-life approach to policing did not just represent
an increase in the number of police or a greater aggressiveness in exist-
ing methods; instead, it consisted of new police practices and new ideas
about the best way for cities to deal with homeless and disorderly peo-
ple. Because these people’s activities are either legal or only marginally
criminal, this new approach had to return police to their nineteenth-
century roots of order maintenance rather than its twentieth-century
orientation toward the legal system. While developing these new polic-
ing practices and philosophies, they thus laid a large part of the founda-
tion for the new quality-of-life paradigm.

Many policing scholars have noted that changes in the style of po-
licing are uncommon and difficult to achieve.1 The conventional wis-
dom is that the rise of quality-of-life policing in New York City was a
direct result of the election of Rudolph Giuliani and that his election
was motivated in large part by the rise in serious crime. This chapter ar-
gues, however, that neither of these is an accurate assessment of what
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happened. First, although crime was a factor in people’s discontent with
David Dinkins and the Democratic Party, it was the larger issue of dis-
order that played the central role in bringing down his administration.
Second, while Giuliani accelerated and institutionalized quality-of-life
policing, he did not initiate support for it either within the NYPD or
among residents. This chapter shows that instead, support for quality-
of-life policing grew out of discontent with the NYPD’s lack of ability
and willingness to address low-level disorder problems associated with
the crisis of homelessness and that before Giuliani’s coming to office,
many communities as well as police executives had already begun to im-
plement and support broken-windows-based policing initiatives.

Community actors in New York City in the 1980s and 1990s under-
mined the legitimacy of the NYPD in relation to crime and disorder.
They did this by effectively articulating an alternative approach to re-
sponding to the emergent homelessness and disorder problem that coin-
cided with important debates going on within police departments and
the scholarly literature. In addition, political actors such as David Din-
kins changed the allocation of policing resources and the police’s philos-
ophy and tactics. The combination of these different ways of influencing
police innovation created a powerful force for change. No truly public
institution can withstand that level of crisis without making some con-
crete adjustments. Although the extent and duration of those changes
may depend on the level of the crisis, it is clear that major changes were
under way within the NYPD in response to these pressures before the
arrival of Giuliani and Bratton and that the primary motivation for this
challenge was the growth of widespread disorder, not increases in seri-
ous crime.2

The Roles of Giuliani and Bratton

In 1993, Rudolph Giuliani was elected mayor on a tough-on-crime plat-
form that made specific references to the need to deal more aggressively
with the problems of public disorder. In addition to general statements
about the need for more law enforcement, Giuliani also argued that the
form of law enforcement needed to change. Both these goals were con-
sistent with the “broken windows” theory of policing and neighbor-
hood development. The broken windows theory argues that if left un-
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checked, low-level crime and disorder can lead to a climate of lawless-
ness, which in turn can result in higher levels of serious crime and eco-
nomic downturn for local communities. The solution is greater police
attention to these minor crimes and disorders as a way of restoring a
sense of safety and order, which in turn allows residents to reassert con-
trol over their neighborhoods.

Upon taking office, Giuliani hired William Bratton to be his police
commissioner. Bratton had made a reputation for himself by reducing
crime in the subways as chief of the New York Transit Police in the late
1980s. Bratton also was a proponent of the broken windows theory and
had worked closely with George Kelling, one of the theory’s authors,
while chief of the transit police. Bratton quickly began to implement a
series of new policing measures that were consistent with the theory. At
the end of his first year, serious crime had fallen by more than 10 per-
cent, and by 1998 a pattern of crime reduction had emerged that con-
tinues to this day.

By the mid-1990s, it was clear that the NYPD had undergone a sig-
nificant transformation, and Giuliani and Bratton were eager to take
full, and sometimes competing, credit for it.3 Giuliani’s successful 1997
reelection campaign was largely organized around this issue, and Brat-
ton became an international policing phenomenon, appearing in numer-
ous magazines and eventually coauthoring a number of management
texts.4 Most of the academic praise for Bratton has focused on his man-
agement skills in getting the NYPD to retool itself around crime reduc-
tion as an operational priority, through the use of a computerized map-
ping system called Compstat.5 This system of real-time crime mapping
allows top police executives to quickly hold local precinct commanders
accountable for increases in crime. In addition, these accountability ses-
sions serve as a kind of think tank for developing innovative policing
tactics, many of which are based on the “broken windows” theory and
its emphasis on maintaining order.

What has emerged is a historical narrative that credits Giuliani
with the political sense to emphasize crime reduction through order
maintenance by hiring Bratton and crediting him with the ability to
push the police to adopt this new approach as its own. The reality, how-
ever, is that neighborhood and business groups pressured the police to
adopt order maintenance policing initiatives well before Giuliani took
office.
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The Law Enforcement Style of Policing

In his landmark book on different methods of policing, James Q. Wil-
son uses the term style to indicate a Weberian ideal type.6 While he
never specifically defines what he means by a style of policing, a close
reading of his work suggests that it is clearly more than just a set of
policies or practices, or even a conscious or intentional arrangement.
Instead, a style of policing is a logically consistent set of strategies
and tactics that fit the particular police department’s institutional mis-
sion. The service style of policing, for example, can be said to coalesce
around the strategies of enforcing the law without alienating local resi-
dents. Tactics include a heavy reliance on warnings when encountering
minor traffic and other violations, quick and courteous responses to
calls for assistance—whether or not they are strictly crime related—and
a punitive orientation toward outsiders and “known troublemakers.”

Before the 1990s, New York’s policing style could be characterized as
law enforcement policing because of its emphasis on its connection to
the larger criminal justice system and its reliance on expertise and spe-
cialization in the fighting of serious crime. Law enforcement policing is
an outgrowth of the professional model of policing that developed in
the middle of the twentieth century, which required police departments
to become experts in the science and technology of crime fighting.7 Ed-
ucation and training standards were enhanced, crime labs were estab-
lished, and specialized units became more common. The professional
style stressed fighting serious crime and discounted the importance of
maintaining order. Its growth was aided by the development of police
cars with radios and, later, 911 dispatch systems, which allowed the po-
lice to respond more quickly to calls for service but left them little time
for foot patrol and other forms of flexible deployment.

The 1967 report by the President’s Commission on Law Enforcement
and Administration of Justice built on the professionalization process
by encouraging the coordination of various parts of the criminal justice
system, with the police conceptualized as the gateway of an integrated
system.8 The result was that police administrators increasingly looked
to the rest of the criminal justice system for guidance rather than to po-
litical leaders and community sentiment. Since the criminal justice sys-
tem placed a priority on felony convictions, the police focused on fight-
ing serious crime and became less interested in maintaining order.

Similar pressure to move away from order maintenance was placed
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on the police by academics, the courts, and public opinion. During the
1960s, social scientists and policymakers argued that the roots of crimi-
nality were social and economic, stemming from racism and economic
deprivation. Edwin Schur’s Crime without Victims led the movement to
redefine deviance as a social problem and not a crime problem.9 The
outcome of this movement was an attempt to decriminalize, in both the
legislatures and the courts, many kinds of minor crimes, such as prosti-
tution, public intoxication, and loitering. Criminologists and police offi-
cials increasingly believed that the police could have little impact on mi-
nor crimes which, they argued, stemmed from larger social forces like
poverty and racism. Similarly, the 1967 Presidential Commission, made
up of academics and law enforcement administrators, argued that “the
ability of the police to act against crime is limited. The police did not
create and cannot resolve the social conditions that stimulate crime.”10

In addition, the courts were beginning to strike down a number of
law enforcement tools that had been used in the pursuit of public or-
der. Debra Livingston points out that before the 1960s, the courts al-
lowed police a great deal of discretion in their use of vagrancy, loitering,
breaches of peace, and other public order statutes because they gener-
ally were used only against marginal groups who had no political power
to resist their abuses.11 As the civil rights movement took shape in the
1960s, however, these statutes were more often challenged, and federal
courts began to review their appalling misuse. In 1972 a series of lower
court rulings against order-maintenance laws came to a head when the
U.S. Supreme Court ruled in Papachristou v. City of Jacksonville (Mis-
sissippi),12 that Jacksonville’s vagrancy ordinance was unconstitutional,
opening the door to the elimination of similar laws across the country
and a number of similar court rulings.13 Faced with changing laws,
court decisions, and public opinion, the police changed their own atti-
tudes and tactics. Many police administrators themselves came to ac-
cept these views and removed the aggressive policing of minor crimes as
a priority.

The case of antiprostitution law enforcement in New York illustrates
how departments responded to the changing attitudes toward “victim-
less crimes” and order-maintenance policing. In September 1967, the
state legislature voted to dramatically reduce the punishment of prosti-
tutes from a maximum jail term of one year to fifteen days. The legisla-
ture argued that “prostitution is a social problem rather than a criminal
problem” and that “a harsh penalty failed to act as a deterrent.”14 An
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NYC Department of Corrections official expressed the frustration felt
by law enforcement officials: “When you see the same women coming
back month after month, week after week, often arrested only hours af-
ter they were released from prison, you wonder just what the whole
process is accomplishing.”15 This frustration could have been channeled
in several different directions. One alternative could have been to in-
crease the penalties. However, the prevailing sentiment at the time was
toward liberalization and treatment, not incarceration—the opposite of
the mood twenty years later.

Judges’ feelings about the problem were similar. In the mid-1960s,
conviction rates for prostitution were between 70 and 80 percent, but
by 1967 they had fallen to 40 to 50 percent. According to the New
York Times, “The gradual reduction in sentences is probably due chiefly
to a growing belief among judges that prison does not deter prosti-
tutes.”16 In 1967, local prosecutors and judges also began throwing out
prostitution cases based on loitering and disorderly conduct laws,
claiming that their definition of criminal behavior was overly broad.17

By the 1980s, the NYPD considered prostitution a low-priority issue.
Fred Siegel provides an account that captures this sentiment:

While responding to complaints from a Brooklyn residential neighbor-
hood overwhelmed by street prostitution, a police captain explained
that if his men were too forceful in removing pushers and the prosti-
tutes from the streets, they themselves would be subject to arrest and a
possible suit for a civil rights violation. An active or perhaps overly ac-
tive cop, the captain explained, could destroy his career.18

As a result, overall enforcement was reduced, and prostitution was al-
lowed to continue on a modest scale in several parts of the city.

In the late 1970s and early 1980s, the law enforcement style of polic-
ing began to run into difficulties as it was confronted by the emergence
of homelessness and other visible forms of disorder. The most common
early complaints were “aggressive panhandling”; people sleeping on
sidewalks, in subway trains, and other public spaces; sanitation prob-
lems; and the so-called squeegee men who tried to obtain money for
cleaning the car windows of motorists stuck in traffic. These all were
problems that had been of little concern to the police in the preceding
decade, and the NYPD was not prepared to take this on as a major po-
licing issue. Instead, they tended to refer to this disorder as being the
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result of social problems outside their control or to point out that they
were stretched to capacity dealing with serious crimes and 911 calls for
emergency assistance. It was in this context that the new quality-of-life
style of policing that would more directly address disorder issues began
to be formed.

Defining the Quality-of-Life Style

The strategies and tactics of the quality-of-life style of policing are very
different from those of the law enforcement style. Several recent works
have evaluated this new approach’s claims of success.19 Although these
studies have challenged the effectiveness of the new quality-of-life polic-
ing, there is no question that a new style has emerged that has had a sig-
nificant effect on the way that the police and citizens interact. None of
these, works, however, seriously examines how this new style of polic-
ing emerged.

The primary strategic orientations of quality-of-life policing are tied
to the broken windows theory and problem-oriented policing.20 Accord-
ingly, the police believe that the strategic and sustained targeting of dis-
orders and minor quality-of-life violations are key to preventing more
serious crimes and that rather than just reacting to calls for service,
the police should actively use crime-fighting tactics based on identified
crime patterns. These strategies are then implemented through the use
of a variety of tactics including stop and frisk, zero tolerance, civil en-
forcement, flexible deployment, and the creation of new laws, rules, and
regulations.

Some police scholars have confused the categories of strategy and
tactics. The promotion of zero-tolerance policing as a broad strategy of
policing in parts of the United States and the United Kingdom, for in-
stance, applies a tactical label to what is often really the quality-of-life
style.21 Conversely, some police practices have been labeled problem-
oriented policing when they really are just zero-tolerance tactics used in
the service of an ongoing legalistic or professional style of policing. A
tactic is a series of specific crime-fighting practices, whereas a strategy is
a broader philosophy of crime fighting based on an analysis of the
causes of crime and the mechanisms of crime control. Tactics are there-
fore used in the service of a crime-fighting strategy, and many tactics
can be used with different strategies. A style of policing is differentiated
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from a tactic by its institutional character. A police department is more
than just a series of crime-fighting procedures. It is a public institution
with a mission and set of values, which tend to be formed into a coher-
ent whole that can be defined as a style of policing.

Some studies have directly addressed the quality-of-life style. For ex-
ample, Katz, Webb, and Schaefer tested the effectiveness of the quality-
of-life style of policing. While they never systematically define this style
of policing, they do offer some philosophical and tactical criteria. Philo-
sophically they tie it to the “broken windows” theory and its emphasis
on maintaining order. The tactics on which they focus primarily involve
the zero-tolerance enforcement of “order-maintenance laws and zoning
ordinances.” They do not deal with the problem-oriented policing phi-
losophy or the tactics of stop and frisk, creation of new laws, or flexible
deployment.22 Golub, Johnson, Taylor, and Eterno also evaluate the
quality-of-life style of policing without adequately defining it. They do,
however, discuss the centrality of the “broken windows” theory but of-
fer no descriptions of actual police practices. Instead, they review a vari-
ety of offenses that they associate with this style, such as fare beating,
smoking marijuana in public, and littering. In their study, they ask the
people arrested for these types of crime whether they felt that the police
had been targeting this type of behavior.23 This adds very little to our
understanding of the actual police practices that make up quality-of-life
policing and therefore make it difficult to assess the value, effectiveness,
or origin of this style of policing.

Core Tactics of Quality-of-life Policing

Zero-tolerance is a tactic that assigns officers to a specific trouble spot
and asks them to aggressively enforce the law for the purpose of estab-
lishing a new standard of behavior.24 Bratton did this effectively when
he was head of the New York Transit Police.25 He asked officers to stop
every person jumping the turnstiles at a particular location and to ticket
them after checking them for weapons and outstanding warrants.26 Sim-
ilar efforts were used to disrupt panhandling in Seattle and to target
parking and alcohol violations in Washington, D.C.27 In Seattle, the ag-
gressive enforcement of a new law against sitting on the sidewalk was
used to displace from the downtown area both homeless people and
others deemed to be disorderly.
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Another tactic associated with quality-of-life policing is stop and
frisk. Again, there is nothing new or unique about the use of this tactic.
In the case of quality-of-life policing, it was used to disrupt patterns of
weapons possession and low-level drug dealing in high-crime neigh-
borhoods.28 Officers in New York City were told to use any pretext to
stop young men on the streets who they believed might be carrying ille-
gal drugs or weapons and to search them. The legalities of the search
were sometimes questionable, but consistent with the “broken win-
dows” theory, the emphasis was on establishing a new standard of be-
havior rather than making arrests that would necessarily end in success-
ful prosecutions.

One of the tactics developed in conjunction with community- and
problem-oriented policing and regularly used in quality-of-life policing
is civil enforcement. This tactic involves developing a cooperative rela-
tionship between the police and other city agencies, especially city attor-
neys’ offices, to enforce a variety of city codes and regulations. This can
include closing down businesses associated with drugs and other crime
because of violations of liquor licenses, building codes, or noise ordi-
nances. Civil enforcement is used especially in cases in which the alleged
criminal violations are minor or do not come with penalties that get to
the root of the problem. For instance, although numerous low-level drug
arrests may be made at a particular location, the larger drug-dealing or-
ganization is not affected.

A related tactic is the creation of new laws, rules, and regulations to
control ongoing crime problems. This tactic has been used largely in the
service of the “broken windows” theory and its emphasis on eliminat-
ing disorderly behavior. New laws criminalizing panhandling near ATM
machines, regulations against sitting on the sidewalk, and rules forbid-
ding the blocking of subway platforms give the police new tools to reg-
ulate disorderly behavior. To create new laws, the cooperation of the
mayor and other political leaders is required, but new administrative
rules and regulations can often be adopted more quickly and with less
public discussion by administrative agencies such as parks departments.
George Kelling’s recommendations for new rules in the New York sub-
way is an example of the latter.29

The final tactic that constitutes quality-of-life policing is flexible de-
ployment. This tactic is based on the notion that the police will never be
able to reduce crime if they spend all their time reacting to 911 calls. In-
stead, the police need to actively address crime problems by assigning
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officers to details that anticipate crimes based on local intelligence or
crime pattern mapping. Flexible deployment can take the form of satu-
rating a known prostitution area that also has had high levels of other
crimes, as a way of eliminating or at least displacing the problem. This
tactic also has been used to target burglars by saturating one part of a
neighborhood with uniformed officers while leaving an adjacent area to
be covered by plainclothes officers, hoping to catch burglars in the act.

By the late 1990s, the NYPD was using most of the tactics associated
with the quality-of-life style. Many specialized policing units were either
broken up or placed under the command of precinct or borough com-
manders in the service of problem-oriented crime fighting. Zero-toler-
ance campaigns against everything from public drinking to graffiti and,
even for a short period, jaywalking, were commonplace. Giuliani advo-
cated the creation of numerous new laws and regulations designed to
control disorderly behavior such as panhandling near ATM machines.
Every precinct in the city had a reserve of officers not regularly assigned
to 911 patrol duty who could be flexibly deployed to respond to emerg-
ing crime patterns. One of the most visible new strategies was the wide-
spread use of stop and frisk, especially in crime-ridden neighborhoods.
By the late 1990s, officers were making tens of thousands of such stops
in an effort to go after drugs, guns, and quality-of-life crimes.30 The
practice became so widespread that it engendered a great deal of resent-
ment from law-abiding New Yorkers who were routinely stopped based
on what they felt was solely their race.

The Emergence of Quality-of-Life Policing

The following case studies show that quality-of-life policing did not
arise primarily in response to serious crime. It also was not strictly a
product of the Giuliani administration. Instead, it was a response to the
growing disorder in the city’s public spaces, which challenged existing
methods of policing for being complacent and ineffective in restoring
public civility. In particular, commercial elites in midtown began using
quality-of-life methods in their development of the Grand Central Part-
nership in 1985. Neighborhood residents in the Lower East Side of
Manhattan formed a number of organizations in the 1980s designed to
target disorderly behavior such as street vending, drug dealing, and
homeless people hanging out near shelters and living in local parks. Fi-
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nally, I explain how the Dinkins administration, in the passage of Safe
City, Safe Streets in 1991 and the implementation of anti-squeegee-men
measures in 1993, opened the door to quality-of-life enforcement before
Giuliani’s and Bratton’s arrival, in direct response to widespread public
pressure to address the disorder problem.

Even though quality-of-life policing is at heart a neoconservative pol-
icy, many of its proponents had a long history as urban liberals. Com-
munity organizations on the Lower East Side and in Tudor City were
not longtime conservatives who used homelessness to advance an ideo-
logical agenda regarding the need for more punitive policing of the
homeless and disorderly; nor were they strictly parochial actors whose
desire for relief from disorder and crime was co-opted by the police to
further a more punitive agenda.31 Instead, these were largely new for-
mations whose members were driven to action by a loss of control over
their community and its public spaces and who were frustrated by po-
lice inaction. These groups often relied on organizing skills developed
by members of the progressive social movements of the 1960s and
1970s. As such, they were successful in pressuring the police to rethink
their commitment to the law enforcement model of policing and to be-
gin to experiment with new policing strategies based on “broken win-
dows” and order maintenance.

Crime

Few issues have played as large a role as crime has in shaping public
perceptions of New York City in the last thirty years. Images of Central
Park muggers and gangs of youths on the subways evoke social break-
down and also, invariably, race. This volatile combination contributed
significantly to the destabilization of both the city’s neighborhoods and
the city itself. As crime rose in the 1960s and 1970s, neighborhoods
were transformed by the flight of those who could leave and an aban-
donment of public space by many of the rest.

Crime rates began to increase in the 1960s and 1970s, with the total
number of FBI index crimes in New York City rising from 434,000 in
1972 to 658,000 in 1976,32 when the first wave of crime increases
peaked. The level of anxiety created by personal experience and media
coverage rose dramatically during the summer of 1977, when a black-
out in which looting and vandalism broke out in several neighborhoods
contributed to a sense that criminals were everywhere, just waiting for
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an opportunity to strike. Although public confidence in the civility of
the general public and the ability of the police to control disorder were
shaken, they were not completely lost. And in fact, during the next few
years the crime rates leveled off.

By 1981, however, crime was on the rise again and surpassed earlier
levels. A survey late that year reported that 60 percent of New Yorkers
said that they or someone they knew had been mugged in the last two
years, and 80 percent said that the problem was worse than it was four
years ago.33 The survey also showed that public confidence in getting
police help declined from 36 percent to 16 percent during the same two-
year period.34 New York was in crisis. Crime was out of control, and
public confidence in the police and courts was at an all-time low. The
fear of crime was now “woven into the fabric of city lives.”35

Unlike the initial increase in violent crime, which was concentrated
in poor neighborhoods, the new increase was citywide. In fact, in some
periods, crime decreased or leveled off in high-crime areas but increased
in middle-class neighborhoods.36 Crime was now a concern for all New
Yorkers.

From 1982 to 1985 the crime rate stabilized again, but public con-
fidence did not recover. A 1985 poll indicated that half of New York
residents viewed crime as the city’s number one problem, far outpacing
schools, housing, and public transportation.37 A mood of desperation
also emerged as increasing numbers of residents supported vigilante
actions, such as calls for armed neighborhood patrols in Howard Beach
and the Bernard Goetz shooting in 1984, in which a white man on
the subway shot three black youths who aggressively asked him for
money.38

The examples of Howard Beach and Bernard Goetz evoke the role
of race in the city’s growing crime problem. Roger Starr described the
problem:

It is the nature of current crime in the city that is perhaps even more
frightening than its high rate of incidence. As in the past, the newest ar-
rivals in the city are those most responsible for anti-social behavior.
That means, in general, the blacks and Hispanics. Together these groups
are involved in about 80% of the crimes, perhaps an even higher per-
centage of the random street crimes. The difference in skin color, when
it occurs, between the offender and their victims doubtless gives the vic-
tims a special feeling of danger.39
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The factor of race is important to understanding the visceral reaction of
many New Yorkers to the emerging homeless population, which was
overwhelmingly black and Latino.40

In 1986, crime began to accelerate again with the infusion of crack
into a burgeoning underclass of poor and homeless people. The result
was a growing feeling that the city’s social fabric was unraveling. Once
again, the effects of the increase were not confined to historically high-
crime areas. In 1986 and 1987, the murder rate in Queens increased by
25 percent a year, prompting local politicians and residents to declare
that “local drug violence is threatening the very stability of what has
long been considered New York City’s most middle-class borough.”41

They felt that this was causing people and businesses to move away,
thereby threatening the economic and social stability of the neighbor-
hood.

While the 1970s are often considered to be the worst crime years in
New York in recent memory, in fact the late 1980s and early 1990s
were worse. More important, public confidence, which was shaken in
the 1970s, came unglued in the 1980s. People no longer felt safe in pub-
lic spaces and did not believe that the city government or the police
knew what to do about the problems of crime and disorder. In addition
to these individual fears, whole neighborhoods were beginning to feel
that their stability was being undermined by crime. This breakdown in
public confidence was taking place while homelessness was still an iso-
lated problem. By the late 1980s, however, the crime and homelessness
problems converged in many people’s perceptions, creating a major cri-
sis for neighborhoods and a powerful threat to the legitimacy of the
New York City Police Department, which had been unable to bring ei-
ther crime or disorder under control.

Homelessness and Disorder

As discussed in chapter 4, homelessness and public disorder emerged as
major problems in New York City in the mid-1980s. Individuals, com-
munities, businesses, and government struggled to devise strategies to
reduce the impact of these social problems on the city. One of the ques-
tions confronting New York was the role of the police in this process.
Over the previous generation the police had embraced the professional
model of policing, which defined their mission in terms of their relation
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to the criminal justice system. The police viewed themselves as fighters
of serious crime who used a variety of technologies and special skills to
deal with the city’s significant major crime problems. These strategies
included forming specialized units dealing with different major crimes
such as organized crime, sex crimes, and narcotics. In addition, they re-
lied heavily on the city’s 911 system to organize police responses to calls
for assistance. The following case studies show how these institutional
characteristics were challenged during the 1980s and 1990s by a variety
of actors using different methods.

The Grand Central Partnership

One constituency that felt especially besieged by the growing prob-
lems of homelessness and disorder was property and business owners.
As a result of these problems and the overall decline in city services
stemming from the 1970s fiscal crisis, many businesses formed associa-
tions to tax themselves and provide their own security and sanitation
services. These Business Improvement Districts (BIDs) became codified
in state law in 1981, allowing a majority of business owners in an area
to establish a system of forced taxation to provide enhanced services.
The relative strength and effectiveness of these BIDs depended in part
on the wealth of the areas being served. One of the earliest and most
powerful BIDs in New York City was the Grand Central Partnership
(GCP), formed by business and real estate owners in the vicinity of the
Grand Central Station in midtown Manhattan. One of the first tasks of
this BID was to try to address the homelessness and disorder problem
by both pressuring city government in a variety of ways and using its
own resources for remediation efforts. How it dealt with homelessness
and disorder directly influenced the development of quality-of-life polic-
ing in New York City. The effectiveness of the BIDs in reducing these
problems threatened to displace the police in their role as guardians of
public order and safety. In turn, the BIDs’ success forced the police to
reexamine their relation to the problems of disorder and homelessness
and the methods they might use to address them.

The GCP directly pressured the police and the city to take disorder
more seriously. It did this in two ways. First, it engaged in a discursive
shift that changed the debate about the relation of homelessness, disor-
der, crime, and neighborhood stability. By describing conditions in and
around Grand Central Terminal (GCT) as a threat to both public safety
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and economic health, the GCP managed to raise the stakes of ignoring
homelessness and disorder as policing issues. Stepping around homeless
people was no longer an unpleasant annoyance; it now was the central
problem facing midtown Manhattan and, by extension, the rest of the
city. Second, the GCP threatened the police’s institutional domain by
providing an alternative example of how to reduce crime and restore or-
der, by directly replacing some of the police’s central functions. The
GCP did this by hiring private security guards, social workers, and out-
reach workers. The goal was to use a carrot-and-stick approach to re-
move homeless people from inside the GCT and immediately surround-
ing blocks. This effort was a concrete example of a problem-oriented
approach to reducing disorder as part of the strategy to take back con-
trol of an important public space. These efforts were very successful and
provided a model for other BIDs and the city government, and William
Bratton mentioned them as a source of inspiration when he took over
the NYPD.

Throughout the 1980s, the homeless population in and around the
Grand Central Terminal expanded, thereby depressing real estate values
in the area and making the terminal an unpleasant and, at times, even
dangerous destination. In July 1985, real estate developer Peter Mal-
kin announced the formation of the Grand Central Partnership (GCP),
an informal business group made up of local property owners, which
became an official BID in 1988 with the hopes of bringing to bear a
comprehensive solution to the homelessness problem by utilizing ag-
gressive policing, restrictive physical barriers, and token social services.
Throughout the late 1980s the Metro North Railroad had been ineffec-
tive in resolving the problem on its own. Although it undertook a series
of temporary and superficial police sweeps, it was unwilling to engage
in sustained punitive policing for fear of bad publicity and because of a
lack of resources. The result was the continued presence of homeless
people and a frustrated and demoralized police force that occasionally
engaged in random acts of abusive behavior toward people living in the
terminal.42

In 1989, the GCP created a uniformed security force of twenty-nine
officers and, with Metro North and the MTA, developed rules for the
terminal that provided new tools for the police and security force to
drive out homeless people. The new rules banned washing clothes in
restrooms; changing clothes in restrooms; giving away food; lying on
floors, platforms, stairs, or landings; occupying more than one seat; and
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creating unreasonable noise.43 This approach was similar to the efforts
by the transit police to eliminate the presence of disorderly homeless
people from the subways. In October the MTA started enforcing these
rules under the banner of “Operation Enforcement.” Support for this
effort by the police and politicians, however, was mixed. While top offi-
cials in the MTA and the transit and MTA police supported the opera-
tion, many politicians and rank-and-file officers resisted it. The presi-
dent of the Transit Police Benevolent Association, William McKechnie,
opposed the operation, saying that homelessness was “a social problem,
not a criminal problem” and that officers should use their time to “con-
centrate on fighting crime not rousting the homeless.”44 He later contin-
ued this argument, stating, “The plight of the homeless should be left to
social service agencies. This is not our job. It can’t work.”45 Governor
Mario Cuomo intervened as well, ordering that the new rules should
not be used simply to throw homeless people out of the transit system
and onto the streets, where they were at risk of freezing to death. He
also created a panel that included homeless advocates to monitor the
implementation of the new rules.

These initial efforts at eliminating homeless people from the transit
system were unsuccessful. It was at this point that the GCP became
actively involved and forced reluctant liberal politicians and the police
to support punitive action by threatening to displace their authority. In
1990, in response to intensive lobbying from GCP members, Governor
Cuomo and Mayor Dinkins signed a contract with the GCP to provide
social services, including a drop-in center and referrals to shelters and
other homeless emergency services. As part of this program, the GCP
began paying homeless people a stipend of $50 a week to perform out-
reach to other homeless people in and around the terminal. At the same
time, the MTA spent millions of dollars on physical changes to make
access to underground hiding places more difficult and created a MN
Police Homeless Outreach Unit designed to root the homeless out of
underground tunnels and other out-of-the-way locations. By 1992, the
program was touted as a success for removing large numbers of people
from the terminal, even though the police acknowledged that social ser-
vices had “provided help for only a fraction of the people who once
lived underneath Grand Central.”46 The combination of physical barri-
ers, intensified zero-tolerance policing, and intensive outreach was very
successful in improving conditions inside the terminal.

The GCP eagerly took credit for the improvement and began to ex-
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pand its homeless services and broader order-maintenance efforts. In
1992, its general counsel, Andrew Mansel, drafted a new local ordi-
nance designed to limit the presence of sidewalk vendors, some of whom
were homeless. In 1993, the measure was approved by the city council
and Mayor Dinkins,47 and in the same year, the GCP began contracting
out its outreach services to banks trying to keep their ATM vestibules
free of homeless people. At this point, it had a $500,000 contract to
provide security in the ATM vestibules of several major banks and was
receiving $500,000 in grants from the U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development.

Several residential neighborhoods near the terminal also asked the
GCP for help in removing homeless encampments. One example of this
was the attempt to remove an encampment adjacent to Tudor City, a
middle-class housing complex on Manhattan’s East Side near the United
Nations.48 The encampment had been in place for several years and re-
sisted isolated police efforts to remove it. A member of the Tudor City
Association (TCA) said that they had made repeated efforts to get the
police to take action against the encampment by enforcing existing
laws. Every time they met with police, they brought a lawyer with them
to indicate their willingness to take legal action against the city if things
did not improve.49 This tactic was not successful, however. According
to one TCA member, “The police do come in and move them out but
they just go to another park in the area and come back.”50 As a result,
the TCA turned to the GCP, which had been successful in removing an
encampment near the Thirty-fourth Street Esplanade. The TCA paid
$2,600 for a sixty-day outreach effort that was really a removal effort.51

The GCP used low-paid homeless people connected to their drop-in
center to visit the area repeatedly to try to get people living there to take
advantage of housing and other services. They were successful in get-
ting some people to leave the area, but many others refused these offers
and were removed with threats of beatings.52 While the GCP was only
partially successful, the fact that a middle-class, mostly white neighbor-
hood group put so much effort into removing an encampment sent a
strong message to the city that dissatisfaction with both the police and
social service providers was growing.

In three cases, the GCP initiated policing functions that were taken
over by the police during the Giuliani administration. In the first, the
GCP took over security for the streets surrounding Grand Central Ter-
minal. Its primary concern was to target homeless people as a source of
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disorder by providing social services, high-visibility security guards, and
low-visibility intimidation by homeless outreach workers. In the second
case, the GCP signed contracts with banks to provide security at ATM
machines by preventing panhandling and sleeping in the ATM vesti-
bules. Third, the GCP negotiated contracts with nearby neighborhood
associations to provide outreach services in homeless encampments in
the area.

When William Bratton took over the transit police in 1991, he was
well aware of the efforts of BIDs in general and of the Grand Central
Partnership in particular. Grand Central Terminal was one of the first
places he visited as chief of the transit police, to see how the GCP had
been able to achieve such improvements. Although the GCP was not
Bratton’s first exposure to problem-oriented methods, it did serve as an
important example. Bratton felt that because of the decline in city ser-
vices as a result of the fiscal crisis, BIDs were crucial as both public-
private partnerships and sources of innovation.53

East Village

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, there was a great deal of commu-
nity mobilization in Manhattan’s East Village around the problem of
disorder in the neighborhood, including street drug dealing, street ped-
dlers, the opening of a new homeless shelter on First Street, and condi-
tions around the Third Street shelter. The NYPD was reluctant to take
on these “social problems” because disorder control was a low priority
for the department. As a result, a growing number of people began to
call for police action to restore order in the park and the surrounding
neighborhood and to initiate various neighborhood watch and patrol
efforts. In response, the local community challenged the department’s
basic value orientation, demanding that it take local quality-of-life mat-
ters more seriously. Second, by forming local groups that took specific
actions to fight disorder and crime, these people threatened to displace
the role of the police. As a result, the police were forced to adopt new
crime-fighting strategies that more directly addressed these problems.

The issue of street-level drug sales affected several areas of the com-
munity and led to the creation of a series of community groups dedi-
cated to reducing the drug trade by becoming a visible presence on the
street and pressuring the police to take action. These groups became
mobilized because they felt there was a dramatic decline in the condi-
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tions of public streets and that the police and city government appeared
unable or unwilling to adequately address the problem.

In 1987, residents on Thirteenth Street formed Thirteen Resolved to
Evict All Dealers (THREAD), which organized block patrols to try to
displace drug dealers by calling public attention to their activities. They
eventually called in the Guardian Angels to supplement their patrols,
supplying them with free housing (provided by a local landlord) and
funds (they raised $2,500 in $5 and $10 amounts and organized forty-
six buildings to support them). The Guardian Angels were formed in
the 1970s as an all-volunteer organization intended to give citizens an
opportunity to restore order in public spaces through organized patrols
that directly confronted street criminals.54 This was in response to a cri-
sis in confidence in the ability of the police department to effectively
fight crime and restore order on its own. In practice, the group tended
to be made up of young people who were hired by local business groups
to maintain order on their streets by rousting “undesirables” such as
homeless people, drug dealers, and young people hanging out.

Similar efforts were undertaken by the Extra Place Neighborhood
Association (EPNA), started on First Street, and by the East Villagers
Against Crack (EVAC), which targeted the area between Twelfth and
Seventeenth Streets and First and Fourth Avenues. These groups were
motivated by the fact that previous policing tactics, such as Operation
Pressure Point, appeared to be driving dealers from targeted areas far-
ther east into their neighborhood.55 At a THREAD rally, one local ac-
tivist noted that the event

is a signal that the community will not settle for Pressure Point breaking
drug dealing in one area, simply to have it moved to another. . . . If
there are insufficient number of police to cover the problem, then the
City must supply sufficient personnel like the CPOP [Community Police
on Patrol] officers. Additionally, the City must bring the Narcotics In-
vestigation Unit for the Borough and make a major sweep of the area to
harass dealers to prevent them from settling in.56

There also was a lot of frustration with the police department’s long-
term orientation in dealing with the drug problem:

As EVAC founder John Woods admitted the next day, the only mistake
in organizing the event, “was in inviting more than one politician.” As
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EVAC proposes an immediate, local, public action, the audience grew
impatient with the politicians’ often lengthy discussion of long range
and international cures for their local drug problem.57

These politicians focused on foreign affairs and drug interdiction efforts
and downplayed the role of local police enforcement. A representative
from the mayor’s office made the latter part explicit: “It is easy to say
that, if you quadrupled the police force and arrests, it would make a
difference. But history belies that would make it better.”58 The result of
this movement was a greater reliance on local police as neighborhood
problem solvers and an antipathy to long-term, root-causes approaches.
Instead, people wanted immediate local action taken to drive out the
visible presence of disorder. These groups held frequent rallies, built
links with local elected officials, had frequent meetings with the police,
and organized letter-writing campaigns to Mayor Koch.

In the area near the Bowery, members of BASTA (Before Another
Shelter Tears Us Apart), a neighborhood association, frustrated with the
growing problems associated with the homeless population and not sat-
isfied with the police response, formed to fight the placement of shelters.
The primary problems were garbage, noise, and street-level drug use
and dealing. In the late 1980s, to the dismay of local activists, the police
were not actively dealing with these violations. According to one BASTA
member, “We were not very pleased with the police. We got impatient
and walked out of a meeting with the commander who was doing a
presentation on heroin in Southeast Asia’s Golden Triangle when we
were concerned about our block” (emphasis added).59 One person re-
calls the police told them, “You live on 3rd Street, what do you expect?
You should move!”60 Eventually, the police performed periodic sweeps,
but the community sentiment was that the police were sympathetic and
gave good advice to activists but were otherwise useless in helping them
regain control of the area. One action the police did take was to release
statistics showing that 46 percent of crime in the precinct was in the
area around the homeless shelter and that 15 percent of those arrested
gave the shelter as their address.61 But in a meeting with community res-
idents, Police Commissioner Benjamin Ward clearly stated, “The prob-
lem is beyond the police. . . . While they continue to make arrests,
something more fundamental needed to be done” (emphasis added).62

In order to press the city to take action, BASTA filed suit against the
city, organized meetings with top administration and police officials,
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and built alliances with local elected officials. In the process, it tried
to mobilize support for its cause by transforming the discourse about
homelessness and crime in their community. Antonio Pagan, who then
was president of the Third Street Block Association and went on to win
election to the city council, explained the connection between disorder
and neighborhood decline in his welcome address to a rally against the
shelter: “Welcome, to the great Third Street area. Welcome to the place
the City has forgotten. Welcome to the place everything goes. Welcome
to fear and terror. Welcome to nowhere.”63 For the members of BASTA,
the presence of homeless people was not just an eyesore but was seen as
a source of crime and a major threat to the stability of their neighbor-
hood. By couching their arguments in these terms, they were able to
more effectively challenge the police’s inaction.

Another problem that mobilized local residents to pressure the police
on the Lower East Side was street peddlers. A series of organizing ef-
forts began in 1986 with the formation of the groups Save Our Streets
and the Second Avenue Task Force. Both attempted to pressure police
to take enforcement action against the peddlers. In 1988, We Are Re-
solved, Peddlers Are Total Hell (WARPATH) criticized the police’s seem-
ing unwillingness or inability to consistently shut down the illegal open-
air markets along Second Avenue that sold used and sometimes stolen
household items. WARPATH called for a combination of social services
and police enforcement, but the police bore the brunt of their criticism.
A prominent Second Avenue merchant described the frustration with
the police: “There is urinating in public, constant noise, and no law en-
forcement, I’ve been here for 22 years—I’ve lost all respect for the
Ninth Precinct. The situation is appalling.”64 A local resident reported
that his wife was once “attacked by a ‘peddler’ bearing a stick. Upon
calling the Ninth Precinct, he was told that they were too busy to re-
spond.”65 Other residents and employers noted the connection between
minor disorders and serious neighborhood decline: “We’re living under
siege. . . . There is an appearance that anything goes here, and if you
give that appearance, anything will go. It’s an issue of people who con-
tribute to the community versus people who take from the neighbor-
hood. It’s a confrontation in terms of lifestyles” (emphasis in original).66

“A remedy must be instituted—and soon! It is next to impossible to
keep employees at night. Because the situation is so dangerous and they
experience so much harassment.”67 “The City must do something be-
fore vigilante action becomes or [sic] only result.”68
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What emerged was a discourse about the community’s problems that
placed disorder at the center and threatened to displace the role of the
police. By failing to dislodge peddlers, the city was allowing the neigh-
borhood to decline into chaos.

In 1989, the confrontation escalated as local residents dropped water
balloons from rooftops onto peddlers and poured ammonia on the side-
walks in front of their buildings to drive them off. The local precinct fi-
nally responded to the growing intensity of the neighborhood’s anger.
Deputy Inspector Michael Julian had just been put in charge of the pre-
cinct in the wake of the Tompkins Square Park riot in 1989. Julian was
chosen for this difficult assignment because he had a background in the
Community Police on Patrol (CPOP) program, lived in the neighbor-
hood, and was viewed by Commissioner Ward as someone who could
communicate with any group.69 This last point was essential because of
the level of public involvement in policing issues. Julian was chosen be-
cause Ward felt that he could get a handle on the problems there and
restore public confidence in the police.

Upon taking over, Julian was immediately pressured by the local
business community to eliminate the peddler problem. He responded by
assigning his Conditions Unit of eight officers to work on the problem,
splitting the unit into two-person teams so that they could maintain
coverage at all times rather than just making occasional concentrated
sweeps. Julian also decided to increase the number of arrests and then
follow up with warnings and a constant police presence.70 The ultimate
solution, however, was to arm these officers with a new tool. After con-
sulting the district attorney’s office, Julian determined what the legally
permissible peddling locations were on St. Mark’s, based on the pres-
ence of other sidewalk impediments. He then explained to local busi-
ness owners his plan to use paint to mark the legally permissible loca-
tions, which were far fewer than had previously been allowed. The local
businesses were so pleased with the plan that they actually donated the
paint used to mark the locations.71 Rather than having a hundred tables
set up, the new painted slots were limited to a couple of dozen. This
clear indication of the legal standard gave beat officers the backing they
needed for consistent tough enforcement.

The local response to the problems of disorder on the Lower East
Side exemplifies how widespread grassroots mobilizations in the 1980s
made specific demands for changes in policing at the neighborhood level
and, in turn, created a crisis within the law enforcement style of polic-
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ing. The possibility that residents would take the law into their own
hands undercut the authority of the police and the rule of law and
threatened to displace the police as providers of law and order in the
neighborhood. The people’s ability to rhetorically link disorder to seri-
ous crime and neighborhood decline created a discursive framework
that forced the police to act. While Captain Julian had previously been
exposed to problem-oriented and “broken windows” policing methods,
it was the local neighborhood that first articulated its problems and
demands in this form, not the NYPD or the mayor’s office. In addi-
tion, these public demands and the police department’s response—all of
which were consistent with the quality-of-life style which was instituted
well before Giuliani was elected mayor.

Safe Streets, Safe City

Throughout Dinkins’s term as mayor, crime and disorder continued
to grow as public concerns. Over this period, the tenor of public dis-
course changed from calls for enhanced services for the homeless to
demands to restore order through immediate punitive measures such as
more police and the greater use of incarceration. In response, Dinkins
undertook two measures: the Safe City, Safe Streets initiative and the
anti-squeegee-men effort, both of which embody the central tenets of
the neoconservative agenda. These efforts were not, however, couched
in the reactionary language of the neoconservatives, which undermined
the efforts’ appeal to besieged and angry residents. Just as important,
they occurred too late in his term to significantly affect public per-
ceptions about the amount of crime and disorder. Ironically, the great
crime drop of the 1990s actually began in 1992, but Dinkins was un-
able to capitalize on this politically because of its late occurrence and
entrenched public perceptions that he was soft on crime. Bratton later
pointed out that if Dinkins had started these initiatives earlier, Giuliani
might not have been elected in 1993.72

The Safe Streets, Safe City program, which was announced in 1990
and implemented in 1991, dedicated new taxes to fund the hiring of
thousands of new police officers and other criminal justice workers and
created new law enforcement and prevention initiatives. This program
was launched by Dinkins as an effort to reshape and expand the NYPD.
Some of the core strategies it proposed contradicted quality-of-life po-
licing, but its overall emphasis on expanding the department, enhancing
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flexibility, and taking a more problem-oriented approach was important
to the full realization of quality-of-life policing under Giuliani and Brat-
ton. In particular, it was the dramatic increase in officers that allowed
Giuliani and Bratton to adopt many of their zero-tolerance and flexible
deployment strategies on a wide scale.

In 1990, at the direction of Mayor Dinkins, Police Commissioner Lee
Brown undertook a major analysis of the NYPD’s staffing needs. This
study called for an increase in the size of the department and a change
in orientation toward the strategies of community and problem-oriented
policing. The plan specifically recommended the creation of a new spe-
cial operations unit that would coordinate existing community polic-
ing, anticrime, street narcotics, and conditions units. These units could
then be deployed in a coordinated fashion based on the particular prob-
lems in each precinct. This represented a major change in the way that
the department conceptualized the deployment of specialized units.73 By
unifying localized control rather than having separate chains of com-
mand, this new approach would “greatly enhance the ability to respond
to community priorities at the precinct level by developing a flexible
cadre of policing experts in each precinct.”74

In order to implement this plan, the department needed more offi-
cers. Dinkins found a new way to fund this reorganization. In October
1990, he released his “Safe Streets, Safe City” proposal, which called
for the addition of thousands of new police officers as well as more
funding for corrections, courts, and a variety of prevention-oriented so-
cial programs. The plan would be paid for by a series of new dedicated
taxes, including a property and payroll tax surcharge. Besides describ-
ing how the new money would be raised and spent, the plan offered
new directions for the police department.

The plan’s overall orientation was toward a model of community po-
licing, a term with widely different interpretations. The report recom-
mends the decentralization of policing activity, a reduced emphasis on
911 responses, an increase in flexible deployments, and a problem-solv-
ing orientation. Each precinct would have officers assigned to it who
were not tied to 911 radio calls and could instead target crime patterns
in the precinct. This included a mix of serious crime fighting and order
maintenance: “The officers will not only fight crime in the neighbor-
hood but will also seek to restore a sense of order in their assigned area
and to enhance the quality of life for its residents.”75 All these objectives
would become central features of policing under Bratton.
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It is clear from this report that much of the conceptual basis for qual-
ity-of-life policing was in place in the department before Bratton’s ar-
rival. It is important to note, however, that Brown and Dinkins were
not successful in implementing this plan before the election in 1993.
There was significant resistance from within the department to many of
the measures, and Commissioner Brown had to resign in 1992 for fam-
ily reasons.76 The most significant legacy, therefore, of Safe Streets, Safe
City was the funding to hire several thousand new officers in 1993 and
1994. These new officers gave Bratton the resources he needed to imple-
ment many of his new initiatives. Without them, it might have been very
difficult for him to create new flexible deployment patterns necessary
for real crime problem solving. In particular, the use of large numbers
of officers for quality-of-life zero-tolerance enforcement efforts would
probably have been impossible under previous staffing levels. Bratton
notes that Dinkins’s efforts were consistent with much of his own think-
ing about crime fighting and that if he had been able to put the newly
funded officers on the street a year earlier, Dinkins might have won
reelection.77 The Safe Streets, Safe City plan was a direct response to
community pressure for significant concrete improvements in the crime
and disorder problems. As such, it began the process of reorienting the
NYPD toward quality-of-life policing. These changes, however, came
too late to prevent the neoconservative political backlash that swept
Dinkins from office in the 1993 election.

Squeegee Men

Dinkins’s efforts to change policing can be seen most clearly in the
1993 campaign to rid the city of squeegee men. Ironically, this effort
is most associated with the Giuliani administration, even though the
Dinkins administration did the planning and implementation. Dinkins
was trying to change the department’s mission to emphasize the need to
make the city appear safer by going after the visible disorder, through
controlling homeless and socially marginal populations. Whereas these
groups had earlier been seen as a minor nuisance, they now had become
the rhetorical center of a nexus of crime and municipal decline. With
the adoption of the squeegee men strategy, the criminalization of the
disorderly was well in hand.

Squeegee men, who washed the windows of cars stopped at traffic
lights at major intersections, were symbols of New York City’s menacing
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nature in the late 1980s and early 1990s. Even though these men them-
selves committed very few crimes, the public identified them with the
overall increase in crime and the disorder problems associated with
homelessness and drug use. They thus came to represent a city out of
control, a police force unable to deal with the most visible sources of
disorder, and a mayor who was letting this all happen.

In 1993 Dinkins ordered Police Commissioner Raymond W. Kelly to
do something about the squeegee problem, so the department initiated a
pilot program in eight precincts to eliminate it. Using quality-of-life tac-
tics, local commanders deployed community and patrol officers to make
arrests and give out summons and warnings in a consistent, ongoing
manner. The result of this effort was a 70 percent decline in observa-
tions of window washers over an eight-week period.78

A report prepared by Kelling and Julian makes it clear that by 1993,
the department understood the squeegee issue as part of a larger prob-
lem of disorder and crime, and that as long as open incivility was al-
lowed to flourish, the city would spiral into decline.79 Their report be-
gins with a discussion of the role of civility in making urban neighbor-
hoods livable: “Tolerance of, indeed pleasure in, diversity and pluralism
can only be achieved and maintained when people behave in minimally
civil ways—and when people who have a stake in the community en-
courage civil behavior and discourage uncivil behavior.”80 This is very
different from the kind of discourse normally present in police reports.
The influence of the “broken windows” theory is clearly in place. More-
over, it emphasizes the extent to which the new approach to policing
was seen as the key to creating a new experience of the city.

Procedurally, the primary innovation was the elimination of sum-
monses in the enforcement process. Previously, people stopped by the
police for squeegeeing were given a summons on the spot that ordered
them to appear in court at a future date to face the charges against
them. The problem was that few of those cited ever appeared in court,
and because the charges were very minor, warrants squads were never
interested in trying to enforce the resulting bench warrants. This was
similar to the enforcement problems associated with fare beating on the
subways, and the solution to that was similar. In this case, local precinct
officers, rather than the centralized warrant squad, were allowed to en-
force the warrants. Now the local precinct could actually take offenders
into custody and hold them in the system until they appeared in court,
twenty-four to forty-eight hours later. This incarceration was longer
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than any the judge was likely to order upon conviction, so the police
were now in a position to mete out punishment on the spot rather than
waiting for the reluctant judicial system. The initial use of this new
method turned out to be very successful in clearing out targeted inter-
sections and was eventually expanded to cover the entire city. By the
mid-1990s this approach was used to deal with all forms of disorder,
resulting in the brief incarceration of hundreds of thousands of New
Yorkers in the last decade.

By late 1993, the NYPD was already using many aspects of the qual-
ity-of-life style. The very decision to treat squeegee men as a serious
problem indicated a changing sense of mission and values. In addition,
the central role of both broken windows and problem-oriented policing
strategies is visible. The tactics used to control the problem relied on
the use of flexible deployment, zero-tolerance enforcement, and the re-
newed use of previously ignored legal codes. This confirms that the con-
ceptual framework of quality-of-life policing, which has always been
identified with Giuliani, was well established within the NYPD before
his election in 1993.

Conclusion

In many ways, Dinkins’s efforts to reorient the NYPD toward quality-
of-life policing represented a victory for neoconservatism in a bulwark
of urban liberalism. In essence, Dinkins was trying to have it both ways.
He wanted to continue his progrowth, global cities model of economic
development, which was increasing inequality and undermining city fi-
nances, and at the same time pursue both a progressive agenda of pro-
viding housing and social services for the homeless and poor while step-
ping up punitive police interventions. In the end, he was unable to af-
ford this entire package. So instead of cutting real estate subsidies or
raising taxes to finance a more progressive agenda, Dinkins used his
limited political capital to create a new tax dedicated to hiring more po-
lice. Dinkins opted to embrace the neoconservative desire to deal ag-
gressively with the symptoms of disorder rather than a more progressive
agenda of reforming housing markets and enhancing social services.

Overall, the later years of the Dinkins administration shared many
of the same qualities of the early Giuliani administration. They both
undertook a global cities model of economic development and pursued
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punitive, quality-of-life policing strategies. The primary differences were
Giuliani’s rhetorical rejection of Dinkins’s social programs—most of
which he continued to fund—and his embrace of a neoconservative po-
litical discourse that blamed the poor and disenfranchised for the city’s
plight. This suggests that many residents wanted not just neoconserva-
tive policing but also a neoconservative rhetoric that validated their
fears, anger, and frustrations and their somewhat reluctant turn away
from urban liberalism.

The preceding cases demonstrate that while Giuliani and Bratton
were important to formalizing quality-of-life policing throughout the
department, many of its key elements were already in place when they
arrived. Moreover, most of the innovations created by Bratton were or-
ganizational rather than institutional. While he helped diffuse the qual-
ity-of-life style throughout the department, he was not the original
source of the new mission, values, and core strategies. Even the Comp-
stat system, which helped advance the spread of the quality-of-life style,
was as much a mechanism of organizational innovation as one of insti-
tutional innovation.

The most important mechanisms of institutional innovation also
were being used by a wide variety of actors outside the police depart-
ment. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, the Grand Central Partnership
and activists on the Lower East Side were undermining the legitimacy of
the police department by challenging its mission, values, and core strat-
egies, by emphasizing the need to apply a problem-oriented approach to
minor disorders. Mayor Dinkins provided important political and pri-
marily financial resources that made wide-scale quality-of-life policing
possible. Finally, the 1993 campaign to eliminate squeegee men demon-
strates that the NYPD’s institutional dimensions had already undergone
significant, if incomplete, change before Bratton and Giuliani came on
the scene.

Police innovation cannot be understood as a process internal to the
world of police planners, creative managers, or crusading politicians.
Although all these forces are important to understanding the develop-
ment of the mission, values, and core strategies of a police department,
other important, external, factors are at work as well. The police, like
any public institution, cannot function effectively without the support
of the public. In periods of change, such as the rise of homelessness and
visible disorder in the 1980s, the police often are slow to adjust their
entrenched methods of carrying out the business of policing. It is only
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when a crisis of legitimacy emerges in combination with calls for doing
things in a new way that the police respond. The depth and length of
that response depend partly on the severity of the crisis and the pressure
on the police from elected officials. The more effectively that commu-
nity actors are able to generate this sense of crisis within the department
by challenging its core values, mission, and strategies while at the same
time clearly articulating possible alternatives, the more successful they
will be in changing core police philosophies and practices.
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The Community Backlash

In chapter 6, I demonstrated how the failure of the NYPD
to adequately address the disorder problem led to a public backlash
against it that undermined its basic legitimacy. This process began be-
fore the election of Rudolph Giuliani as mayor and led to many of the
changes in the basic policing strategies in New York City. A similar
crisis of legitimacy took place in regard to urban liberal politicians. In
1993, the Dinkins administration was voted out of office, in large part
because of its inability to reduce the level of homelessness and moderate
its effect on the everyday lives of the rest of the population. Rudolph
Giuliani, who replaced him, campaigned on a platform of replacing the
urban liberal social services approach with a series of “tough love”
measures designed to force homeless people either to enter rehabilita-
tion programs and shelters or to face eviction from public spaces and
ultimately incarceration. Whereas the police were accused of being in-
sensitive to community concerns about disorder, urban liberal politi-
cians were accused of responding to the disorder crisis without the full
participation of the communities and of calling for social tolerance
without creating the possibilities of acting on that tolerance. This chap-
ter considers how these two contradictions led to community back-
lashes against urban liberalism, which in turn helped usher in the new
conservative Giuliani administration and the quality-of-life paradigm.

As discussed in chapter 3, urban liberalism relied on rehabilitative
social programs coordinated by centralized experts to address social
problems. As the homelessness and disorder problems intensified in the
1980s, urban liberals attempted to respond to them by creating a series
of emergency social services. This approach was driven by citywide con-
cerns about the legal requirements to shelter the homeless and the desire
to ameliorate the conditions of homeless people within the constraints
of the city budget, as discussed in chapter 4. This approach never di-
rectly addressed the changes in the labor and housing markets that were
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largely driving this crisis. In addition, local communities were given lit-
tle voice in how or where these services would be provided. Shelters
were often dropped into communities in the middle of the night without
prior community review. Social services were provided based on the
availability of cheap space and the lack of political resistance, not on
the specific needs of the community.

The second problem was that urban liberal administrations had a
philosophical orientation in favor of individual rights and social toler-
ance but did little to cultivate social tolerance and respect for rights. It
is one thing for a government to insist that everyone has the negative
right to education, meaning that no one can prevent someone from at-
tending school. But it is another thing to provide the positive right to
education, meaning that adequate school facilities are provided to make
the attainment of education possible for all. In the case of social toler-
ance, the city’s demand that residents tolerate the public presence of
homeless people became an untenable negative right for homeless peo-
ple to be free of harassment. Without putting in place mechanisms to
make that social tolerance reasonably possible, however, the positive
right to be free from harassment did not truly exist and thus failed to
operate effectively. Once homeless and disorderly people became so nu-
merous that they interfered with public accommodations, such as the
use of parks, sidewalks, and subways and the security of private prop-
erty, local residents could no longer be expected not to take action to
secure these public and private goods, even if it was at the expense of
the rights of homeless people to live free of intolerance, cruelty, and
criminalization.

Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, many communities expressed a
willingness to provide housing and social services for the extremely
poor in ways that allowed them to maintain the overall stability of their
communities.1 Although in some cases, extreme forms of NIMBYism
were evident, this was in fact quite rare. Rather, what most communi-
ties objected to was the imposition of services that they felt did little to
address the social problems in their communities and, in some cases, ac-
tually exacerbated their problems. Similarly, while some communities
consistently called for the criminalization of the disorderly, many called
for compassion, charity, and substantial positive government action for
years before turning to the police as the primary tool for addressing
disorder. The following case studies show how three New York commu-
nities reacted to the failure of urban liberalism to involve them in the
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delivery of social services that would have provided the positive condi-
tions necessary to create social tolerance.

I have chosen the cases of the mostly liberal, mixed-race Lower East
Side of Manhattan, the high-rent commercial area around Grand Cen-
tral Terminal, and the African American neighborhood of East New
York in Brooklyn to show that the urban liberals’ approach was des-
tined to lead to political failure. The three main constituencies commit-
ted to urban liberalism in the 1980s were African Americans, public-
sector workers, nonprofit social service providers, and white “club-
house” democrats. Together, these groups supported Edward Koch and
put David Dinkins in office in 1989. As homelessness, disorder, and
crime increased in the early 1990s, the first three of these groups re-
mained loyal to liberal politicians. The final group, traditional white
liberals who had historically supported the Democratic Party, however,
defected to the neoconservative Rudolph Giuliani. They did this be-
cause urban liberals were unwilling to address their everyday quality-of-
life concerns directly, which lessened the possibility of social tolerance
through either major new investments in housing, employment, and so-
cial services, or the creation of new styles of policing that targeted these
quality-of-life problems. By the end of Giuliani’s first term, even African
Americans were muted in their support of urban liberalism, staying
home in large numbers in the 1997 election, as can be seen in the East
New York case.

These historically liberal community activists, combined with busi-
ness groups and traditional conservatives, laid the basis for a new polit-
ical coalition capable of displacing the urban liberals. This chapter de-
scribes how “club-house” democrats in the Lower East Side became
increasingly estranged from urban liberalism because of its inadequate
response to the quality-of-life crisis. These activists felt that the central-
izing tendency of urban liberalism was resulting in the abandonment
of their neighborhoods. They regarded its emphasis on limited social
programs as an inadequate response that too often served to enrich and
empower a handful of politically connected service providers, rather
than effectively resolving neighborhood social problems. The Grand
Central case demonstrates the importance of commercial elites in pres-
suring the city to provide a concrete alternative to a social services ap-
proach, by emphasizing the effectiveness of coercive security measures.
Finally, the East New York case shows how aggressive quality-of-life
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policing successfully undermined African Americans’ support for urban
liberals, who, they felt, did not adequately respond to the needs of their
community.

The East Village

In the early 1980s, the East Village was controlled politically by two
camps. The first was centered on the mostly Jewish housing projects on
Grand Street, the base of such political leaders as Sheldon Silver, the
speaker of the New York State Assembly. This group functioned very
much like a Democratic machine in which constituencies that actively
supported the machine received preferential treatment in the form of so-
cial programs and government subsidies for housing and government
services. The machine also groomed candidates for a range of public of-
fices, thereby creating an integrated set of political leaders able to influ-
ence policy on the local, state, and federal levels. The machine tended to
support redistributive social policies of benefit to the middle class. This
was a state-centered approach based on the belief that social problems
could best be addressed by government action.

The other major grouping was a coalition of social service providers
and community activists made up of both white and Latino residents.
These groups came of age in the 1960s and 1970s in a variety of local
struggles, including those over affordable housing, police accountabil-
ity, and youth services. During the 1970s, many of these groups formed
nonprofit, community-based organizations in an attempt to institution-
alize some of the political victories they had won. This grouping had its
power base in the local community board and its relationship to gov-
ernment and foundation bureaucrats. These groups believed that some
degree of local activism was needed in addition to government action,
and they argued for increased local control of government programs
and resources and the growth of the nonprofit sector. Neither group had
complete control over any one sphere. In addition, conflicts were com-
mon at the community board and the ballot box.

During the 1980s, these two groups were challenged for power by
newly mobilized community groups concerned about drug sales and a
variety of disorders associated with homelessness. The eventual focus of
this new level of community activism was the homeless encampment in
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Tompkins Square Park, in the northern center of the neighborhood. By
the early 1990s, these groups had transformed local politics and sup-
ported the implementation of various measures designed to control dis-
order in public spaces. They favored maintaining order over ongoing ef-
forts to develop comprehensive solutions to the underlying social prob-
lems contributing to public disorder.

Four major events mobilized this new political grouping: (1) the rise
of street sales of crack, (2) an increase in illegal street peddling and
fencing around Second Avenue and St. Mark’s Place, (3) the opposition
to homeless facilities in the southwestern part of the neighborhood, and
(4) the conditions in Tompkins Square Park (TSP). Next I describe each
of these and discuss how the approaches used by urban liberals contrib-
uted to these mobilizations. First, they refused to work with local resi-
dents to locate homeless facilities; they failed to take measures to allevi-
ate the worst conditions on streets and in parks; and they preached so-
cial tolerance while disregarding the actual breakdown of public civility.
This failure of urban liberalism created a wedge between the social ser-
vice providers, who remained loyal to Dinkins, and the traditional dem-
ocratic activists, who defected—first in their support of Antonio Pagan
for city council and later in their support of Rudolph Giuliani for mayor.

The first conflict revolved around the provision of homeless services
in the western part of the neighborhood, which included sections of the
Bowery, the historic skid row of New York. During the mid-1980s, this
area housed one of the city’s largest homeless shelters, on East Third
Street, in which adult males were given meals, shelter, and referrals to
other services. The primary effect on residents was a burgeoning crack-
cocaine trade on adjacent streets where homeless people bought and
sold crack, creating a market that drew in other buyers and sellers. As
a result, in the mid-1980s, crime rates in the area went up 26 percent.2

Residents also complained of noise, garbage, and human waste on their
stoops and sidewalks,3 concrete problems that affected residents in their
everyday lives.

As part of Mayor Edward Koch’s 1986 shelter plan, the city an-
nounced its intention to build an additional shelter on East First Street
that would accommodate up to one hundred families. This generated
a new coalition of local residents and merchants called BASTA (Be-
fore Another Shelter Tears Us Apart), which brought together existing
groups and mobilized many people who had not been politically active
previously. BASTA’s members were racially mixed, and most were long-
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time supporters of the Democratic Party. Also joining BASTA was the
Cooper Square Committee (CPC), a community-based housing and so-
cial services provider formed in 1959 to oppose a nearby urban renewal
project that would have displaced low-income residents. Since then, it
has been one of the neighborhood’s central tenants’ organizations and
low-income housing and social services providers.

The relationship between Cooper Square and BASTA was tenuous.
Several members of BASTA felt that even though Cooper Square had
been promoting itself as a community-based organization for many
years, it had never attempted to deal with the problems created by
homeless people using the Third Street shelter. “We didn’t trust Cooper
Square to do the job or help fight [the proposed First Street shelter].
They had been around for years without addressing 3rd St.”4 The com-
munity board’s support for BASTA also was weak, which one BASTA
member attributed to the increasing political power of local social ser-
vice providers. “Support from Community Board 3 eroded because
[City Council member Miriam] Friedlander appointed new social ser-
vice oriented members [to the community board].”5 This was viewed as
part of general political shift in the neighborhood’s electoral base from
local political clubs to nonprofit service providers. This conflict was in-
dicative of the general tension between some community activists and
local social service providers and proved to be a force in undermining
political support for David Dinkins and urban liberalism in general.

The groups claimed that the area was already the site of a dispropor-
tionate share of homeless and drug treatment services and that these
services had a detrimental effect on the community. A BASTA member
pointed out that “according to [Human Resources Administration’s]
HRA’s own statistics, the vast majority of the homeless are from Brook-
lyn and the Bronx. They have been forced into this neighborhood by
HRA policy, and not any so-called tradition of refuge on the Lower East
Side.”6 They also complained about the ability of the city’s Human Re-
sources Administration to run the facility, given its poor track record in
resolving community complaints concerning the Third Street shelter.

People were especially angered by the process by which the city se-
lected this and other shelter sites. The CPC had been negotiating with
the city for several years about creating a mix of low-income and mar-
ket-rate housing on the sight chosen for the proposed shelter in an ef-
fort to develop much needed permanent housing. The local community
board had suggested five other sights for smaller shelters that were not
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used, and it was not consulted about the siting or size of this shelter.
This lack of consultation alienated many residents from local govern-
ment. One local resident described it as a “slap in the face,” and an-
other, “[an] example of the contempt the city has for our community.”7

Borough President David Dinkins also wrote a statement opposed to the
shelter, asking, “What planning principles did the City Administration
have in mind when it proposed to put another shelter for single adults
in a community board which already shelters between 20–25 percent of
the City’s homeless individuals, only one block away from the central
intake facility for the entire five borough system?”8 State Senator Man-
fred Ohrenstein pointed out how the area’s historic openness toward
homeless people was being abused:

The record of responsibility of the people of the Lower East Side has
demonstrated the humanity and compassion of the community towards
the homeless and helpless who sought food and shelter here. To intro-
duce another shelter in the area would severely strain existing services
in the neighborhood.9

In response to these complaints, the community board abandoned its
previous support for new shelters and, in its advisory capacity, voted
overwhelmingly against the planned shelter.

The Lower East Side was an area that had traditionally welcomed the
less fortunate. It was a center of socialist activity in the early part of the
twentieth century, a site of Hoovervilles during the Great Depression,
and radical political activity in the 1960s and 1970s. But the city ig-
nored this tradition of “refuge” and “openness” in its development of
citywide homeless shelter plans. Rather than adjust its plans to suit
what the neighborhood was eagerly willing to accept, the city tried to
impose on it a shelter that was viewed negatively by almost everyone in
the community. As a result, many of the moderate and even ardent sup-
porters of the need for more services for the homeless opposed this ap-
proach and began to look at more punitive options.

Later that year, the city dropped plans to build the shelter, and local
residents went on the offensive against conditions at the Third Street
shelter. In 1988, this shelter had become the intake center for the en-
tire city’s shelter system. A local resident accused the city of, “dumping
2,000 homeless men into a residential neighborhood without adequate
supervision or facilities. The city has created an urban free-fire zone
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where anything goes.”10 Community members felt that a lack of ser-
vices and supervision meant that people were free to roam the streets
and get into trouble instead of trying to improve their situation. A com-
munity board task force set up in 1987 recommended in 1988 that the
shelter no longer be used as an intake facility but only as a shelter with
support services. When the city refused, BASTA, with the support of lo-
cal politicians, filed a lawsuit claiming that the city’s conversion of the
shelter into an intake facility did not follow proper land use procedures.
Support for the lawsuit, however, was not universal.

Many groups, including those associated with Sheldon Silver, the
community board, and the Cooper Square Committee, were unhappy
with elements of the shelter but did not want to disrupt the shelter sys-
tem or appear to oppose homeless people. These groups continued to
feel an attachment to the urban liberal social services model and were
reluctant to make a total break. BASTA, however, was willing to make
that break. It was not tied into the social services system and was able
to mobilize large numbers of residents, business owners, and real estate
developers to speak out against conditions around the shelter. In Sep-
tember—using an Alinsky-style organizing campaign—they forced the
deputy mayor, police commissioner, HRA commissioner, and local poli-
ticians to attend a “community accountability session” on the shelter, in
which local officials had to answer to community complaints in a mass
meeting.11 This event helped mobilize more residents to become in-
volved with BASTA and generated negative publicity toward the city.
BASTA used progressive grassroots-organizing tactics to fight against
the provision of social services, while the service providers chose to rely
on their connection to the elected officials who financed their work.

By the end of the year, the city agreed to convert the facility back into
a shelter and to include social services. BASTA members wanted the ser-
vices because they felt that drug and mental health treatment might re-
duce the antisocial behaviors of the people living there. These two vic-
tories represented a partial shift in the balance of power in the neigh-
borhood. The community board showed that its support of specific
programs was limited, although it maintained its generally pro-social-
services stance. The board also created a new set of neighborhood lead-
ers tempered by the conflict. The most important of these was Antonio
Pagan, the president of the Third Street Block Association, who went on
to win the local city council seat. At a rally in July 1988, Pagan ex-
pressed his feelings in a greeting to those assembled:
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Welcome, to the greater Third Street Area. Welcome to the place the
City has forgotten. Welcome to the place [where] everything goes. Wel-
come to fear and terror. Welcome to nowhere.12

The other important leader was Howard Hemsley, who was president
of the First Street Block Association and went on to serve on the com-
munity board and to provide guidance to new community organizations
around Tompkins Square Park.

They and other members of BASTA had been past supporters of
progressive politics. One of BASTA’s cofounders is Howard Hemsley,
who is African American, volunteered during Jessie Jackson’s two presi-
dential runs, and supported liberal presidential candidates as far back
as Senator George McGovern.13 The other BASTA cofounder, Antonio
Pagan, is a gay Latino who had worked for a number of progressive
causes in the past. As the homeless problem worsened and the existing
urban liberal political leadership refused to remedy the neighborhood’s
declining quality of public life, these two people and several others be-
gan to look for a new politics of community activism that treated even
local concerns as paramount.

The fight to oppose the First Street and Third Street shelters is an
example of the several weaknesses of urban liberalism in dealing with
the growing homelessness problem. First, its reliance on nonprofit social
service providers as its electoral base was problematic because they had
had years to reduce the impact of homelessness on the community and
had failed to do so. Second, the city continued to keep the management
of the homelessness problem centralized to such a degree that communi-
ties’ wishes were ignored even when they made a good-faith effort to
work with the city. The result was that community activists with a his-
tory of liberalism were becoming alienated from the local Democratic
Party and were beginning to look for alternatives.

The second issue of concern was the presence of illegal street ped-
dlers on both St. Mark’s Place and Second Avenue. Residents and even
legitimate booksellers and business owners were upset at both people
illegally selling used personal possessions, stolen goods, and miscella-
neous junk as well as even more legitimate sidewalk booksellers. The
overall effect was of a late-night bazaar that generated noise, garbage,
and people sleeping and relieving themselves in doorways. Many of the
stands were also viewed as a cover for a variety of illegal activities, ac-
cording to one resident’s description:
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The streets look great early in the morning after they have been cleaned,
and they deteriorate gradually until 1 a.m. when it looks like Night of
the Living Dead. Zombies walk through the crowds of “peddlers” rip-
ping open garbage bag after garbage bag. It’s not our outside any more.
It is the scummiest block in the city.14

The area had a history of street peddling going back to the mid-
1970s, but in the late 1980s the problem got much worse, causing local
residents and merchants to form WARPATH (We Are Resolved, Ped-
dlers Are Total Hell). Local residents and merchants attributed the esca-
lation to the expansion of the nearby Third Street shelter, which had re-
cently been transformed into the city’s principal intake facility. Hun-
dreds of additional homeless men were thus congregating in the area.
But the city did not do much to address the problem other than to wash
down the streets in the morning. Through the 1980s, local residents and
merchants tried to pressure the city to improve conditions. Earlier, two
organizations had been formed: Save Our Sidewalks and the Second Av-
enue Task Force (established by the community board). Both had been
unsuccessful and had disbanded in frustration. Another local resident
expressed the frustration felt by WARPATH members:

There is the appearance that anything goes here, and if you give that
appearance, anything will go. It’s an issue of people who contribute to
the neighborhood versus people who take from the neighborhood. It’s a
confrontation in terms of lifestyles. The [political] leadership Down-
town is one of benign indifference and a lack of local concern from the
politicians.15

A quotation from another resident indicates the growing disdain for
civil rights advocates and the breakdown of social tolerance:

I’m very happy that there are people out there that share my attitude to-
wards this problem. I hope we succeed. Although the city passed re-
cently the law forbidding the police to arrest or even to harrass [sic]
those bums and drunkards (Civil Liberties Union forced the City to do
so) I hope still something can and should be done.16

This issue mobilized people who were upset about the very evident
deterioration of conditions in their immediate environment and the
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seeming inability or unwillingness of local government to take action to
address it. As a result, the attitudes acquired by those involved were
critical of both local politicians for failing to respond to local needs and
civil libertarians who failed to acknowledge the effect of social tolerance
on their neighborhood. The ideological battle lines were drawn. Any
expressions of “civil rights” or “social tolerance” were equated with a
public culture that was out of control. Anyone who was soft on pan-
handlers, drug dealers, street peddlers, or visible homeless people was
contributing to the downfall of public civility. The solution was increas-
ingly evolving into demands on the police for stepped-up enforcement
activities. As I showed in chapter 6, the police’s initial resistance to
taking such action only served to further mobilize and radicalize these
community activists.

The last and most important arena of political mobilization in the
East Village was the homeless encampment in Tompkins Square Park
(TSP). During the mid-1980s, a growing number of homeless people
began moving into the park. What had been a daytime congregation
quickly turned into an around-the-clock encampment that by 1988
numbered between 150 and 200 people. The community response to
the deteriorating conditions in the park was mixed. The community
board and the Friends of Tompkins Square Park supported the encamp-
ment as a way of highlighting the Koch administration’s lack of support
for affordable housing and social services to deal with homelessness. On
the other side was a growing number of neighborhood groups made up
of merchants and residents, including the Avenue A Block Association
and the Tompkins Square Park Neighborhood Council, which wanted
more immediate action taken to clean up the park. By 1991, however,
support for removing the encampment had broadened considerably, and
the park was closed for more than a year by the Dinkins administration
for extensive renovations.

There were two aspects to the TSP problem. The first was the grow-
ing homeless problem, which made parts of the park unusable and con-
tributed to the sense that the park was out of control and dangerous.
The second was the presence of noisy young people each evening who
used the park as a place to congregate and play music, often well into
the night. It was this latter problem that became the wedge issue that in
the end brought about a more substantial backlash against the homeless
people living there and precipitated the closing of the park.

During 1987/88, several local groups began to organize against con-
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ditions in the park. The lead group during this early period was the
Avenue A Block Association, made up of local residents, merchants, and
landlords. The issue of closing the park was first raised officially in Au-
gust 1987. The parks department proposed closing the park for reno-
vation as a way of removing the encampment and the noisy young peo-
ple. But this effort was rejected by the community board, which had a
neighborhoodwide constituency, as well as the more immediate Friends
of Tompkins Square Park group.

On August 2, the local police commander arranged a meeting with a
select group of community residents from the Avenue A Block Associa-
tion and the precinct community council to garner public support for
enforcing a curfew in the park. This body bypassed the existing parks
committee of the community board and appeared to offer a way for
the police to obtain community “cover” for enforcing a curfew that
they knew would be unpopular. On August 6, the police attempted to
close the park at 11 p.m., based on the previously unenforced park cur-
few. Although the police attempted to remove only the noisy youth
and not the homeless encampment, they ended up in a bloody confron-
tation with the young people when they resisted the eviction. Emer-
gency assistance calls from the outnumbered police brought in hundreds
of unsupervised officers, who indiscriminately beat demonstrators and
passersby.

Over the next two years, there were ongoing confrontations in the
park and various political venues, with the community deeply divided
over the deteriorating conditions in the park and the solutions being
proposed. The police’s overstepping their bounds brought a stinging re-
buke from the local community board and many progressive residents.
Nonetheless, the new conservative groupings were gaining strength as
frustration over the disorder associated with the park worsened.

In September 1988, the community board voted overwhelmingly in
favor of a statement drafted by its own Tompkins Square Park Task
Force, which proposed leaving the park and allowing the homeless to
remain. It also called for a regular but nonpunitive presence of police
and parks workers as a way to reduce disorder without evicting the en-
campment. This established that a significant part of the community
was in favor of permitting the homeless to stay until the city could pro-
vide adequate alternatives. Over the next nine months, more conserva-
tive forces challenged this position. In addition, pressure was mount-
ing from conservative residents and the media on Mayor Koch to take
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action against homeless encampments around the city. In response, on
July 5 without consulting with the community board or local politi-
cians, he ordered the police to remove the structures from the park. The
result was numerous clashes in the streets with protesters and a round
of protests by local political leaders and the community board, ending
in a resolution restating the board’s support of the homeless encamp-
ment. The move was applauded by the media and conservative politi-
cal forces in the neighborhood. The New York Times ran an especially
pointed editorial that summed up the growing conservative sentiment
about the park:

People have lost sight of the principle behind the city’s decision to re-
move the makeshift homes: the parks belong to the people—all the peo-
ple. To turn them into a shantytown is to rob the larger community of
its park.

Some neighbors say they are willing to pay that price for the sake of
the homeless. That assumes the homeless have no real choices. But they
do. The city runs shelters for people who have no place to live. What-
ever the inadequacy of those shelters, is living semi-exposed in a park,
with barely more plumbing than a campsite, really any better?17

What’s more, not all those living in the Tompkins Square park were
homeless—if the homeless are defined as poor people without the fi-
nancial or mental resources to support themselves. The shanty popula-
tion included radicals angered about neighborhood gentrification, drug
addicts, skinheads, self-proclaimed anarchists, and people furious at
the city for tearing down an abandoned building where they had been
squatting. Apparently, and sadly, some people in the park were cynically
using the plight of the truly homeless to further their own agendas.

New York does lack affordable housing. New waves of affluent resi-
dents do unsettle and upset neighborhoods like the Lower East Side.
Homelessness is a tormenting social problem. But to solve these prob-
lems by creating another—unusable parks—is no solution. The Parks
Department, by enforcing old rules and new, is only trying to give the
park back to the people it belongs to: all of them.18

This is the New York Times’s first statement in favor of punitive action
to eliminate a homeless encampment, and it is clear that the particular
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circumstances surrounding Tompkins Square Park made it easier to
make this statement at this time. The fact that the conditions in the
park could be described as the result of disingenuous political disrup-
tion and not just on the presence of the truly needy lowered the toler-
ance for disorder. That is, this equating of Tompkins Square Park with a
general sense of disorder and radical activism, and not the specific state
of the homeless, made punitive backlashes more acceptable and ulti-
mately more successful. The door was now open for a broad attack
against disorder and, with it, the homeless.

At this point, rather than the backlash’s being restricted to longtime
supporters of law and order politics, new, more liberal community ac-
tivists became involved in the effort to evict the encampment. The fol-
lowing letter to the editor from a member of the St. Mark’s Block Asso-
ciation illustrates that once the condition of the park was redefined as
an order problem, liberal concern for the homeless was displaced by a
new communalist concern with access to social goods like the park:

I’ve always considered myself very liberal, but now anyone who [does-
n’t] support the tent city is made to feel guilty. [The anarchists] pop up
in the park or at Community Board meetings and try and make us liber-
als, who care about the homeless but don’t believe in their anarchistic
agenda of allowing anything and everything, feel guilty.

The anarchists don’t care if you can’t sit on a park bench in Tomp-
kins Square because every available spot reeks of urine. The anarchists
don’t care if you can’t walk your dog in the neighborhood[’]s only
green place because the dog run is fil[l]ed with tents and debris. They
don’t care if your child can’t use the playground because it is filthy.
They don’t care if you can’t sleep at night because of the noise from the
park. They don’t care if you can’t walk on the sidewalk because ped-
dlers have taken up the walking space.

Most of we [sic] “bad” liberals have lived in the East Village for
many years and are far from upwardly mobile. I’ve been here for 14
years and made under $20,000 last year. We’ve fought hard in the war
against gentrification and we too think Mayor Koch’s housing policies
stink. We rallied for commercial rent control, we voted for Jesse Jack-
son, we oppose funding the contras and building the nuclear home port.
We’re pro-choice and pro–gay and lesbian rights. We want money ap-
propriated to build housing for the homeless and for low income peo-
ple. We want money for AIDS research and for health care in general.
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If we lived in any other neighborhood, we “bad” liberals would be
branded flaming leftists, but not in today’s East Village. We even have a
councilwoman who thinks tenting in the park is O.K.

I refuse to be intimidated into silence. The tents must go. Their sym-
bolic point has been made and attempting to put them back up is not
fair to the neighborhood. City parks belong to everyone, not just the
loudest segment of the population.19

This letter captures the dual frustration with both the ineffective poli-
cies of the Koch administration and the growing weariness at having to
endure the declining conditions in public spaces. Given these pressures,
the community split into two camps, those supporting the homeless as
a way of protesting the city’s failed homeless policies and those oppos-
ing the camp because it was no solution for either the homeless or the
community.

In October 1989, two public meetings were held that exemplified the
new lines of conflict. On October 19, the CB3 Parks Committee met.
About 150 residents spoke out against conditions in the park and called
for the full enforcement of park regulations and the installation of a
curfew to prevent young people from congregating and homeless people
from sleeping in the park. They also suggested that the park be closed
completely for renovations as a way of restoring order. Many residents
expressed their feeling that the park was “out of control” and that what
had been a problem with noisy youths was now a broader problem of
disorder in the park being defended as help for the homeless:

If you really want to see something done for [the homeless], then get the
shantytown and the big rats out of there. The media and the political
people look at the homeless, but they don’t see the crack-smoking, the
area’s car break-ins, and the filthy and unsafe conditions.20

We’re not heartless yuppies—we’re mothers with children. I can’t go
into the park without being harassed. The police are not enforcing the
law. The place is knee-deep in excrement. What is wrong with this
neighborhood?21

Despite these sentiments, the community board again voted not to re-
move the encampment or close the park. The board held to its belief
that simply evicting the homeless from the park was not a solution, but
a major shift was about to take place.
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On November 16, the city announced that a new support services
center would be opened near the park and that all tents would be re-
moved. This plan was drawn up with the cooperation of the local city
councilwoman Miriam Friedlander, whose supporters on the commu-
nity board had previously opposed efforts to remove the encampment
by force. For the first time she began to use the rhetorical line that “the
park should be for use by everyone in the community. We’re talking
about the homeless, as well as the children of the community.”22

Also during this period a new community group was formed, the
Tompkins Square Park Neighborhood Coalition (TSPNC), made up of
people living next to the park. Its primary purpose was to see order re-
stored to the park. According to one of the founders, the initial motiva-
tion was not evicting the homeless but getting rid of the all night noise
being caused by young people, under the cover of the park’s lack of a
curfew.23 By late 1989, conditions had deteriorated to the degree that
TSPNC began to actively call for the removal of the encampment:

Before the August ’88 riot, there were approximately 20 to 30 homeless
people living in the park. While nobody liked that, it’s a citywide prob-
lem, and nobody was too upset. But since the riot, the park has become
hostage to a purported activist homeless group. The entire park has
been taken over. Sanitary conditions are deplorable; in some areas
there’s obvious drug use. It’s a quantum leap. People in the neighbor-
hood think this is too much.24

The group started as a series of “bitch sessions” and grew quickly.
People were drawn to it through personal contacts and flyers asking,
“Are You Tired of the Homeless in Tompkins Square Park? You’re Not
Alone.” This flyer proved very effective in bringing people out to meet-
ings by capturing both their anger and their sense of resentment about
being attacked by both radicals and liberals for expressing any disap-
proval of the encampment.25

The group attempted to express itself through the community board
but soon came to feel that the political environment had become poi-
soned by the radicals disrupting the meetings and the board’s failure
to take action because of its fear of being equated with either the
reactionary policies of the Reagan years or the increasingly punitive
Koch administration. The group viewed the community board as be-
ing under the control of the heads of social service agencies in the
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neighborhood, many of whom had been appointed by Councilwoman
Friedlander.26

As the conflict continued, the group’s frustration with the neighbor-
hood’s existing political leadership grew. Its members began a letter-
writing campaign targeting local officials: “We felt our community lead-
ers were unwilling to address problems in the park, and even more dis-
turbing, unwilling to actively solicit the feelings of people living around
the park.”27 The community board’s liberal leadership was more con-
cerned about maintaining its base of power than risking the inclusion of
a potentially disruptive constituency. People’s frustration with this situa-
tion caused them to look for alternative leadership within the commu-
nity. They called up members of BASTA who had successfully fought off
the First Street shelter and had consistently spoken in favor of address-
ing the disorders associated with homelessness immediately rather than
waiting for long-term solutions.

The TSPNC soon reached out to other groups who shared its frustra-
tion, and members created a new alliance that brought some of BASTA’s
experience into the TSPNC. The first major act of this new group was a
community meeting in June 1990 to discuss creating a curfew for the
park. More than three hundred people came to the meeting, including
several people who were active in defending the encampment. Despite
the heated exchanges between the two sides, members of the TSPNC
were pleased that they had brought out so many people, indicating that
there appeared to be a shift in the balance of local opinion about the
park.

In response to this shift, the mayor ordered that Tompkins Square
Park be completely closed for renovations. This was the tactic that he
had been used in midtown Manhattan as part of the revitalization of
Bryant Park, which had been a refuge from Times Square for drug deal-
ers and users. In a statement that mirrored those of the conservatives,
Deputy Mayor Bill Lynch announced:

We tried a number of things and then the realization came to us that we
weren’t going to get people out of the park, so we had to remove them
from the park. Where the debate has to be is over the quality of the
facilities that we provide for the homeless and not whether they can
sleep in parks or on streets or in vacant lots. This is not an acceptable
policy for the homeless or for the people who have to use the parks and
streets.28
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The administration claimed that it had made significant headway
in improving the availability of services for the homeless and that as
a result, public encampments would no longer be tolerated. This was
largely a response to communities’ increasing demands to restore the
“quality of life” to their neighborhoods. For the first time in a decade, it
appeared that the city might be getting the upper hand on both the
problems of homelessness and public order.

This action, however, came too late to prevent the consolidation of
a more conservative political force in the neighborhood. In the spring
of 1991, the TSPNC and the Puerto Rican/Hispanic Political Council
formed the Democratic Action Club (DAC) with the purpose of running
mutual member Antonio Pagan for the city council that fall. Pagan had
gotten his political start as a member of the Third Street Block Associa-
tion and BASTA. He was then one of the BASTA leaders brought in
to be cochair of the TSPNC and was also the head of the Lower East
Side Coalition for Housing Development, which used public and private
grants to build subsidized housing in the neighborhood.

Three major constituencies backed Pagan. The first was the tradi-
tional Democratic Party supporters associated with BASTA, WARPATH,
and TSPNC who were looking for someone who would act on their de-
sire to see order restored to the park and to displace liberal political
leaders. The second was the Puerto Ricans. Pagan, a Puerto Rican, had
close ties to the mainly Puerto Rican tenants of the Baruch Houses pub-
lic housing complex on the neighborhood’s eastern edge. This included
a close relationship with the head of the tenant association, Roberto
Napoleon, who was a product of 1960s and 1970s antipoverty pro-
grams. Some in the neighborhood regarded Napoleon as a political op-
portunist for delivering Puerto Ricans’ votes for candidates of the Silver
machine in return for more funding for his social services organizations.
In fact, however, in the mid-1980s, the city removed him from control
of one of these agencies because of corruption.29 The final constituency
was local restaurateurs, landlords, developers, builders, and contrac-
tors hoping to expand gentrification in the neighborhood. The bulk of
Pagan’s campaign contributions came from this last group, with which
he had worked as a housing developer.

Pagan attempted to portray himself as the candidate of both the poor
and the entrepreneurial. Both working-class Puerto Ricans and the mid-
dle classes were tired of having their neighborhood held hostage by rad-
icals, with the tacit support of the liberal political establishment under
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the leadership of Miriam Friedlander. Because of his support by devel-
opers, landlords, and restaurateurs, Pagan was viewed by many as a
supporter of gentrification. The campaign therefore turned into a battle
between gentrification and social tolerance, the difference explained in a
neighborhood newspaper report:

The most central issue [in the campaign] seems to be the contentious
problem of how to deal with the encampment of homeless people in
Tompkins Square Park. While Friedlander has remained sensitive to the
civil liberties of the homeless there, and is sympathetic to their asser-
tion that they have nowhere else to go, Pagan applauds the City’s recent
sealing of the park.30

A Pagan supporter added, “The park was totally taken over by anar-
chists. The people deserve to have passable streets and parks which
can be used for parklike purposes.”31 A Friedlander supporter then re-
sponded, “[Pagan] is on the side of gentrifiers and unsympathetic to the
needs of the homeless. He’s been redbaiting Miriam, saying that she
hasn’t done anything about the homeless situation in the park, but he
hasn’t offered any reasonable solutions.”32

Pagan was adept at sidestepping the accusations of gentrification
and instead arguing that conditions in the neighborhood needed to be
improved for everyone. His backing in the housing projects—based
on ethnicity—gave credence to his claims that his interests were not
crassly economic. Pagan was able to take advantage of the fact that lo-
cal progressives felt forced to defend the homeless encampments for
their symbolic value as a protest against Mayors Koch and Dinkins. It
was a symbolic effort because the local power structure did not have the
economic resources or political power to implement any policies that
would manifestly improve the underlying problems of a lack of afford-
able housing, drug treatment, mental health services, and low-skill em-
ployment. The shortfall of this strategy is that it left residents with a
sense of powerlessness in the face of the declining “quality of life.”

But by defining the problem as one of public order, Pagan moved
the problem into a realm that could be addressed on a parochial level.
Unlike providing housing and social services, policing is local and thus
is more closely controlled locally. Therefore, when the struggle over
homelessness was waged at a local level, those defining the problem in a
way that could be addressed at that local level had an advantage over
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those who could wage it only on a general, rhetorical level. Much of
the transformation to punitiveness in political outlook was therefore a
move from the abstract and universal to the concrete and particular.

In October, Pagan won the Democratic primary by 121 votes, ensur-
ing a victory in the general election that November. Pagan’s success
came from his ability to combine the support of locally powerful eco-
nomic interests and traditionally liberal—now neoconservative—neigh-
borhood activists through his articulation of a plan for immediate local
action to restore order. He succeeded in mobilizing the middle and
working classes against the very poor in response to both economic un-
certainty and declining neighborhood conditions. This, in essence, was
the politics of the quality-of-life backlash, which proved equally suc-
cessful for Giuliani two years later.

Grand Central Terminal

As discussed in chapter 6, Grand Central Terminal is a major commuter
rail and subway transportation hub in midtown Manhattan. The break-
down in social conditions there led to a transformation in policing as
the city and the Metro North Railroad (MN), which runs the termi-
nal, felt pressure from local real estate owners to adopt quality-of-life-
oriented policing measures. At the root of this decision was the pressure
placed on the police by the Grand Central Partnership through its adop-
tion of aggressive security measures, which threatened to displace police
authority in and around the terminal. This section shows that another
of the primary causes of the failure of previous efforts to eliminate the
homelessness problem was a shallow and ineffective desire to avoid
punitiveness, which in turn merely created enhanced anger and fear to-
ward the homeless people living in and around the station. As a result,
the Grand Central Partnership was able to transform how homeless
people in public spaces were dealt with across the city using a combina-
tion of aggressive policing, restrictive rules and regulations, and super-
ficial social services outreach designed to address immediate disorder
problems rather than waiting for comprehensive solutions to emerge.

By the early 1980s, large numbers of homeless people were living in
and around the station and were creating problems for commuters try-
ing to use the station and for midtown business interests trying to main-
tain property values and encourage shopping and tourism. The Metro
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North Railroad, which oversees the station, made numerous halfhearted
attempts to keep homeless people from congregating there, but with
only minor success. By early 1985, the city’s homeless problem had be-
come so great that the MN’s president, Peter Stangle—citing humani-
tarian concerns—ordered the terminal open to them on an emergency
basis, resulting in as many as 350 people sleeping there each night.33

Both MTA administrators and the public were ambivalent. According to
MTA spokesperson Susan Gilbert, “It does tend to turn Grand Central
into a homeless shelter, and we don’t want to do that. The homeless
people should be taken to a shelter. The terminal is not the place that
they should be helped and treated.”34

The city’s Human Resources Administration (HRA) responded to the
problems in Grand Central by offering direct transportation to shelters
three nights a week, and the Coalition for the Homeless (CFH) brought
free food, medical care, legal assistance, and cleaning supplies to peo-
ple living there. The coalition also pointed out that many people were
afraid of the shelter system and called on the mayor to make one thou-
sand beds available in city hospitals as an alternative. Mayor Koch,
however, refused to do this, and on February 11, 1985, he announced
that because of increased crime in the station, it would no longer be left
open overnight, thereby sending people either into shelters or out into
the night.35

By 1987, conditions in the terminal had again deteriorated, prompt-
ing the MN to close the terminal at night because of growing crime
problems, including some injuries to passengers. Great pains were taken,
however, to avoid the appearance of undo punitiveness. Officials at the
MN pointed out that “force would not be used to remove those who
remained” after police sweeps and social services outreach efforts and
that twenty social workers would be used to assist those remaining.36

This effort, however, was short-lived, and homeless people continued to
congregate in the terminal during the day and found nighttime refuge in
out-of-the-way corners of the station and adjoining platforms and tun-
nels. This in turn led to a series of cat-and-mouse attempts to dislodge
people through periodic sweeps and police harassment. In March 1987
Mayor Koch and the MN initiated another series of efforts to sweep
homeless people from the terminal. They pointed out, however, that this
was not driven by a punitive orientation. Koch claimed that “there has
never been a plan to arrest anybody, never. I don’t want them to sleep in
the terminal for compassionate reasons.”37 In an effort to distinguish
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between indiscriminate police action and targeted enforcement, MN
President Peter Stangl added a few days later, “I consider myself a pretty
strong defenders of people’s rights [but] there are people who are home-
less and vulnerable and people who are homeless and also have commit-
ted criminal acts.”38 Either way, the courts ruled that the police had
been overzealous in their efforts to roust people using antiloitering ordi-
nances, which were deemed unconstitutionally vague and forced the po-
lice to back off yet again.39

As a result, by the next summer, large numbers of people were again
inhabiting the station and surrounding areas, prompting local business
leaders to discuss methods of clearing the station during the day as well
as the evening. In the wake of the late 1970s fiscal crisis, in 1981 New
York State granted the city the right to charter local BIDs and thus the
right to tax local property owners to raise funds that could be spent to
provide services beyond those offered by the city. This included hiring
security guards, providing extra sanitation services, and making physi-
cal improvements in sidewalks and street lighting. As its first job, the
Grand Central Partnership (GCP, formed by real estate developer Peter
Malkin in July 1985) was to improve the conditions in and around
Grand Central Terminal.

As discussed in chapter 6, the lack of support from police and po-
litical leaders, who were reluctant to adopt such punitive measures,
doomed the effort. By the winter of 1990, an estimated two thou-
sand people were again living in the terminal and on the surrounding
streets.40 By January 1990, however, the New York Times was claiming
that the efforts in Grand Central Terminal and the larger subway system
were a failure because of resistance by the police, some public officials,
and advocates for the homeless:

It was hobbled from the start by a lack of support from public officials
and criticism from the former head of the transit police union, who
contended that it turned police officers into social workers. It was ham-
strung by a series of lawsuits challenging the constitutionality of some
of the regulations. And the transit officers themselves seemed to have
little stomach for issuing warnings, writing summons, or making arrests
for behavior that had been tolerated for years.41

At this stage of the disorder crisis, a conflict existed between, on the one
hand, liberal political leaders and parts of the police establishment who
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were reluctant to use strong-arm tactics in the absence of a credible al-
ternative and, on the other hand, more conservative business leaders
who were intent on displacing the problem from their vicinity, regard-
less of the consequences for the people being ousted.

Over the next year, the GCP and MN worked together to try to bring
greater pressure to bear on people living in the terminal. Accordingly, in
November 1990 Governor Cuomo and Mayor Dinkins announced the
creation of the Grand Central Initiative, which spent $7 million on so-
cial services and physical barriers to keep people from living in stations,
tunnels, and other hidden areas of the terminal.42 In addition, more ag-
gressive enforcement of the new rules was undertaken by MN police
and GCP security guards. Both groups used a carrot-and-stick approach
in which they first offered people access to the GCP-run drop-in center
a block away, which provided meals and referrals to the city shelter sys-
tem. Those who refused services were routinely ticketed, arrested for
minor legal violations, committed to psychiatric facilities, and, at times,
threatened in order to get them to leave the station.43

In July 1993, on the strength of its success in the terminal, the GCP
was hired by the New York Community Trust to provide outreach ser-
vices around the East River Esplanade and several other locations in the
midtown area. The outreach consisted of teams of formerly homeless
individuals who tried to get currently homeless people to come to the
GCP drop-in center. This effort was successful in moving people out of
targeted areas, mostly by driving them to other nearby locations. One
of these locations was the public park and plaza across from Tudor
City, a residential enclave on First Avenue and East Forty-second Street.

This effort continued for six months until the trust was unable to
raise additional funds. As the money ran out, the GCP solicited funds
from individual communities to continue the outreach. Some commu-
nities signed short-term contracts, but frustration about the cost of
services and allegations of brutality by outreach workers brought this
practice to an end. At the same time, the city began to develop more
comprehensive approaches to dealing with homeless encampments that
proved more effective and longer lasting than the GCP’s methods.

The GCP’s efforts were therefore scaled back to the area immedi-
ately surrounding the terminal. By early 1994, however, evidence had
mounted that some of these outreach teams were using physical intim-
idation and brutality as part of their work.44 In addition, several em-
ployees filed suit against the GCP for failing to pay minimum wages.45
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In July1995, the Federal Department of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment sustained the charges of brutality and canceled all federal funding
of GCP social services.46 In 1998, the federal courts ruled that the GCP
had failed to abide by labor laws and ordered that back wages be paid
to homeless workers. As a result, many services were scaled back, and
the GCP lost its stature as a shining example of business-led solutions to
homelessness and public disorder.

The GCP has since brought in outside evaluators to revise its home-
less program and restore its image. Mayor Rudolph Giuliani, however,
abandoned his blanket support for BIDs. He forced the head of the
GCP, who also managed two other major midtown BIDs, to abandon
his multiple roles and the $300,000 in salaries they produced. Nonethe-
less, the GCP continues to support order-maintenance efforts and still
considers George Kelling and James Q. Wilson to be the guiding intel-
lectual sources for its work.47

The growth of the GCP indicates that there was a significant crisis in
the city government’s ability to maintain order and provide basic social
services. The homelessness crisis in Grand Central Terminal and the sur-
rounding area forced residential and business groups to develop inde-
pendently controlled and financed innovations to restore order. This de-
sire was so powerful that many people were willing to overlook—at
least initially—the illegal tactics being used to make it happen. Business
leaders and residential groups were focused on getting results, which the
city was unable or willing to provide. The result was gross violations
of the rights of homeless people, on the one hand, and a political shift
away from support for government-led therapeutic strategies to restore
order, on the other. The following section explains how this process
played out in the residential area of Tudor City, just blocks from Grand
Central Terminal.

Tudor City

Tudor City was built as a planned community in the 1920s and early
1930s, with its own restaurants, shops, bowling alley, and park. It was
intended to accommodate middle-class workers in the emerging mid-
town business district, allowing them to walk to work and to have ac-
cess to Manhattan’s cultural amenities. It was designed to be an aes-
thetic refuge from the surrounding city and was constructed in uniform
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Tudor style. The development takes up most of four city blocks, and
breaks the grid street pattern with a series of dead ends and retaining
walls. At the time that it was built, the properties to the east were
largely slaughterhouses and coal storage yards. To create the sense of a
serene enclave, the eastward-facing sections were built atop a twenty-
foot retaining wall, and eastward-facing windows were kept to a mini-
mum (which was unfortunate because now they would face the United
Nations building).

Tudor City is a mostly white middle-class area with a population of
roughly three thousand. The cost of apartments has been kept down by
rent stabilization and their small size. Local residents have a tradition of
community activism, including a well-organized tenants’ group that in
the past has mobilized to protect local interests. For example, when real
estate developer Harry Helmsley attempted to construct office towers in
their park, residents tore down the construction fencing and sat down
in front of bulldozers until a court injunction was obtained. They also
have been adept at working with local politicians and community
groups to resist development in the surrounding area and protect their
services.

In the 1990s, these concerns about parks and aesthetic preservation
were transformed into an antihomeless, propolice agenda involving the
eviction of homeless people from public spaces adjacent to the neigh-
borhood. This example, like that of the East Village, highlights the way
in which a culturally tolerant and politically liberal community greatly
concerned about the quality of public spaces was quickly drawn into a
punitive approach toward the homeless.

In the early 1990s, around twenty homeless people began regularly
camping in a small sidewalk park along one of Tudor City’s east-facing
walls. Their small encampment began to be a source of garbage and hu-
man waste, and residents began to express concerns about their pres-
ence in the area. From 1993 to 1996, the residents’ association, the
Tudor City Association (TCA), developed a number of strategies to dis-
lodge the campers. The progression of different strategies demonstrates
the failings of the liberal approach to social problems and the reason
that many progressives came to support quality-of-life policies.

In early 1993, the TCA had just changed leadership. and the group
had taken on the homeless encampments as a major issue. Residents
complained that the presence of homeless people made them unwilling
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to travel in that area because of fear of crime. They accused the home-
less people of being drug dealers and complained that they urinated
near their buildings and created a trash problem. Eventually, sanitation
at the site became a major issue as well when rats were sighted in ad-
joining basements and human excrement was regularly seen in the area.
The TCA president continually cited this issue, noting that extermina-
tors had to be brought in to try to get rid of the rats, which remained a
concern a year after the removal of the camp. He and others also were
deeply concerned about the presence of human waste. In addition to the
obvious health concerns, the sanitation problems represented a strong
visual sign of the breakdown of basic standards of civility and marked
the park as off-limits to residents.

Fear of crime was also a common concern, with residents attributing
the recent increase in the crime rate to the presence of the encampment.
Local police officials agreed to regularly check on activities in the park
and conducted regular walk-throughs and surveillance. Despite this,
they never observed criminal behavior there and told the residents that
they did not feel it was a source of crime.

In response, residents decided to learn more about the availability of
services to homeless people in the region. After investigating city and
nonprofit services, one member said that the TCA felt that there was no
shortage of available services, including emergency shelter, food, bene-
fits advocacy, and various treatment services. The TCA decided that
homeless people needed to be told about these services and that the city
should help encourage them to accept them.

The TCA decided to meet with the Department of Homeless Services
and explore its options. Residents brought with them lawyers to give
the impression that legal action would be taken if the city did note co-
operate. However, rather than forcing the city to take on the whole bur-
den, the residents decided, as a show of good faith, to enlist the services
of outreach workers from the Grand Central Partnership. They were
hired with TCA money to encourage people in the camp to voluntarily
accept services and leave the area. According to the TCA’s president,
Harry Laughlin, “Until the City can get its act together, and can provide
housing and jobs for everyone, the GCP outreach program is an answer
to this problem in our area.”48 As in the East Village, residents of Tudor
City were no longer willing to wait for possible long-term solutions,
even when they supported them in principle. Instead, they demanded
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immediate action, and in this case they were willing to pay for it them-
selves rather than wait for a city bureaucracy that was slow to answer
their demands.

Responding to reports from homeless people of brutality by GCP
outreach workers, the New York Coalition for the Homeless and its
volunteer offshoot, Streetwatch, challenged the GCP’s efforts near Tu-
dor City. Together these groups succeeded in preventing the use of vio-
lence by GCP outreach workers, and so the GCP was unsuccessful in re-
moving any of the people living in the park. For its part, the GCP char-
acterized the campers as “hard-core service-resistant” people who were
more interested in doing drugs than improving their situation. After a
meeting at which the GCP gave its side of the story and local campers
organized by the Coalition for the Homeless gave theirs, the GCP’s con-
tract with the TCA was canceled.

With the failure of the GCP’s effort, residents pressured the city to
use its outreach workers to try to get the homeless people to leave the
park voluntarily. The association’s members understood that using the
police only was no real solution: “The police do come in and move
them out but they just go to another park in the area and then come
back.”49 Instead, they hoped to solve the problem by getting people into
services that would change their situation and get them permanently off
the streets. After several months of outreach, however, the encampment
remained. Residents then scheduled additional meetings with the city to
discuss other strategies. An agreement was reached in which the parks
department would clean the park daily, thereby forcing people to move
their belongings each day. In addition, city outreach workers would
continue to try to entice people into services. The Tudor City residents
hoped that this combined carrot-and-stick approach would get people
to leave the park by entering services that would help them. After sev-
eral weeks of this, however, the homeless people refused either to accept
services or leave the park voluntarily. The city would not sustain the
commitment of resources, and the daily cleanups stopped.

Finally, residents had had enough. They no longer were willing to use
long-term strategies to solve their problem but wanted homeless people
removed from their parks immediately and permanently. In 1993, the
residents adopted a tougher strategy of regular police sweeps:

These people severely disrupt the quality of life of everyone living near
these camps. We paid for outreach prior to police sweeps to show our
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good intentions. Now, it’s like the tough love approach at many of the
treatment centers. We have to start enforcing the laws against camping.
Sooner or later people will realize they need help. It doesn’t help them
to leave them wallowing in these conditions; dying of exposure.50

Another frustrated resident with a history of progressive neighborhood
and labor activism said about the homeless campers:

They’re terrible. The city has got to get on them. They make a mess;
they urinate everywhere. These people don’t want to work. They’re
bums. You can offer them jobs and they won’t take them. You can’t
do anything with them. We can’t have them living around here. Peo-
ple pay big rents to live around here. They rob you; they’re dirty and
filthy.51

The frustration had become too great. Residents were no longer willing
to defer their desire for control over these public spaces.

Residents had tried using liberal strategies to solve the concerns with
which many progressive neighborhoods are confronted. But these meth-
ods failed to solve their problem, and so they moved to an enforcement-
oriented approach. The police came in to clear the park and to enforce
the existing curfew and ban on structures (tents and shanties). By late
1995, no one was living in the park at night and few were present dur-
ing the day.

During this period, a new long-term strategy was instituted as well.
City Councilman Andrew Eristoff agreed to use part of his annual capi-
tal appropriations budget to renovate the park, which would allow it to
be fenced off during construction. When the construction was finished,
the improved facilities would encourage more use of the park by local
residents, thereby making it a less attractive place for homeless people.
Additional park supervision by the police and parks department work-
ers also was used to enforce park rules and ensure that people were not
allowed to establish new camps.

The Tudor City example shows how historically liberal residents be-
came frustrated with the growth of disorder and the city’s inability to re-
spond adequately. Their attempts to create positive alternatives for peo-
ple sleeping in the area were ineffective because of a lack of resources
for the scale of the crisis. The conclusion they drew was that neither the
city nor the GCP was able to solve the problem of homelessness and
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disorder in their community. As a result, they turned to more punitive
measures to solve their quality-of-life problem.

East New York

The issues in East New York were quite different from those in the
other examples. East New York is not located in Manhattan but is a
low-income black and Latino neighborhood in Brooklyn, far from the
centers of power. Even though homelessness was a cause of concern
there, both the effect of homelessness and the nature of this local con-
cern took very different shapes. None of the homeless people sleeping
near Tudor City came from Tudor City. Instead they came from neigh-
borhoods like East New York; areas that had provided housing of last
resort for many individuals and families. In East New York homeless
people were viewed more ambiguously, either sympathetically as former
neighbors, friends, and relatives or as a threat to the already besieged
neighborhood stability. This conflicted sensibility prevented community
residents from expressing their hostility directly at homeless people as
such, although they did connect the problems of crime and disorder. In
addition, as we saw in chapter 6, serious crime was also a potent con-
cern. The community’s anger, therefore, was generally directed at the
city and neighborhood politicians for their perceived mishandling of the
problems of crime and disorder and their mistreatment of the commu-
nity in the process. Many residents felt that local politicians built up the
nonprofit social service agencies that were their base of political support
rather than directly addressing the community’s problems.

What was similar in East New York was the role of urban liberalism
in both the community and its relationship to citywide politics. East
New York was closely tied to liberal political leaders, especially David
Dinkins. Political power in the community also was tied to the social
service providers, which were some of the neighborhood’s largest em-
ployers, and a handful of local real estate developers, whose develop-
ment plans were generally tied to government housing and social pro-
grams. Power, therefore, flowed toward local officeholders with strong
ties to citywide officials who supported the social services provided by
neighborhood nonprofits. Accordingly, as in the Lower East Side, neigh-
borhood dissatisfaction with how the homelessness problem was being
handled was often directed to these local politicians. Unlike the Lower
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East Side, no significant political opposition emerged to challenge or re-
place this urban liberal quality-of-life orientation. Instead, local leaders
used the lack of independent political actors and the lack of success of
quality-of-life policing in reducing crime in the neighborhood as a cover
for developing closer ties to the powerful Giuliani administration.

Many residents of East New York were sympathetic to the plight of
homeless people and the need to address the underlying housing and
employment problems that were contributing to the crisis. After the
white flight of the 1960s and 1970s, the decline in low-skill employ-
ment citywide, and the residue of the 1970s fiscal crisis, East New York
was in crisis. The area had lost much of its housing stock, and the eco-
nomic restructuring of the 1970s and 1980s, discussed in chapter 5, had
an especially profound effect on the neighborhood, resulting in high un-
employment and poverty levels.

In the wake of these changes, the city added to the problem through
a series of budget cuts resulting from the 1970s fiscal crisis. These cuts
continued through the 1980s and into the 1990s. The New York Times
described the effects of the fiscal crisis on the neighborhood in an article
in the mid-1980s:

East New York . . . was poor before the city’s fiscal crisis, and poor it
remains. But in basic ways the cutbacks have made a deep impression
on the neighborhood’s appearance, the texture of its political life and,
perhaps most palpable of all, the expectations of many of its residents.

They are changes of neglect rather than abuse, the kind of changes
that come by letting parks sit unrepaired, ignoring broken street lamps,
letting potential landmarks go to seed, losing programs that once pro-
vided jobs, watching buildings that once housed families remain con-
demned and boarded over, seeing a dream of new housing and new
schools dissipate into resignation and, at times, despair.52

Testifying before the city council, community activist Mel Grizer de-
scribed the effect of the budget cuts of the 1970s and 1980s in class
terms: “When the community organizations and residents organize for a
decent quality of life, they are undermined because the city government
ignores the needs of its working and poor constituents.”53 Budget cuts
were undermining the neighborhood’s social stability, resulting in both
declining physical conditions and diminished political capacity.

One specific and cruelly ironic aspect of the neighborhood’s crisis
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was its housing shortage. The neighborhood had a large number of low-
income people unable to afford housing who were surrounded by empty
buildings that the city had abandoned and left to deteriorate. In re-
sponse to this, a large “squatters” movement emerged in the early and
mid-1980s. By 1985, the city had taken possession of more than six
thousand vacant buildings (2,500 of them in East New York) that had
not been renovated.54 Squatters, organized by the Association of Com-
munity Organizations for Reform Now (ACORN), began illegally mov-
ing into these building and rehabilitating them with their own resources.
The city’s response was to have the squatters evicted and arrested. Many
local residents began to question why the city was warehousing empty
buildings while there was a growing homeless population.

It was precisely this analysis that caused many people to question
Koch’s and Cuomo’s emergency shelter approach. An editorial from the
politically leftist United Community Center summarizes the position
held by many residents about the contradictions in government policies
that favored business-oriented programs over housing and employment:

Gov. Mario Cuomo’s recent speeches call for the construction of tempo-
rary shelters for the homeless and tax incentives for business. Unfortu-
nately neither proposal solves the major problems facing New York.
The Governor promises “compassion for the poor” but compassion is
not a substitute for adequate housing and decent jobs.

Temporary shelters are not a solution to homelessness. New Yorkers
need hundreds of thousands of new homes. Not only are there thou-
sands of homeless families, living in shelters and welfare hotels, but
there are over 50,000 illegal double ups in New York City public hous-
ing alone.

If New York is committed to improving living conditions for its citi-
zens, the state government should be raising money for a massive con-
struction campaign to build more public housing. Instead, the Governor
and State Legislature are cutting tax rates for businesses.55

In fact, the most substantial state program to help the neighborhood
was a state economic zone, a type of urban enterprise zone that pro-
vided tax breaks to businesses that located in an industrial zone in
the neighborhood. Unfortunately, though, this effort failed to produce
many high-paying jobs for local residents.

Between 1983 and 1988, the city and state combined had created
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only 2,400 units of new housing, despite the growing homelessness and
housing crisis.56 This lack of action on housing and jobs thus led to an-
tagonism when the city began to locate numerous homeless shelters in
the neighborhood, often without community input. By 1988, East New
York had the highest concentration of homeless shelters in the city.

Most people in the community viewed the homeless problem as a
housing problem and therefore were skeptical about emergency shel-
ters as a solution. They also objected to the shelters’ negative effects on
the surrounding areas. One community activist summed up the conse-
quences of concentrated homeless shelters in a poor community:

I’m talking about homeless people with serious substance abuse and
psychiatric problems dumped without supportive services. They are
merely housed, without thought to teaching them how to live in an
apartment again. They’re non-productive drains on the economic sys-
tem and are now destroying the quality of life in this community.57

In 1984, the Koch administration opened a new family shelter on For-
bell Avenue. No hearings or discussions were held with the community
before opening the shelter because it was placed there on an emergency
basis, and local residents viewed it as an additional burden on an area
already suffering from numerous social problems. According to commu-
nity activist Anthony Mammina, who lived near the shelter, there were
many problems at the time. Relatives of people in the shelter would
congregate and even sleep in cars in the area. Trash, noise, and car
break-ins became a constant problem, and the city was slow to respond.
Finally, after twelve weeks of picketing by local residents, new street-
lights were installed; streets and sidewalks were fixed; and a greater ef-
fort was made to monitor shelter residents and their friends and fami-
lies. In the opinion of Mammina and others, however, the city’s Human
Resources Administration regularly lied to and misled residents and re-
neged on agreements.58

This is an example of resistance to homeless shelters based on local-
ized quality-of-life concerns similar to those seen in the Lower East
Side. The difference is that the residents who were frustrated by their in-
teraction with the city continued to support liberal politicians. Mam-
mina and many of the people with whom he worked in the area sup-
ported David Dinkins in both 1989 and 1993. It was only well into
Rudolph Giuliani’s second term that Mammina and some others began
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to express support for the mayor who championed their quality-of-life
concerns. The reason for this slow transformation was tied to the fact
that he had a broader understanding of the economic roots of homeless-
ness in East New York.

This more resistant attitude can be seen in the opposition to shelters
in 1988. During this period, many community activists and neighbor-
hood groups purposely tied their opposition to shelters to broader eco-
nomic concerns and not just local and immediate quality-of-life con-
cerns, as this article from The Link explains:

Despite the fact that the central section of East New York will soon
have the largest concentration of homeless shelters in New York City,
Mayor Koch and local real estate interests seem determined to cram
even more homeless and poor people into the neighborhood.

Concentrating the homeless in East New York hurts both the home-
less and the community. These shelters are not homes. They get the
poor and the sick off the streets of Manhattan, but they do not change
and improve people’s lives. Hotel and shelter residents end up isolated
from friends and families, hospitals, parks or playgrounds, Meanwhile,
the already strained resources of the East New York community are fur-
ther stretched.

East New York needs a plan for redevelopment and rebuilding. New
York City’s homeless need homes not shelters. The city cannot be per-
mitted to abandon both East New York and the homeless to a future
without hope.59

This statement makes no mention of crime, dirt, disorder, or any of the
other common quality-of-life-related concerns consistently expressed in
middle-class parts of the city.

In February 1988, the local community board, controlled by the bor-
ough president and local city council member Priscilla Wooten, ap-
proved another shelter for the neighborhood. This gave the neighbor-
hood four major shelters, housing fifteen hundred people, and two
smaller shelters,60 raising questions about why so many facilities were
being located in East New York and the role of city and neighborhood
politicians.

At the city level, a number of poor communities were questioning the
policies governing the location of homeless shelters around the city.
Neighborhoods like Harlem, the South Bronx, and East New York felt
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they were bearing the bulk of the burden. During the late 1980s, how-
ever, it was hard to determine the distribution of facilities exactly. The
city refused to produce maps or comprehensive citywide lists of facili-
ties. Instead, it promised to provide neighborhood data for any neigh-
borhood concerned about locating new facilities in their area. The result
of this lack of transparency caused many residents to accuse the city of
outright discrimination. According to a community activist in Harlem,
“People perceive [the homeless policy] as a plan on the part of the city
to make our lives so miserable that we will flee and the city will be able
to take our buildings.”61 The city responded by denying any intentional
discrimination and instead pointing to various factors that made locat-
ing the facilities in these areas expedient. According to the head of the
City Planning Commission, “The city has no deliberate policy of con-
centration, and the city worries a great deal about it. I believe if there is
some concentration, it derives from using opportunities as you find
them and putting facilities where the need is.”62

Many homeless advocates and community activists criticized pre-
cisely this prioritizing of expediency over developing an overarching
plan. In the words of the head of a South Bronx nonprofit housing de-
veloper, “We feel the thrust of being targeted for these populations. It is
my firm belief that if we had a vision for the entire city and we could
really put that in place, then if there is a crisis with AIDS or homeless
[sic], we wouldn’t have to overreact.”63 The irony is that while the city
routinely refused community input under the guise of leaving it to the
experts to deal with complex land use situations, the experts were not
actually engaging in much systematic thinking about the problem. Many
neighborhood community boards asked the city to involve them in de-
veloping an overall emergency shelter plan, but the city refused and
instead often bypassed community land use procedures in the name of
expedience.

In response, a coalition of community groups proposed a “fair
share” plan to be included in the city charter. This plan would “require
the planning commission to devise rules to assure that neighborhoods
receive their fair share of city projects, both desired ones like play-
grounds and libraries and unwanted ones like jails and drug-rehabilita-
tion centers.”64 In November 1989 the charter revisions—including the
fair share plan—were passed by local referendum, indicating the extent
to which local neighborhoods felt alienated by the city’s centralized and
bureaucratic planning procedures.
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Some East New York activists also felt frustrated with neighbor-
hood politicians. The most prominent neighborhood politician dealing
with homelessness during this period was city council member Priscilla
Wooten. Several neighborhood leaders indicated that Wooten was a
product of the white political club in Canarsie that had exerted a great
deal of political influence in the district dating back to when the area
was mostly white. In this case, the white Democratic Party regulars sup-
ported Wooten’s social services orientation.

Wooten, like Friedlander in the Lower East Side, was tied politically
to the local nonprofit social service providers in the neighborhood. As
such, she supported plans from the city government if they involved in-
creased spending on social services in the neighborhood, as often these
services and the jobs they created were seen as beneficial. Other times,
however, residents viewed these programs as ineffective or even detri-
mental to the community. As such, her allegiances toward the urban lib-
eral establishment of white Democrats and social service providers cre-
ated a conflict between the interests of the political establishment and
those of some local residents.

One example of this conflict was the placement of shelters. One com-
munity activist argued that Wooten played a central role in pushing
shelter approvals through the community board in return for political
favors from citywide politicians.65 In addition, local politicians bene-
fited from the siting of shelters and other programs through patron-
age systems. Unlike city agencies, nonprofits are not subjected to civil
service rules, so people can be hired and fired on the basis of political
connections and allegiance. One clear example of this involved the
East New York Urban Youth Corps, which participated in a number of
housing development and management efforts. The executive director
was very popular in the community and highly regarded by city officials
and other nonprofit executives. In an effort to improve the agency’s effi-
ciency, he had increased its oversight over construction contracting and
accordingly refused to allow a contractor who had performed poorly on
past jobs to bid on a large new initiative. It turned out that the con-
tractor was the head of the local political machine, and within days the
executive director was fired without explanation. Several community
activists pointed to this incident as an example of the intertwining of
politics and patronage in the neighborhood.

The result of this dynamic of patronage and intimidation was that
political opposition was slow to develop. Most community leaders de-
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velop their skills coming up through the nonprofits, which are one of the
few professional political training grounds for local residents. At these
nonprofits, however, skill is not the most rewarded characteristic. Ac-
cording to a community organizer who had worked at the youth corps.
and other local nonprofits, political leaders “see talent as a threat. They
don’t deal with issues. They are more concerned with maintaining their
personal power.”66 In the words of another longtime community activ-
ist, “Local politicians are more concerned about who speaks first at an
event than the issues. They are mostly concerned with getting jobs for
their cronies. The worst example is the local schools, where corruption
is rampant.”67 Since these political leaders received better treatment un-
der Dinkins than they had under Koch, it is no surprise that they re-
mained loyal to Dinkins, despite community pressure regarding the de-
teriorating crime and social services situation.

Some community activists explain this lack of independent politi-
cal action as being the result of neighborhood social disorganization
on several levels. Historically, East New York did not have the kind of
community-focused institutions that areas like Harlem and Bedford
Stuyvesant had. During the civil rights movement, East New York was
in transition racially, and few grassroots organizations were established
that were accountable to the local African American community. One
nonprofit executive described the situation:

There are no membership driven community-based organizations, ex-
cept perhaps the middle class churches. In the 1960s and 1970s there
were a few groups that knocked on doors and distributed newspapers,
but there’s none of that now. Without that there are no checks or bal-
ances in place. This allows situations like the one at the East New York
Urban Youth Corp. and produces CBOs that are less than demonstrably
productive.68

The other problem was that in the following decades, the funding for
nonprofits and community organizations was focused on the provision
of direct services such as housing and child care and left little room for
systematic community organizing. As the same person went on to add,
“If there is no funding for community mobilization, then it won’t get
done. I’m working as hard as I can to do the minimum to fulfill the de-
mands of funders.”69

The final problem was that as a poor minority community, residents
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were firmly allied with liberal minority politicians, and it is hard to im-
agine a circumstance in which a liberal African American mayor would
not receive deep support. In 1989 and 1993, it was not surprising,
therefore, that Dinkins won the neighborhood with more than 90 per-
cent of the vote. This loyalty on the basis of race and historic support
for minority and poor communities made it very difficult for residents
to mobilize for an alternative. Giuliani, on the right, held little appeal
for voters in the area, and there was no opposition from the left. At the
neighborhood level, local activists such as Mel Grizer complained that
whenever an opposition emerged, it was based on personal popularity
or skill and not a political program that differed from those of existing
politicians.

At the city level, David Dinkins represented the most progressive pol-
itics that could find broad electoral or financial support. Candidates
who campaigned on dramatic changes in the housing and employment
markets or in the structure of local taxation and spending were un-
able to get on the political map. Urban liberalism had a lock on pro-
gressive politics in part because of its connection to minority communi-
ties. As long as politics in those communities was based on support for
a patronage-suffused social services system and not grassroots mobili-
zations, there was little possibility of a politics of systematic change to
emerge.

Even though East New York residents never supported the broad
quality-of-life agenda or Giuliani, they played an important part in
maintaining the new paradigm. The ability of the quality-of-life ap-
proach to policing to associate itself with the dramatic reductions in
crime, along with the growing dissatisfaction with urban liberalism
muted criticism of the new paradigm. A community that could have
been expected to be a continuous thorn in Giuliani’s side was, for the
most part, politically quiet through the bulk of his first term. In fact,
there was so little community mobilization against the mayor that most
of the neighborhood’s politicians actually endorsed Giuliani in 1997
in his race against a stalwart of urban liberalism, Ruth Messinger. Mes-
singer was the Manhattan borough president and was closely identi-
fied with defending many of the core elements of the urban liberal ap-
proach, including support for increased funding for welfare and edu-
cation. She was socially tolerant, preferred rehabilitation to punitive
approaches to crime, and surrounded herself with a number of well-
known experts on a range of policy subjects. Her message of rolling
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back the new quality-of-life approach fell on deaf ears, and she was
badly defeated in the election.

From the perspective of East New York, Giuliani’s hold on power
had become so strong, and support for Messinger was so weak, that
neighborhood politicians felt it was better to try and ingratiate them-
selves with someone who clearly was going to win reelection than to
stand with neighborhood opposition, which was passive, poorly articu-
lated, and ambivalent about the standard-bearer of their cause. In his
second term, therefore, Giuliani was able to strengthen the quality-of-
life paradigm even further. He continued to cut back welfare in favor of
workfare. He promoted more punitive measures toward homeless peo-
ple while adding fewer units of new housing to the city than any mayor
since the Great Depression. Finally, he promoted the police as the front
line of his battle to restore civility to the city. It was this last part of
Giuliani’s program that eventually undermined his personal political
power and the quality-of-life paradigm.

Conclusion

In each of the preceding examples, urban liberals failed to improve con-
ditions for homeless people or for the neighborhoods affected by home-
lessness. In the Lower East Side, the turn to urban neoconservatism oc-
curred not under Mayor Giuliani but under Mayors Koch and Dinkins.
The reasons were probably that the homeless and disorder crisis in this
neighborhood was more pronounced than in almost any neighborhood
and that the shortfalls of urban liberalism were most apparent there.
The city was unable to come to terms with even its supporters on the
community board. Accordingly, the new political clubs and politicians
directly challenged the social tolerance and social services orientation of
urban liberals. Indeed, the transformation was so powerful that a neo-
conservative was elected to the city council, and Mayor Dinkins was
forced to close Tompkins Square Park in 1991, despite the objections of
many of his historic supporters in the neighborhood.

In midtown, the Grand Central Partnership was a product of power-
ful business groups’ lack of faith in the city’s ability to solve the major
social problem associated with homelessness. They taxed themselves to
create a quasi government that they could control to begin remediation
efforts in their local area immediately. This created a model of local
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punitive action against the homeless that was successful in evicting them
from the public spaces in and around Grand Central Terminal. The Giu-
liani administration used this model more broadly to evict encamp-
ments, such as the one at Tudor City. In fact, it was only after the city
was committed to taking aggressive action against the homeless that the
Tudor City encampments were successfully removed.

In East New York, urban liberalism was threatened but never com-
pletely displaced. Local residents were frustrated by the negative effects
that numerous homeless shelters were having on the neighborhood.
Their frustration, however, was directed mainly at neighborhood and
city politicians—who made up the urban liberal establishment—and
not at the homeless people themselves. In addition, Giuliani was suc-
cessful in tying the quality-of-life paradigm to the reduction in crime
and disorder, bringing him and the police some support in the neighbor-
hood. As a result, political mobilization in support of urban liberal pol-
iticians like Ruth Messenger was low, allowing Giuliani to easily win a
second term.
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Conclusion

Neoliberal globalization has had profound effects on local
spaces around the world. Rural and urban areas have been trans-
formed by the easy flows of both capital and commodities, concentrat-
ing wealth in the hands of those who have the most control over the di-
rection of these flows. But for those with the least control, it has meant
a decline in their standards of living. Global inequality is therefore on
the rise, with billions living on the margins of subsistence. While middle
classes have emerged in some developing areas, they still are relatively
small and vulnerable to broad economic and political forces largely be-
yond their control. Overall, the rich are getting richer and the poor are
getting poorer, with the middle class caught in an increasingly uncertain
middle ground.

In the face of this dynamic, governments have often scaled back ser-
vices to the most vulnerable in the belief that this will improve their
competitiveness. But this structural adjustment has only accelerated the
problems of inequality and social disruption by shifting resources from
the poor and middle classes to the rich. The privatization of water and
electricity, cutbacks in welfare social services, and higher fees for educa-
tion and health care all have had disproportionately negative effects on
the poorest in a society.

While this process has created a growing underclass of people living
on the margins of economic self-sufficiency, the rest of the society has
been forced to invest more resources in security. This has been necessary
to protect themselves from conventional crime and also from the disor-
derly signs of inequality in the form of beggars, homeless encampments
and squatters, and the physical disorder of trash and graffiti. To deal
with these problems, police forces have been enhanced, private security
has been expanded, and a growing punitiveness toward the disenfran-
chised has emerged.

We generally associate this dynamic with third-world nations whose
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poverty is extreme and widespread and whose repressive apparatuses
are in plain view. As Mike Davis pointed out, huge squatter camps bull-
dozed in the middle of the night have come to symbolize the inequality
and repression characteristic of the effects of neoliberal globalization in
much of the developing world.1 On a smaller scale, we can see these
same forces at work in many parts of the developed world as well. The
emergence of widespread homelessness in the United States and much of
Europe, the growth of mass incarceration as a strategy of managing the
unemployed and backlash movements targeting poor immigrants all are
examples.

Neoliberal globalization has also been a powerful engine of in-
equality and social disruption in New York City. With the decline of
manufacturing and the falling pay of government-sector workers, the
middle class has been put under tremendous strain. While the wealth-
iest New Yorkers sit at the center of a vast system manipulating the
world’s wealth, millions of New Yorkers live in poverty, and hun-
dreds of thousands do not have adequate shelter, nutrition, and health
care.

This globalized inequality undermined the stability of New York
City’s social relations in the 1980s and 1990s, and the twin attacks of
economic dislocation and government abandonment destroyed the frag-
ile economic, social, and emotional stability of millions. The growth of
homelessness, unemployment, deinstutionalization, and hopelessness
gave rise to an army of the dispossessed wandering the city in search of
a next meal, a next fix, a place of quiet or community. Subway stations
and parks became homeless shelters, and homeless shelters became per-
manent fixtures of the city’s landscape.

This widespread and chronic homelessness, crime, and disorder cre-
ated the sense of a city out of control. People were confronted with a
concrete decline in their ability to use the city’s public spaces, including,
parks, sidewalks, and subways. Squeegee men, panhandlers, and home-
less encampments created an obstacle course of fear and filth that had
to be negotiated every day.

Residents and business owners throughout the city felt that daily life
and commerce in the city were becoming unmanageable. Their faith in
government had been eroded during the fiscal crisis of the 1970s when
government services were scaled back. Now many believed that the city
government was not only eviscerated but unresponsive. Calls for imme-
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diate assistance were met with pleas for tolerance while “long-term so-
lutions” were enacted by bureaucratic experts. Community concerns
and offers of advice were ignored. The police, in particular, argued that
they were unable to and uninterested in addressing the disorder prob-
lem because of their mandate to focus on serious crime. In response,
communities began to pressure the police and local politicians to take
effective local action to restore order, and those who did not respond
were replaced. What ensued was a new, punitive, quality-of-life ap-
proach to disorder, which focused on restoring public civility through
aggressive police action.

Quality-of-life politics and policing were driven by people’s reason-
able desire for stability in the face of widespread disorder and gov-
ernment failure. Punitive policing and social policies are therefore a di-
rect result of neoliberal globalization. Once social and economic in-
equality produces a broad underclass, social stability will be threatened,
prompting calls for a backlash. These calls have come not just from
the upper classes, the main beneficiaries of this economic arrangement.
They have come also from middle-class and poor communities, since
these residents crave stability and safety no less than do those in wealth-
ier areas. This in turn creates the possibility of harnessing majority
support for the quality-of-life agenda, which is exactly what Rudolph
Giuliani did in 1993. He did not create the disorder crisis or the quality-
of-life backlash. Instead, he gave a voice and a form to people’s frus-
trations and promised to take decisive action in responding to them.
Urban liberals were unable to deal with the problems of disorder fac-
ing the city, so people turned to Giuliani, who offered them a clear al-
ternative.

Was the rise of quality-of-life politics and the ascendancy of Rudolph
Giuliani the only possible outcome of the pressures of global econom-
ics? Could urban liberals have responded to these pressures in a way
that might have interrupted the drive toward punitiveness? The answer
appears to be that the only way that urban liberals could have inter-
rupted this process was to abandon or transform some of their core po-
litical orientations, essentially ceasing to be urban liberals. In the rest
of this conclusion, I review the core principles that led to the failures of
urban liberalism and examine the path not taken to see whether there
might have been a better approach to the challenges of globalization
other than neoliberalism and punitiveness.
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Urban Liberal Values

The central challenge facing urban liberals from the 1970s to the 1990s
was dealing with the pressures of globalization without having them
lead to disorder and a punitive backlash. Through three administra-
tions, however, they were unable to meet this challenge. At the root of
this failure were the core values of urban liberalism and their, at times,
contradictory nature.

At their best, urban liberals stand for a broad project of social inclu-
siveness, with a variety of concrete implications. Urban liberals support
ideals of rehabilitation rather than retribution in the areas of crime,
substance abuse, and mental illness. Similarly, they support the ideal of
full economic opportunity for all and believe that there should be an
economic floor below which people should not be allowed to descend.
Historically, urban liberals have also supported tolerance of minority
and oppressed groups, including nonwhites, women, gays and lesbians,
and immigrants. They believe in strong democratic institutions such as
community empowerment in running government. Finally, they view
government as a tool for achieving these values.

At the same time, however, urban liberals have invested in several
core practices that contradict these values. That is, in their effort to
achieve social inclusion, they have given so much authority to govern-
ment that they have undermined democratic participation. They have
invested power in bureaucratic expertise as an antidote to the vicissi-
tudes of community power. They have looked to multinational corpora-
tions and local elites to develop economic opportunities, and they have
failed to provide sufficient resources for government to carry out its
progressive agenda. This conflict of values is manifested in three basic
contradictions of the urban liberal response to globalization.

Unequal Development

The first contradiction is found in the way that urban liberals respond
economically to the pressures of globalization. During the 1960s and
1970s, manufacturing in the Northeast was under pressure from com-
petition from the American South, since the South was able to offer a
lower-wage, nonunion workforce and fewer taxes and regulations. By
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the 1980s, this pressure was globalized as cheaper transport, easier cap-
ital, and command and control flows allowed the global South to un-
dercut American wages and regulations more effectively. This dynamic
made it clear that American cities had to tap into these flows or risk
being abandoned. Urban liberals responded to this dynamic by subsidiz-
ing the companies that controlled these command and control, cultural,
and financial flows. This took the form of massive subsidies to corpo-
rate headquarters, financial firms, and culture producers such as design
houses, advertisers, publishing, and music and television production. At
the same time, by means of zoning and tax changes, urban liberals sys-
tematically discouraged existing manufacturing.

By accelerating this transformation, urban liberals contributed di-
rectly to the economic and social polarization that began in the 1980s
and continues today. The fundamental nature of a global city economy
is that it is an engine not of overall growth but of inequality. Year after
year, the gains on Wall Street and in the multinational corporations
have failed to trickle down to individuals in the form of higher wages or
to the city as a whole in the form of enhanced municipal services and
fiscal stability. Instead, that money remains in the hands of a relatively
small part of the population while wages for the rest of the population
fail to keep pace with the rising cost of living.

Government action also contributed to the disorder crisis in two
other important ways. First, subsidizing the elimination of very low cost
housing in the form of SRO hotels pulled away the housing safety net
just as the number of people needing this housing was increasing, owing
to wage polarization and the second government action: tearing apart
the financial safety net. This second action took the form of reducing
the number of people on welfare and the amount of their payments.
Also important to the rise of disorder was the failure to provide a men-
tal health and substance abuse safety net. Before the 1970s, many of
the city’s homeless would have had access to mental health care, albeit
flawed. Instead, today they wander the city’s streets and subways as
haunting reminders of our slowly strangling mental health system.

Urban liberals may be tempted to respond that they were hamstrung
by state and federal budget cuts and their own financial constraints.
While the state and federal government do share the blame for these
failures, the city did not act to counter these trends but instead often
helped accelerate them through its own budget cuts. Indeed, these cuts
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often were necessary because of the large tax subsidies for the global
cities project. But the effect of this development and structural adjust-
ment made the disorder problems worse rather than alleviating them as
much as possible.

Empty Empowerment

The second contradiction involves the conflict between grassroots par-
ticipation in government and reliance on expertise-driven bureaucracies.
Urban liberals have been torn between the desire to empower those who
need and receive social services and the expert bureaucracies that can
provide centralized and rational control over government. Ideally, most
urban liberals would prefer to see communities and clients developing
and providing social services. This would help ensure that programs are
responsive to the real needs of the relevant constituencies. It also would
help build a base of political support for these programs because the re-
cipients would feel positively connected to them and the politicians who
authorized and administered them. In many ways this was the initial
political impulse of President Lyndon B. Johnson’s War on Poverty and
continues to be an undercurrent of local democratic politics. Local poli-
ticians develop social services and then persuade the people who deliver
those services—through nonprofit organizations—to support their re-
election and mobilize their clients to do the same—a new kind of urban
political machine politics.

The problem with this approach is that from the politicians’ point of
view, it proved difficult to manage effectively. The most commonly
heard critique is that communities and clients have poorly articulated or
contradictory demands that serve to slow down the delivery of services.
Worse, in some cases this leads to corruption, as those with the loudest
voices or biggest political threats obtain money for programs of dubi-
ous value. In some cases, populist mobilization can lead to extremist
demands for programmatic changes that undermine the existing rights
or resources of other groups, as in the case of Ocean Hill–Brownsville.
Finally, many communities have been unwilling to accept programs
like homeless shelters or drug treatment facilities that they believe will
harm their neighborhoods. This generalized NIMBYism can make it ex-
tremely difficult to involve local communities in developing projects
that have local negative effects but citywide positive ones.
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These kinds of problems have been cited as justifying a smaller role
for local communities and clients in developing and administering social
programs beyond token advisory boards with no real power. Important
decisions, especially dealing with macrolevel planning, it is argued, must
be left up to “impartial experts” who can use their specialized knowl-
edge of urban planning, sociology, or public health to determine the
best course of action. In some ways, reliance on experts is a progressive
development in that it tries to bring rationality and research to bear on
complex social problems rather than relying on the crude politics of re-
sponding to constituencies based on their relative political power.

This seeming insurmountable tension between participatory democ-
racy and progressive bureaucracy is not so straightforward and, in some
ways, obscures much of the real problem underlying this contradiction.
One of the central failings of this analysis is that it assumes good faith
and best intentions on the part of political leaders toward their constitu-
encies, a kind of consensus model of society in which government exists
in order to respond to the community’s needs and these communities
and their needs reside on a relatively equal plain. In fact, political lead-
ers are heavily influenced by commercial interests, which have profit,
not community advancement, in mind. Indeed, the largest contributors
to the political campaigns of both parties in New York City are real es-
tate developers, followed by major corporations and finance firms. Con-
sequently, local political leaders often resist communities’ and clients’
input, not because it is poorly articulated or shortsighted, but because it
may challenge the politicians’ political interests.

Even when local politicians are not under the sway of profit-oriented
interests, they can fall prey to the influence of the nonprofit sector.
In poor communities particularly, the only organized interest groups
are the local nonprofit service providers. Whether controlled by local
residents or tied to larger municipal or even national organizations,
these groups have an interest in maintaining their funding and work-
ing closely with local elected officials to this end. In return, they pro-
vide a local structure for fund-raising and voter turnout. This close re-
lationship makes it very hard for challengers to unseat incumbents. It
also strengthens the hand of the leaders of these nonprofits in relation
to the rest of the community. In addition, funding priorities by govern-
ment agencies and large nonprofit foundations are central to determin-
ing their organizational priorities. Therefore, when these groups have
opportunities to extend their organizations, they may look not to the
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community to decide on their priorities or operational mission but in-
stead to government and nonprofit funders.

Another limitation of the current social services approach is its reli-
ance on a “deserving poor” ethos. Social services generally are delivered
based on a series of moral assessments about the recipients’ worthiness.
Most social services and shelters require people to be clean and sober.
Welfare programs require people to work, regardless of their life situa-
tion. As a result, many people with the most severe life problems are
unable to take advantage of these services and end up living outdoors
with their problems on public display. In turn, their public presence ex-
acerbates the quality-of-life backlash because of their disproportionately
disorderly behavior.

The overall effect of this dynamic is that local communities and
many clients of these services become alienated from government and
nonprofit service providers. These agencies are sometimes viewed with
suspicion and can be seen as part of a corrupt political machine under
the control of local politicians. This state of affairs makes it very hard
to maintain political support for a social services orientation in response
to a crisis of disorder in the public sphere. From Tompkins Square Park
to East New York, local residents no longer had faith in the pronounce-
ments of government officials that they were going to sort out the prob-
lem through a social services approach.

Hollow Tolerance

The third contradiction revolves around the issue of social tolerance.
Urban liberals favor the extension of social rights in the form of civil
liberties protections. They also favor a generalized tolerance of social
differences in the form of race, religion, ethnicity, sexuality, and the like.
Having these rights on paper, however, is not the same as having the
ability to become full members of society. Even though African Ameri-
cans have the legal right not to be discriminated against in housing,
segregation in New York City is as prevalent now as it was at any
time in the twentieth century. Without economic opportunities to buy
into higher-priced neighborhoods or without the enforcement of exist-
ing laws, this right is largely meaningless.

Conversely, people who are told to respect the rights of others must
feel that at the end of that process, some progress toward the stabiliza-
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tion of social relations will emerge. If, however, they feel that tolerance
is, at best, a symbolic act that may end up undermining social stability,
then they will reject it. When people see that disorder is rampant and
that the government has no effective plan to end it, they will reject tol-
erance in favor of immediate action to restore order. The only way to
preach tolerance credibly is as part of a comprehensive reform in social
relations. If people see homeless people being housed and given stabiliz-
ing social services, they will be more likely to tolerate the disorder of
those still homeless, because they can see a real solution on the immedi-
ate horizon.

An extension of this problem is urban liberals’ belief that social prob-
lems can be solved through social services rather than structural reforms
of markets. Communities are told that the solution to their problems is
a new homeless shelter, drug treatment facility, or after-school program.
If they would just invest their energy in securing these goods, or at least
not opposing them, the community would benefit. In fact, however,
some of these programs make their problems worse. A new homeless in-
take center may actually bring more people into the neighborhood, who
become a source of disorder. Even when services are of use to the com-
munity, they rarely achieve the positive goals they advertise because the
problems they are trying to address are too larger and complex. No
matter how well conceived or run, an after-school program cannot solve
a community’s crime problem. It may be a step in the right direction,
but it cannot remedy all the factors contributing to high crime levels,
with a high rate of poverty being the most important. By continuing to
tell communities that these programs will solve their problems and then
failing to deliver or even making things worse, urban liberals lose sup-
port for one of the cornerstones of their political program.

All these are hollow claims that discourage public support for long-
term comprehensive solutions to the failure of labor and housing mar-
kets and the erosion of government services. If urban liberals want
social tolerance, they must take concrete steps to make social integra-
tion possible. High rates of economic inequality manifest in the form
of homelessness, public begging, and other types of social disorder un-
dermine public confidence in social stability. Urban liberals must pur-
sue economic and social programs such as affordable housing, a higher
minimum wage, and adequate treatment for people with mental illness
or substance abuse problems.

At the root of liberalism’s contradictions are its divided loyalties. On
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the one hand, urban liberals and Democrats generally rely on the elec-
toral support of working-class voters, especially racial minorities and
union members. In addition, they have built electoral constituencies
around the provision of government and nonprofit social services. On
the other hand, a large part of the financing for urban liberal political
campaigns in New York and other major cities comes from real estate
interests, major corporations, and wealthy individuals. These groups ex-
pect urban liberal politicians to promote growth-oriented policies that
benefit existing businesses and real estate owners. These growth coali-
tions, which often include organized labor, are far less concerned about
the effects of their economic development policies on the most vulnera-
ble populations. The result is major tax breaks and incentives for down-
town development and a smattering of social spending in the neigh-
borhoods.

In good times, this contradiction can be maintained. In bad times,
however, the pressure from major donors to cut taxes and spending
tends to win out over supporting neighborhoods, especially poor ones.
The advent of neoliberal globalization created just such pressures and
left urban liberals unable to respond. Instead of trying to use their lim-
ited resources to enhance low-wage salaries and expand low-cost hous-
ing, New York used them to accelerate the global cities dynamic by sub-
sidizing corporate headquarters and finance at the expense of manu-
facturing. As a result, wages became polarized; low-cost housing was
converted to commercial or high-rent housing; and social services were
scaled back or eliminated to pay for the incentives.

Wealthy campaign contributors also demand that urban liberals rely
on experts rather than populist forms of decision making. This is be-
cause they have greater influence over expert processes through the de-
velopment of think tanks, like the Manhattan Institute, ad hoc sympo-
sia, and funded research projects. Expertise also has the advantage of
being more predictable because its range of suggestions can be largely
anticipated. Even when experts disagree with the economic designs of
major developers or corporations, they do not have enough independent
political power to influence policy debates. In contrast, populist proc-
esses are difficult to control and hard to predict and may result in signif-
icantly redistributive policies.

Finally, uniting both halves of the urban liberal constituency is the
desire for social cohesion and integration, at least in principle. Wealthy
supporters of urban liberals tend to have a socially and culturally pro-
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gressive outlook. They oppose most forms of de jure discrimination and
believe that in an ideal world, people of all social backgrounds should
be able to form stable social relationships on an equal footing. They
do not necessarily believe in equality of outcome, but they do support
equality of opportunity and a floor of economic stability for everyone.
Unfortunately, these supporters do not tend to support redistributive
policies that might make this dream a reality. Other than token support
for some forms of affirmative action—which mostly benefit elites within
minority communities—they oppose efforts to guarantee improved eco-
nomic status for disenfranchised groups and individuals. In principle,
schools should be engines of opportunity, but in practice wealthy urban
liberals hurt public education by removing their children and opposing
tax increases to improve the schools. Similarly they support fair housing
in principle but live in areas that are highly segregated and oppose ef-
forts to locate low- or even moderate-income housing near them.

In order to break out of this dynamic, urban liberals need to clarify
their allegiances or risk becoming either politically irrelevant or indistin-
guishable from urban neoconservatives. After Dinkins’s election victory
in 1989, Democrats lost four straight contests with Republicans. It is
clear that they have been unable to show how they are going to get out
of their mired position. Whereas many of their economic positions seem
indistinguishable from those of the neocons, their social and cultural
statements seem superficial and naive. In some cities, Democrats have
managed to win election by resolving this conflict, not by embracing the
poor and working classes, but instead by adopting most of the neocons’
policies. San Francisco’s Willie Brown is a good example of a Demo-
cratic mayor who both pursued neoliberal economic policies and repres-
sive policies toward the poor and disorderly.

What urban liberals need to do to avoid these two outcomes is to
establish a platform that clearly identifies neoliberal globalization as
the source of many of the problems of urban America and calls on
government to use its resources to counter its worst effects. Instead of
subsidizing corporate- and finance-led development, local governments
should subsidize manufacturing and other types of business that gener-
ate middle-class salaries. They also can expand and strengthen the mid-
dle class by raising government salaries rather than cutting them back.
They should raise the minimum wage, expand free or employer-financed
health care, and develop low-cost housing for those at the bottom of the
labor market. Finally, they could create a solid floor for the standard of
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living of those who are unemployed, whether through economic dislo-
cation or disability.2

Urban liberals should become populists. They need to develop open
and transparent forms of decision making that give neighborhoods a
greater voice in the delivery of services and programmatic priorities.
Existing forms of neighborhood participation like community boards
and precinct community councils should be given greater formal power
rather than being mechanisms for manufacturing consent. Popular city-
wide decision-making models should be designed so that neighborhoods
can resolve their competing demands on an equal footing. Bureaucratic
systems and expert knowledge should not be excluded from this process
but should be one part of it rather than the whole show.3

Social tolerance should be promoted, and along with it, the actual
opportunities for achieving it should be enacted. People will be more ac-
cepting of difference when it is not equated with difficulty. Many op-
pose low-income housing not just because of racial prejudice or its neg-
ative effects on real estate values but because they see it as a location of
entrenched difficulty; a source of crime and disorder. If residents did not
have such low incomes and were integrated into employment and mean-
ingful social services and if the housing was truly transitional and not
transgenerational, then neighboring residents would be more accepting
of it.

When neoliberal globalization is not regulated, it results in more
public disorder, which leads in turn to demands for repressive policing.
Efforts by police executives and urban liberal politicians to resist this
punitive turn are doomed to fail as long as the contradictions of urban
liberalism are not resolved. Pressure from business interests and resi-
dents of all economic and racial classifications will demand or at least
be resigned to aggressive police action against the losers in global eco-
nomic restructuring. The only way to avoid this repressive turn is to use
local governmental resources to counter the worst tendencies of neolib-
eral globalization rather than to accelerate them. Until they do so, ur-
ban liberals will be consigned either to becoming politically irrelevant
or to becoming urban neoconservatives themselves.
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